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Abstract

Traditional Information Retrieval (IR) research has focussed on a single user in-

teraction modality, where a user searches to satisfy an information need. Recent

advances in web technologies and computer hardware have enabled multiple users

to collaborate on many computer-supported tasks, therefore there is an increasing

opportunity to support two or more users searching together at the same time in

order to satisfy a shared information need, which we refer to as Synchronous Col-

laborative Information Retrieval.

Synchronous Collaborative Information Retrieval (SCIR) represents a significant

paradigmatic shift from traditional IR systems. In order to support an effective SCIR

search new techniques are required to coordinate users’ activities. In this thesis we

explore the effectiveness of two techniques on SCIR: division of labour and sharing

of knowledge. By implementing an effective division of labour policy the search

task can be divided across collaborating searchers, thereby avoiding any duplication

of effort across the users. In addition, a sharing of knowledge policy refers to the

process of passing relevance information across users, whereby group members can

benefit from the discoveries of their collaborators.

In order to explore these techniques we simulate two users searching together

through an incremental relevance feedback system, whereby the ranked lists of doc-

uments returned to each user are modified in order to implement various division of

labour and sharing of knowledge policies. In order to populate these simulations we

extract data from the logs of interactive text search experiments from previous Text

REtrieval Conference (TREC) workshops. These experiments represent the first

simulations of SCIR to-date and the first use of TREC logs in order to populate

simulations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Information retrieval (IR), as defined by Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto (1999), is

concerned with the representation, storage, organisation of and access to informa-

tion items. The purpose of an information retrieval system is to satisfy a user’s

information need. Traditionally, information retrieval (IR) research has focussed on

a single user interaction model.

Collaborative Information Retrieval is a phrase that has been used to refer to

many different technologies which support collaboration in the IR process. Much of

the early work in collaborative information retrieval has been concerned with asyn-

chronous, remote collaboration. Collaborative filtering systems have been developed

which attempt to reuse users’ interactions with information objects in order to rec-

ommend them to others (Goldberg et al., 1992), collaborative re-ranking systems

attempt to promote items of interest to a community of likeminded users (Smyth

et al., 2005) and collaborative footprinting systems attempt to record the paths of

users through an information space so that others may follow (Ahn et al., 2005).

Asynchronous collaborative information retrieval supports a passive, implicit form

of collaboration where the focus is to improve the search process for an individual.

Recent advances in both web technologies, such as the sociable web of Web

2.0, and computer hardware, such as tabletop interface devices, have enabled mul-

tiple users to collaborate on many computer-supported tasks such as town plan-
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ning (Rogers et al., 2006) and design (Kvan, 2000). Due to these advances there is an

increasing opportunity to support two or more users searching together at the same

time, in order to satisfy a shared information need which we refer to as Synchronous

Collaborative Information Retrieval (SCIR). Synchronous collaborative information

retrieval systems represent a significant paradigmatic shift in information retrieval

systems from an individual focus to a group focus. Synchronous collaborative in-

formation retrieval systems are concerned with the realtime, explicit, collaboration

which occurs when multiple users search together to satisfy a shared information

need. This collaboration can take place either with the users working remotely, or,

in a co-located setting. These systems have gained in popularity and now with the

ever-growing popularity of the social web (or Web 2.0 ), and the development of new

collaborative computer interfaces, there is a real opportunity to enable support for

explicit, synchronous collaborative information retrieval.

1.1 Synchronous Collaborative Information Re-

trieval

Early examples of SCIR systems include GroupWeb (Greenberg and Roseman, 1996)

and W4 browser (Gianoutsos and Grundy, 1996). The focus of these early SCIR sys-

tems were in increasing awareness across collaborating users during a synchronised

search, and this was achieved through various cues such as chat facilities, which

users could use to communicate with each other, shared whiteboards, for realtime

brainstorming, and bookmarking tools, where users could save documents of interest

and bring them to the attention of the group. Although these systems allowed for

a more engaging, collaborative search experience, providing awareness tools alone

does not create effective SCIR. The benefit of allowing multiple users to search to-

gether in order to satisfy a shared information need is that it can allow for a division

of labour and a sharing of knowledge across a collaborating group (Zeballos, 1998;

Foley et al., 2006). The awareness cues provided in early SCIR systems could allow

2



users to coordinate their activities in order to achieve both a division of labour and

a sharing of knowledge. For example, users could use a chat facility to divide the

search task, e.g. “You search for information on X and I’ll search for information on

Y ”, and the shared bookmark facility could enable a sharing of knowledge, as users

can see the documents found by others. However, as noted by Adcock et al. (2007),

requiring users to coordinate activities may become troublesome as it requires “too

much cognitive load to reconcile and integrate one’s own activities with the opinions

and actions of teammates”.

Recently we have seen work which attempts to provide system-mediated coor-

dination of users actions in a collaborative search. In particular, the “Cerchiamo”

system of Adcock et al. (2007) was a system for co-located video search which as-

signed co-searchers complementary roles and coordinated their activities by directing

the group towards unexplored areas of the collection, the “SearchTogether” system

by Morris and Horvitz (2007) allowed users to divide the results of a search query

across group members. Both of these systems represent “first steps” towards effec-

tive system-mediated coordination of an SCIR search, however there is much still

to explore. In particular, both systems still require a certain amount of user-user

coordination or awareness in order to allow for effective search. The Cerchiamo sys-

tem was built for a co-located setting and required users to be assigned specialised

roles for collaboration. While the SearchTogether system would still require some

user-user coordination in order to allow for effective division of work, as we will now

outline.

1.1.1 Thesis Hypothesis

At present, if two users want to search together on an adhoc search task using a

state of the art SCIR system, they can either use awareness cues to coordinate their

work, as provided by systems such as GroupWeb or W4, or, having decided on a

useful query, a user could elect to divide the search results with their search partner

using a system such as SearchTogether. Although the ability to divide a single
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search result in isolation does allow for a division of labour, it is not clear how such

a technique would operate over a number of search iterations. For example, if a

collaborating user decides to formulate another query and search again, then should

the user split the results again? If a user is examining a set of search results and

is presented with another set of results, seemingly, at random then, over a number

of iterations, a user may become overwhelmed. Of course, users could use a chat

facility to coordinate the activity - “Are you ready to search again?” However as

discussed above, requiring users to both coordinate the group activity and search at

the same time may cause them to suffer from cognitive overload. Notwithstanding

these problems, a division of labour policy is an important aspect of an SCIR system,

as without it, as users are searching to satisfy the same, shared information need,

they will invariably be presented with similar search results, and may waste time

reading the same documents.

Sharing of knowledge in SCIR systems can be achieved through an awareness

cue such as a shared bookmark facility. What these bookmarks represent are ex-

plicit relevance judgments made by the users. In traditional, single user, information

retrieval, relevance feedback is a simple technique that has been shown to improve

the performance of a search by reformulating a user’s query in the light of extra

relevance information. At present in SCIR systems we believe that these explicit

relevance judgments, which are stored in bookmarks, are wasted, as they are not

used in the search process itself but, instead, are merely used as awareness cues

where users can see the documents found by others. By introducing a relevance

feedback mechanism into an SCIR search, users could see the benefit of these book-

marks in their ranked lists. In addition, as these bookmarks are shared across users,

the relevance feedback mechanism does not have to be isolated for a single user

but, instead, could incorporate the relevance judgments made by each collaborating

user into the feedback process. By providing a relevance feedback mechanism and

using each user’s bookmarks as input into the process, we are enabling a system

mediated sharing of knowledge across users. Users can see the benefit from their
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search partner’s discovery of documents, without having to read these documents

themselves.

These observations have led to the establishment of our hypothesis as:

If we have an environment whereby multiple people are searching together

in a synchronised manner in order to satisfy a shared information need,

then we can improve the performance of the search by implementing both

division of labour and sharing of knowledge policies

We believe that there is a need to develop appropriate mechanisms for division

of labour in synchronous collaborative information retrieval. An appropriate policy

should enable users to search without having to coordinate their activities whilst

benefitting from having the search task divided across themselves and their collab-

orators. We also believe that by using multi-user relevance information, such as

bookmarks, within an SCIR search itself through the relevance feedback process, we

can further improve the performance of the group search. It is not clear, however,

how the relevance feedback operation should be extended to a collaborative rele-

vance feedback process that handles multi-user relevance information. Furthermore,

collaborative systems, by their very nature, bring together multiple people with dif-

ferent levels of experience and expertise. For collaborative searches, differences in

experience and expertise may cause some users to make poor relevance judgments,

and therefore there needs to be a mechanism to allow for a biasing of relevance

information in favour of the more expert users. Intuitively, a collaborative relevance

feedback system, which essentially combines multi-user relevance information, may

cause user’s search queries to become too similar thereby limiting the breadth across

users’ queries. An alternative use of relevance information in an SCIR search may,

therefore, be in a complementary relevance feedback process.
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1.1.2 Research Objectives

Our primary research objectives are to thoroughly investigate the effects of both

a division of labour and a sharing of knowledge, through the relevance feedback

process, in a synchronous collaborative information retrieval environment. As we will

investigate many different SCIR techniques and policies, we will develop simulations

with which to evaluate our work. Simulations, in the context of IR research, attempt

to model a user’s interactions with an information retrieval system, such as querying

the search engine and selecting results to view. Although simulations have been

used extensively in IR system research, there has been no work to date which has

attempted to model a synchronised collaborative search session and therefore our

secondary research objectives are to both develop appropriate SCIR simulations,

which will model two users searching together through an SCIR system, and to

propose a novel evaluation metric for evaluating the performance of a group of

collaborating searchers over the course of an SCIR search.

In order to explore our hypothesis, we have identified the following key research

questions:

• Does a division of labour policy improve the performance of a group of users

searching together?

– Does implementing a division of labour in an SCIR environment improve

the performance of SCIR?

– Does it improve the performance over a group of users searching inde-

pendently?

• Does a system-mediated sharing of knowledge policy, through a collaborative

relevance feedback process, improve the performance of an SCIR search?

– How do the techniques operate under perfect relevance information?

– How do the techniques operate under imperfect relevance information?
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– Can we circumvent some of the problems associated with imperfect rele-

vance information through a user-biased collaborative relevance feedback

process?

• Does a collaborative relevance feedback process cause collaborating users’

search results to become more similar than by using their own relevance infor-

mation only?

• Can a complementary feedback mechanism allow a user’s search result to re-

main more distinct than a collaborative relevance feedback process, and does

this improve the performance of the search?

1.2 Thesis Organisation

This thesis is organised into seven chapters:

Chapter 2: In Chapter 2 we will provide a background for our research topic. We

will introduce the research area of information retrieval (IR), providing a historical

overview of the development of the research area as well as introducing the main

concepts of the area. We will then discuss in more detail the retrieval algorithms

which underpin much of IR research. Next we will discuss two ways in which IR

researchers have attempted to improve tractional IR systems, through relevance

feedback and combination of evidence. We will conclude the chapter with an overview

of the process of evaluation in IR, including the metrics commonly used and the

Text REtrieval Conference (TREC), an annual workshop for large-scale IR system

evaluation.

Chapter 3: In Chapter 3 we will provide a comprehensive account of work to

date in collaborative information retrieval. We will describe these systems in terms

of their position in a 2-dimensional space of time and place, commonly used in

Groupware system classification. Much of the work in collaborative IR has been
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in asynchronous collaborative IR systems such as collaborative filtering (or recom-

mender) systems, but there are other examples of asynchronous collaborative IR

systems, and we will outline these. We will also describe work to date in the emerg-

ing area of synchronous collaborative information retrieval, describing research in

both remote and co-located domains.

Chapter 4: In Chapter 4 we will introduce our research proposal. We will mo-

tivate the need for an effective system-mediated division of labour and sharing of

knowledge. We will describe how a division of labour system can be applied to an

SCIR search to allow for seamless division of search results that does not require

any user-user coordination. We will also explore how to achieve a sharing of knowl-

edge by sharing relevance information across users in the relevance feedback process.

We will propose novel methods by which the relevance feedback process can be ex-

tended into both a Collaborative Relevance Feedback process and a Complementary

Relevance Feedback process.

Chapter 5: In Chapter 5 we will propose a novel experimental methodology which

we will use to explore our hypothesis. We will describe how we plan to build SCIR

simulations, involving two users, by mining transcripts of users’ interactions with

various search engines from TREC submissions. We will also outline how we plan

to evaluate our simulated search sessions.

Chapter 6: In Chapter 6 we will present the results from our evaluations of the

techniques proposed in Chapter 4, using the evaluation methodology outlined in

Chapter 5. Firstly, we will evaluate the effects of a system-mediated division of

labour on an SCIR search. Then we will evaluate the effects of both a division

of labour and a sharing of knowledge policy through relevance feedback. We will

examine the effects of collaborative relevance feedback on both perfect and imperfect

relevance information and explore the effects of a user-biased collaborative relevance

feedback process. Finally we will explore the effects of a complementary relevance
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feedback process on an SCIR search.

Chapter 7: In Chapter 7 we will conclude the thesis. Referring back to our

hypothesis and research objectives, we will discuss the conclusions from our evalu-

ations.
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Chapter 2

Information Retrieval

In this chapter we will provide an overview of information retrieval. In section 2.1

we will discuss its concepts and the components of a typical information retrieval

system. In section 2.3 we will describe the three classical models of information

retrieval: the Boolean model, the Vector Space model and the Probabilistic model.

Following that, in section 2.4 we will outline the process of iterative query refor-

mulation known as relevance feedback and describe how it can be applied in all

three classical retrieval models. We will also look at some extensions to the feed-

back models. In section 2.5 we will describe another technique used to improve

the performance of an initial ranking through combining information from multiple

sources of evidence. Finally in section 2.6 we will discuss evaluation in information

retrieval, outlining why IR evaluation is difficult before describing the commonly

used IR evaluation metrics and methodologies.

2.1 Introduction

Information Retrieval (IR), as defined by Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto (1999), is

concerned with the representation, storage, organisation of and access to information

items. A distinction is made between data and information retrieval. Data retrieval

refers to retrieval from a structured source that is easily processed by a computer,
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an example being a relational database. Information retrieval on the other hand

refers to retrieval from unstructured raw data such as text documents and it is this

type of retrieval that will be the focus of this thesis.

In the middle of the last century, in light of the increasing amount of scientific

information being produced after World War II and with the development of the first

computer systems, came the notion of using computers to automate the document

categorisation and indexing process. In his seminal paper entitled “As we may

think”, Vannevar Bush illustrated the importance of effective access to these large

stores of scientific records in order to ensure that significant work did not get “lost

in the mass of the inconsequential” (Bush, 1945).

During the 1950’s information retrieval was established as a research field aimed

at developing more efficient and effective access to information and several re-

searchers began looking at ways to automate the IR process. In 1957, Luhn proposed

the use of document words as index terms in an automatic indexing system (Luhn,

1957), he also proposed the use of overlap of terms as a possible criterion for rele-

vance. The SMART system (Salton, 1971) and Cranfield experiments (Cleverdon,

1967) represented the first experimental IR system and evaluation methodology

respectively. Having both an experimental system and methodology, the 1970’s

and 1980’s saw various improvements for indexing and retrieval models being pro-

posed, including the development of two of the most widely used IR retrieval mod-

els: the Vector Space model (Salton, 1971) and Probabilistic model (Robertson and

Spärck Jones, 1976). In 1992 the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) was established

by the US government under the auspices of the National Institute of Standards

and Technology (NIST) in an attempt to promote research in information retrieval.

TREC provided research groups with the ability to evaluate and compare systems

using a common corpus of documents, topics and metrics. With the introduction

of the World Wide Web in the early 90’s and the explosion of online authoring and

publishing, the need to develop more sophisticated techniques to identify relevant

material rather than purely statistical co-occurrence measures was recognised.
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2.2 A Typical Information Retrieval System

Figure 2.1: Overview of a typical information retrieval system

The purpose of an information retrieval system is to satisfy an information need.

Before any user interactions can take place, an IR system must gather its collection.

For a web search engine like Google, this collection may consist of the entire web,

or for a desktop search engine the collection may consist of the contents of a user’s

hard drive. In either case, once the search engine’s domain has been established,

the documents to be searched are crawled and stored in the Document Collection.

Within an information retrieval system the basic units for search and retrieval are

referred to as terms, these are words or groups of words which have some meaning,

in most cases an index term for document retrieval refers to a single word.

2.2.1 Document Processing and Indexing

Before a document collection can be searched, pre-processing techniques are applied

to the text. These steps are performed in order to; (1.) reduce the overall size of the

collection and thereby make the content amenable to faster access, and (2.) improve

the effectiveness of the matching process at retrieval time. The two commonly used

pre-processing methods used today are term stopping and term stemming.
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Stopping is a process whereby the most commonly occurring terms are removed

from a document, these terms are referred to as stopwords. Words which occur com-

monly in the collection such as “at”, “and”, “of” do not exhibit much discriminatory

power when it comes to document matching and ranking, i.e. the presence of one of

these terms does not help an IR system when deciding the relevance or non-relevance

of a document, and can therefore be removed from the collection without impacting

on retrieval performance. Stopping also significantly reduces the space needed to

store the collection. Some general stopword lists can be found on the web (Salton,

1971) and these can be expanded or reduced depending on the application domain,

for example a medical stop list may contain a stopword like “patient” if this term

occurs in many documents of the collection.

Stemming is a procedure that may be applied in order to reduce terms to their

common root in an attempt to increase matching at retrieval time. Without stem-

ming the terms: “stemmer”, “stemming” , and “stemmed” would all be considered

different words, which would create obvious problems at retrieval time due to the

small word variations. Reducing words to their stemmed root also has the advantage

of reducing the document collection further, in the example given above all three

terms are represented in the collection with the single term “stem”. A frequently

used stemming algorithm was developed by Porter in the 1980s (Porter, 1980).

Having stopped and stemmed the collection an IR system needs to create an index

of the collection for fast access at retrieval time. In modern search engines the index

of choice is the inverted index. Each entry in an inverted index contains a term and

a list of those documents which contain the term (commonly referred to as postings)

using the inverted index the search engine can locate the appropriate terms quickly

and see in which documents the terms occur. This index is often supplemented with

extra information regarding a term’s occurrence in the document, for example the

term’s frequency of occurrence or location within the document may be recorded.

Having performed all pre-processing steps the original documents are reduced

to a “bag of words” in the system. We have moved from a user interpretation
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of the documents to an interpretation more easily manageable to the information

retrieval system. By discarding the original document structure, we are assuming

that the semantic meaning of the document can be interpreted through its index

terms (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999). It is not surprising then that, due

to this oversimplification, for some searches, few relevant documents are returned.

Some techniques have been proposed to address these issues and we will discuss one

of these techniques, known as relevance feedback, in section 2.4.

2.2.2 The Retrieval Process

A user’s first contact point with a search engine is through its user interface, the

most successful search engines nowadays present a clean, simple interface where the

focus of the screen is on the text entry box. Figure 2.2 shows a screen-shot of the

popular Google search engine interface.

Figure 2.2: The Google search interface

A user begins their interaction with the search engine by providing a query. It is

interesting to note that despite the wide text entry box provided by search engine
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interfaces (see Figure 2.2), most queries nowadays consist of less than three search

terms (Spink et al., 2002; Nielsen, 2001).

Having received the query, the search engine performs stopping and stemming

on the text in order to transform the query into the form used in the underlying

index. This system query is then compared against the inverted index in order to

find matching documents in accordance with the retrieval model in use and doc-

uments are assigned a matching score. Matching documents are then ranked by

their associated matching score and formatted before being presented to the user.

By default, Google returns a ranked list of documents, 10 per page, and for each

matching document, the document title is displayed along with a snippet of text

from the document highlighting the matching terms. If a user locates a document

of interest and wishes to view the document, the full document is loaded from the

Document Collection and displayed to the user.

Information retrieval is often an iterative process. A user may begin their search

a vague notion of their information need and this can result in a poor query being

issued to the search engine. Several techniques have been proposed in order to

improve retrieval results, one such approach is known as relevance feedback. By

using relevance feedback, a user can indicate on an initial ranked list, those items of

relevance to them, and a search engine can then use this extra information in order

to improve the results returned to the user. This process will be discussed in detail

in section 2.4.

2.2.3 Ubiquity of Modern Information Retrieval

Up until very recently almost all interactions with an online search engine would

have been through an internet browser on a desktop computer or laptop. However

in recent times, with the dawn of wireless computing and high speed mobile phone

networks, users are able to access information whenever they want and wherever

they are (Greenfield, 2006). The ubiquitous nature of modern information retrieval

has resulted in a revisiting of research areas and techniques in order to extend IR to
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this new domain (Crestani et al., 2003). Mobile devices present challenges for user

interface designers due to their smaller and more compact screen size and limited

input capability (Dunlop and Brewster, 2002).

For example, a search engine’s result list page needs to be formatted in order

to fit on the small screen of a mobile phone or Personal Digital Assistant (Milic-

Frayling et al., 2003). Some emerging research areas in mobile IR include the use

of context in the search process, a user searching for “places to eat” may be re-

turned different results depending on their location (Brown and Jones, 2001). The

spread of information access beyond the desktop computer has resulted in the IR

process becoming much more spontaneous and therefore a user wishing to satisfy an

information need no longer has to wait until they are sitting at their desk.

In this section we have provided an overview of information retrieval. For an IR

system to operate effectively it needs to return relevant documents in response to a

user’s query. How a query is matched to a document is determined by the retrieval

model, which we will now discuss.

2.3 Retrieval Models

The fundamental problem for any retrieval system is to identify documents that are

relevant to a particular query from the many that are not. In this section we will

describe three classical models of retrieval; the Boolean model, the Vector Space

model and Probabilistic model.

2.3.1 The Boolean Model

The Boolean model is a retrieval model built on set theory and Boolean algebra.

Queries are expressed using a combination of query terms and the operators AND,

OR and NOT. Figure 2.3 below shows a query for (Jaguar AND Car) NOT Animal,

where the user is trying to retrieve information on the jaguar car brand and not

the wild animal. In order to answer a Boolean query, the query is decomposed into
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its constituent terms then, for each query term, the document collection is queried

and a set of documents are returned that contain the term in their text. Finally

the Boolean operators are applied on these sets in order to create the final set of

documents to be returned.

jaguar

animal car

(jaguar 
AND car) 
NOT animal

Figure 2.3: Boolean query example

As we can see from the example in Figure 2.3, a Boolean query makes it easy for

a searcher to express with a level of precision, often lost in modern internet searches,

the nature of their information need. This precise formalism and expressivity made

the Boolean model and Boolean querying the interaction mode of choice for trained

intermediaries, such as librarians, in the early days of search.

Despite its neat formalism, the model has a number of major drawbacks. Firstly,

and perhaps most importantly, the model is built upon a binary decision criterion, a

document is deemed to be either relevant or non-relevant there are no term weighting

functions to differentiate query terms, no scale of relevance for matching documents

and as a result no method for relevance ranking. This “exact-matching” metaphor,

in which all documents that match a query are returned, frequently results in either

too many or too few documents being retrieved for queries. Although in its most

basic form the model is simple, often complex queries need to be formed using a

combination of the Boolean algebra in order to separate relevant and non-relevant

material and as a result most users of Boolean systems are highly trained individuals.

The need to incorporate a weighing for terms in documents and a ranking for
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documents led to the development of best match retrieval models. In the following

two sections we will describe the two most commonly used best-match retrieval

models, the Vector Space model and the Probabilistic model.

2.3.2 The Vector Space Model

Best match search systems differ from Boolean systems in that documents can be

retrieved which only partially match the user’s query and, through the provision

of term weighting, matched documents can be ranked in order of their perceived

relevance.

The vector space model is a best match retrieval model proposed by Salton in

1975 (Salton et al., 1975). In this model, documents and queries are represented as

vectors in a t-dimensional space, with t being the number of terms in the document

collection.

Q = {q1, q2, q3..., qn} (2.1)

D = {d1, d2, d3..., dn} (2.2)

where qi and di represent the weight of term i in the query vector and document vec-

tor respectively. The model attempts to calculate the degree of similarity between

a document and a query. One often used method for estimating this degree of sim-

ilarity is through calculating the cosine of the angle (θ) between the document and

the query. Figure 2.4 shows an example of the similarity between two documents,

d1 and d2, and a query q in the vector space.

Since a document will only contain a small subset of the entire amount of terms

in the collection, document vectors are often very sparse.

The cosine correlation of the angle between the query and document vectors can

be computed by:
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d1

q

d2

θ1

θ2

Figure 2.4: Documents and queries represented in a vector space

Sim(Q,Dj) =
dj.q

||dj|| × ||q|| =

I−1∑
i=0

wq(i).wd(i, j)

√
I−1∑
i=0

wq(i)2

√
I−1∑
i=0

wd(i, j)2

(2.3)

Before calculating the correlation, term weights are derived for both query terms

(wq(i)), and document terms (wd(i, j)). In its most simplistic form this weight can

be a binary value [0,1] indicating the terms appearance or absence in a document.

Modern implementations of the vector space model, however, use a weighting func-

tion known as tf-idf to assign weights. In the next section we describe some common

term weighting functions.

2.3.2.1 Term Weighting Functions

Term weighting allows for terms in documents to be assigned weights based on their

perceived significance both to the document in which they occur and also within

the collection as a whole. The idea behind term weighting is selectivity, a good

term being one that can select relevant documents from any number of non-relevant

documents (Robertson and Spärck Jones, 1997).

The three main components which comprise a modern term weighting function

are term frequency, inverse document frequency, and document length normalisation.
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Term Frequency: Term frequency (or tf ) is the number of occurrences of a par-

ticular term within a document, the rationale behind this weight being that the

more often a term occurs within a document the more important the term is to that

document. The term frequency for a term i in document j is defined as:

tf(i, j) = number of occurrences of term i in document j (2.4)

Experiments by the SMART team showed that using raw tf as a weight was

non-optimal, and therefore proposed the use of certain dampening functions for

term frequency, such as a logarithmic function (Buckley et al., 1992).

Inverse document frequency: Inverse document frequency (or idf ) weighting

was proposed by Spärck Jones (1972) and refers to the number of occurrences of a

term across the collection of all indexed documents. The rationale here being that

terms which occur in only a few documents within the collection are more selective

than those which appear in many documents. The idf for a term i is defined as:

cfw(i) = log
N

ni

(2.5)

where

N = number of documents in the collection

ni = number of documents in which term i occurs

tf–idf: A commonly used term weighting scheme is known as tf–idf weighting,

which generally refers to any weighting function which incorporates both term fre-

quency and inverse document frequency (Singhal, 2001). In its most simplistic form

it can be given by:

w(i, j) = tfi,j × log
N

ni

(2.6)

However this method is overly simplistic as it does not take into account the
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length of a document. It is commonly believed that document relevance should

be independent of document length, however without compensating for document

length, longer documents will tend to have higher term frequency scores simply

because they are long. Several variations of document length compensation have

been proposed, including normalising the term frequency component of Equation 2.6

by dividing it by the maximum term frequency in the document (Salton and Buckley,

1988). This method is shown in Equation 2.7, and there have been other proposed

methods such as pivoted document normalisation weighting (Singhal et al., 1996).

w(i, j) = (
tfi,j

maxtf
)× log

N

n(i)
(2.7)

The vector space model is a commonly used retrieval model due to its simplicity

and good retrieval performance. In the next section we will outline another retrieval

model, the probabilistic model, whose derivation is more formal than the vector

space model and is based on probability theory.

2.3.3 Probabilistic Model

The probabilistic model for information retrieval is more of a family of models based

upon the same probabilistic principle first proposed by Maron and Kuhns (1960),

as an attempt to formalise retrieval within the probabilistic framework. The model

has since been developed by Robertson and Spärck Jones (1976); van Rijsbergen

(1979) and others.

The probabilistic model attempts to calculate the probability that a document

(D) is relevant (R) to a query, P(R/D). This leads to the Probability Ranking Prin-

ciple proposed by Robertson (1977), which states that:

“If a reference retrieval system’s response to each request is a ranking

of the documents in the collection in order of decreasing probability of

relevance to the user who submitted the request, where the probabilities

are estimated as accurately as possible on the basis of whatever data
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have been made available to the system for this purpose, the overall

effectiveness of the system to its user will be the best that is obtainable

on the basis of those data.”

The Probability Ranking Principle can be considered as the starting point for the

derivation of the probabilistic model of retrieval. Robertson and Spärck Jones (1976)

make use of Bayes’ rule and log-odds in order to arrive at an optimal ranking func-

tion:

sim(D, Q) = log
P (D/R)

P (D/R̄)
(2.8)

It is at this point that the different probabilistic models diverge, based on their

underlying assumptions. The Binary Independence Model proposed by Robertson

and Spärck Jones (1976), is perhaps the most simplistic form of this model. It

estimates the probability that a document is relevant by simplifying P(D/R) in

terms of its attributes (i.e. terms). It represents document and query terms using

binary weights and assumes independence amongst terms, i.e. it assumes that terms

occur independently in relevant and non-relevant documents, in order to arrive at a

similarity value of:

sim(D, Q) =
∑

ti∈Q,D

log
pi(1− qi)

qi(1− pi)
(2.9)

where

p = probability that a document contains term ti given that it is relevant,

P(ti/R)

q = probability that a document contains term ti given that it is non-relevant,

P(ti/R̄)
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The appropriate substitutions for p and q are the proportions:

p =
ri

R
(2.10)

q =
ni − ri

N −R
(2.11)

where

N = number of documents in the collection

ni = number of documents in which term i occurs

R = number of known relevant documents in the collection

ri = number of known relevant documents in which term i occurs

Substituting the values in Equations 2.10 and 2.11 into Equation 2.9 results in

the relevance weighting formula: (Robertson and Spärck Jones, 1976):

rw(i) = log
( ri

R
)(1− ni−ri

N−R
)

(ni−ri

N−R
)(1− ri

R
)

(2.12)

Since at the beginning of the search we do not know the set R, the set of relevant

documents, we need to estimate values for p and q. The method most commonly

used, is to leave ri and R at zero and to add constants to each of the values in

equation 2.12 (Robertson and Spärck Jones, 1976).

The Binary Independence Model was implemented by the City University team

at TREC-1 (Robertson et al., 1992). However the performance of the model was

quite poor, the reasons being that the model made no attempt to model a term’s

within document frequency (as terms were represented using binary weights) or

document length normalisation. Therefore in TREC-2 two ranking models; BM15

and BM11 were introduced in order to experiment with different weighting functions
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incorporating term frequency and document length normalisation (Robertson et al.,

1993). Finally in TREC-3 these two weighting functions were combined into the

BM25 weighting function (Robertson et al., 1994), which has become the most

frequently used retrieval model for probabilistic retrieval and is shown in equation

2.13 (note the constants added to the relevance weighting proportions to handle the

case when no relevance information is available as described above).

w(i, j) = log
( ri+0.5

R+1
)(1− ni−ri+0.5

N−R+1
)

(ni−ri+0.5
N−R+1

)(1− ri+0.5
R+1

)
× tf(i, j)× (k1 + 1)

k1× ((1− b) + (b× ndl(j))) + tf(i, j)
(2.13)

where

N = number of documents in the collection

ni = number of documents in which term i occurs

R = number of known relevant documents in the collection

ri = number of known relevant documents in which term i occurs

tfi,j = is the term frequency measure of term i in document j

ndlj = is the normalised document length (dl) of document j

=
dl

avg dl of all docs

k1 = constant which determines the influence of tfi,j

b = constant which determines the influence of document length normalisation

As we can see from Equation 2.13, by incorporating the relevance weight com-

ponent, the probabilistic model supports relevance information inherently.

In this section we have discussed three classical models for information retrieval:

the Boolean model, the vector space model and the probabilistic model. We have
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also outlined the term weighting functions on which the best-match models are

based. Despite the great success of online search engines, sometimes the ranked lists

returned to users are quite poor, and in the following sections we will outline two

methods which can be used to improve the quality of ranked lists returned to users.

2.4 Relevance Feedback

Despite the success of modern online information retrieval systems, often it is diffi-

cult for an information retrieval system to locate any documents relevant to a query.

Frequently this can be attributed to a user’s poor expression of their information

need in the query they issue to the search engine, indeed studies have shown how

most web queries are often between 1–3 words in length (Spink et al., 2002; Nielsen,

2001). Relevance feedback is an inexpensive, iterative, query reformulation tech-

nique which has been proven to improve the quality of results (Cleverdon and Keen,

1966; Salton, 1989; Salton and Buckley, 1990; Harman, 1992; Haines and Croft, 1993;

Buckley et al., 1994).

The motivation behind relevance feedback is that, although a user may not be

able to define what they are looking for (in the form of a query), they can recognise

relevant material when they encounter it (Ruthven and Lalmas, 2003). By feeding

this information back to the system the search engine can generate an improved

query formulation and improve retrieval results.

Salton and Buckley (1990) identified the benefits of relevance feedback as:

• It shields the user from details of the query reformulation process, thereby

allowing for the construction of improved queries without the need for intimate

knowledge of the collection.

• It breaks down the search process into a series of small steps allowing the user

to approach the subject area gradually.

• It provides a controlled query reformulation process which can emphasise and
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deemphasise terms as required.

Users can provide feedback to the system either explicitly, maybe by clicking a

button on the user interface, or implicitly, based on their interactions, for example if

a user clicks on a document title and views the full document then we may assume

this is an indication of relevance (or relevance judgment). Another form of relevance

feedback, known as pseudo-relevance feedback is a completely automatic process (i.e.

no user intervention) whereby the search engine assumes that the top documents

retrieved from an initial query formulation are relevant and performs a relevance

feedback iteration using these documents as relevance judgments.

Regardless of the method used for collecting feedback, the search engine can use

these identified relevant documents to improve the initial query formulation in order

to make the new query look more like relevant material and thereby less like non-

relevant material. Relevance feedback improves an initial query formulation in two

ways: (1.) by adding important terms from identified relevant documents, through

a process known as query expansion, and (2.) by attaching a weight to all query

terms in order to emphasise important terms and de-emphasise less important terms

through term reweighting. The largest improvement is generally attributed to query

expansion, however the combination of both expansion and reweighting has been

shown to provide the best performance (Harman, 1992).

In the following sections, we will outline the relevance feedback process for both

the vector space and probabilistic models of retrieval

2.4.1 Relevance Feedback in the Vector Space Model

Relevance feedback in the vector space model can be viewed as re-weighting terms

in the original query vector. With an initial query vector of

Q = {w1, w2, w3, ..., wt} (2.14)
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Relevance feedback produces

Q′ = {w′
1, w

′
2, w

′
3, ..., w

′
t, w

′
t+1, w

′
t+2, ..., w

′
t+k} (2.15)

Term weights have been modified and k new terms have been added to the query.

The purpose of the reformulation is to make the original query vector more like the

vectors of relevant documents and less like the vectors of non-relevant documents.

The standard model for relevance feedback in Vector Space was introduced by

Rocchio (1971). Using the unrealistic scenario of having complete relevance infor-

mation (i.e. every relevant document in the collection having been identified and

used for feedback), Rocchio defined an optimal query as being:

Q′ =
1

R

∑

i∈rel

Di

|Di| −
1

N −R

∑

i∈non−rel

Di

|Di| (2.16)

where

Q′ = new query vector

Di = document vector i

R = set of relevant documents

N = set of all documents in the collection

Obviously at the start of a search task we do not know the set of relevant doc-

uments. Therefore, in the absence of perfect relevance information Rocchio defined

an incremental approach to modify the original query vector based on known rele-

vant and non-relevant documents (i.e. those relevant and non-relevant documents

that have been identified thus far):

Q′ = αQ + β
∑

i∈known rel

Di

|Di| − γ
∑

i∈known non-rel

Di

|Di| (2.17)

α, β, γ were used to control the effect of the original query vector, the set of known
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relevant documents, and the set of known non-relevant documents on the modified

query respectively. As can be seen, the modified query is based on evidence from

both relevant and non-relevant documents. Salton and Buckley (1990) showed that

evidence from relevant documents should be considered more important and this

can be reflected in Equation 2.17 by setting β > γ.

Ide (1971) extended Rocchio’s work and proposed two new models, Ide Regular

a variant of Rocchio’s model which does not normalise for the number of documents

used for feedback and Ide Dec-Hi which used only the highest ranked non-relevant

document for feedback.

The original vector space model formulation expanded the query by including

all terms from relevant documents. This massive expansion increases the overhead

associated with processing such a query and may increase the amount of non-relevant

material being retrieved unless appropriate term weights were used to emphasise

certain significant terms. Harman (1992) proposed a selective expansion approach

whereby terms were ordered based on a weighting scheme 1 and only the top terms

were added to the query. It was shown that selective query expansion can outperform

massive expansion and reduce the overheads associated with the latter.

In the vector space model, query expansion and term reweighting are considered

as one process. Expanding a query is the same as assigning a positive weight to

terms in the query vector with a previous weight of zero. Removing a term from a

query is the same as reducing its weight to zero and reweighting is achieved by either

increasing or decreasing the weights of terms. As we will see in the next section, in

the probabilistic model, these two process are treated separately from the outset.

2.4.2 Relevance Feedback in the Probabilistic Model

As outlined by Robertson (1990), the process of query expansion and term reweight-

ing should be treated separately as they attempt to answer different questions.

1Several were investigated and the best performing weighting scheme used a combination of a
term’s inverse document frequency (idf ) and its term frequency (tf ) in relevant documents.
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Query expansion attempts to answer the question: How much will adding this term

to the query benefit the query’s performance? Term reweighting attempts to answer

the question: How much evidence does the presence of this term provide for the

relevance of this document?

All terms from all known relevant documents are candidates for expanding the

original query. Robertson (1990) proposed the offer weight (sometimes refereed to

as a term selection value) in order to rank terms for expansion:

owi = ri × rwi (2.18)

where

ri = the number of known relevant documents in which term i occurs

rwi = the relevance weight of term i

Terms are ranked according to the original offer weight and the top N terms are

appended to the original query entered by the user (10-20 is considered a reasonable

figure for N (Robertson and Spärck Jones, 1997)).

Having expanded the user’s original query by adding the top N terms, term

reweighting can be applied to all query terms using the relevance weighting formula

at retrieval time:

rwi = log
( ri

R
)(1− ni−ri

N−R
)

(ni−ri

N−R
)(1− ri

R
)

(2.19)

2.4.3 Extensions to Relevance Feedback

Relevance Feedback techniques have been extended in a variety of ways in an at-

tempt to improve the performance of a feedback iteration. Ruthven (2003) discusses

some of the major extensions which have been investigated, in this section we will

summarise these and some other work on extensions to relevance feedback techniques
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from the literature.

2.4.3.1 Dependency Between Terms

Both the classical vector space model and probabilistic models are built upon an

assumption of term independence, i.e. terms occur independently in relevant and

non-relevant documents. This oversimplification of the IR problem has caused many

researchers to investigate the exploitation of term dependencies in order to improve

performance. Various techniques have been proposed for using term dependence (van

Rijsbergen et al., 1981; Smeaton and van Rijsbergen, 1983) however these techniques

have not produced a significant increase in performance over models built upon the

more simplistic independence assumption.

2.4.3.2 Negative Relevance Feedback

The classical models of information retrieval generally do not make provisions for

explicit negative relevance information from the user. Instead, negative feedback is

approximated using the entire document corpus less the relevant material. Through

their TREC experiments the team at Rutgers University implemented techniques for

the incorporation of negative feedback into the retrieval process (Belkin et al., 1997,

1998). Negative feedback has generally been problematic due to issues regarding its

implementation (how to use non-relevance information) and the difficulty in deciding

non-relevance (when is a document non-relevant).

2.4.3.3 Modelling Dynamic Information Needs

Most information retrieval sessions attempt to satisfy a static user information need.

In order to model a search environment where a user has a more dynamic, transient,

information need, extensions to the relevance feedback process which integrate tim-

ing information have been investigated. In particular Campbell (1995) examined

the use of ostensive relevance weighting whereby ageing of relevance judgments was

modelled by giving more weighing to recent relevance judgments over older rele-
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vance judgments. Experiments with dynamic information needs can be problematic

as most reference test collections are built upon the assumption of a fixed informa-

tion need although some techniques have been proposed (Allan, 1996).

2.4.3.4 Scaled Relevance Judgments

Ruthven et al. (2003) investigated the notion of incorporating a scale of relevance

into the standard relevance weighting formula (Robertson and Spärck Jones, 1976).

Through an interactive experimentation, users were able to indicate on a scale of

0 - 10 the extent to which a document matched their information need, this scale

was then incorporated into the relevance weighting formula by treating the value

assigned as part of a relevance judgment (i.e. 1 being treated as 1
10

th of a relevance

judgment and 10 being a complete relevance judgment).

2.4.3.5 Incremental Feedback

Most relevance feedback techniques are evaluated as a batch process, whereby a

large set of relevant documents are fed into the system at the same time when

performing feedback. The incremental relevance feedback technique introduced by

Aalbersberg (1992) is an attempt to model a situation whereby a feedback iteration

is performed after each relevance judgment thereby allowing users to develop their

query over successive relevance feedback iterations. Spärck Jones (1979) demon-

strated that relevance feedback can provide substantial performance improvements

after only one or two relevance documents have been judged. Using an incremental

feedback system enables users to benefit from their feedback more quickly than hav-

ing to wait until they have accumulated a certain number of relevance judgments

before seeing the benefit from feedback and therefore this approach may better suit

a web surfer’s interactions with a search engine. Aalbersberg demonstrated that the

incremental feedback approach outperformed the classic vector space models. Allan

(1996) experimented with the incremental feedback mechanism for information fil-

tering and found that using only a relatively small amount of documents for feedback
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incrementally achieved similar results to batch processing of much larger amounts

of feedback documents. Iwayama (2000) suggests that the incremental approach

works for topics that are well specified, i.e. the relevant documents are similar to

each other, rather than topics with many loosely related concepts.

In this section we have discussed relevance feedback, an interactive query refor-

mulation technique which can enable an IR system to better understand a user’s

information need in order to improve the performance of the search process. In

the next section we will outline another technique which can improve the perfor-

mance of an initial ranking through combining multiple sources of evidence about

an information need.

2.5 Combination of Evidence in Information Re-

trieval

In any ranked list there are two types of general errors that can occur: assigning

a non-relevant document a relatively high rank, or assigning a relevant document

a relatively low ranking (Fox and Shaw, 1994). It has also been shown, through

comparative performance of different retrieval models, that there is surprisingly little

overlap in the ranked lists returned for the different retrieval methods or different

variants of the same method even when the effectiveness of retrieved results were

quite similar (McGill. et al., 1979; Croft and Harper, 1979; Harman, 1993). This

difference can be attributed to the fact that different retrieval strategies may exploit

different aspects of the document set when ranking (Bartell et al., 1994). Merging

these different strategies may reduce the errors of retrieval. Combination of evidence

(or data fusion) techniques attempt to exploit differences in retrieval strategies in

order to minimise these errors and improve search effectiveness (Croft, 2002).

Combination of evidence has been applied at different levels in the search process

(Croft, 2002). Document representation level combination refers to the process of

searching over multiple document descriptors such as title, abstracts, authors etc.,
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and this approach has been shown to improve performance over searching based on a

single representation (Fisher and Elchesen, 1972; Svenonius, 1986). Combination at

a query level can be seen as the basis for relevance feedback as more terms are added

to the query in order to improve the query’s representation of the user’s information

need. Studies have shown that querys can be improved initially by expanding them

with citations (Salton and McGill, 1986) or controlled vocabularies (Crouch et al.,

1990). Combining at the ranking level has also been explored thoroughly and both

Belkin et al. (1995) and Rajashekar and Croft (1995) have shown improvements in

combining the outputs from multiple retrieval strategies.

Combining evidence improves performance over a single retrieval run by reducing

the errors common to retrieval results and combination has been investigated at

different stages in the information retrieval cycle. In order to effectively combine

this information, several techniques have been proposed and we will now discuss two

commonly used approaches.

2.5.1 Similarity Merge

Fox and Shaw (1994) performed fusion of results within the vector space model of

retrieval. The authors proposed a number of combination schemes for combining

the document scores from multiple ranked lists (see Table 2.1), and were able to

show an improvement over any single retrieval runs. Overall the best performing

were CombSUM and CombMNZ.

Name Combined Similarity =
CombMAX MAX(Individual Similarities)
CombMIN MIN(Individual Similarities)
CombSUM SUM(Individual Similarities)

CombANZ SUM(IndividualSimilarities)
NumberofNonzeroSimilarities

CombMNZ SUM(Individual Similarities) * Number of Nonzero Similarities
CombMED MED(Individual Similarities)

Table 2.1: Combination formulas proposed by Fox and Shaw (1994)

CombSUM is a simple sum of the document scores across multiple ranked lists.
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CombMNZ is an extension to CombSUM in which the sum is also multiplied by the

number of non-zero ranked lists in which the document occurs, thereby favouring

documents which occur in all ranked lists being combined.

Although this simple sum-of-weights approach has been shown to be effective,

there are cases whereby a simple sum can cause a deterioration in performance over a

single run, in particular when one of the inputs has very poor performance (Tumer

and Ghosh, 1999). Through their experiments in combining query formulations,

Belkin et al. (1993) found that a different query formulation can contribute to im-

proved performance in a combination even when the individual query formulation

performance was poor. This suggests that a method cannot be simply discounted

because it is a poor performer on its own.

2.5.2 Linear Combination

By using a weighed approach to combination, the importance or weight of each

ranked list can be specified prior to combination thereby reducing the likelihood

that a combined score will be polluted by a poor performing ranked list. A common

weighting method is referred to as the Linear Combination method (Bartell et al.,

1994; Vogt and Cottrell, 1998):

p(w, x, q) =
∑

rankedlists

wipi(x, q) (2.20)

Several approaches have been investigated into deciding on the weights to as-

sign each ranked list prior to combining. Thompson (1990) investigated the use of

assigning each ranked list a weight based on the prior performance of the system.

Bartell et al. (1994) used optimisation techniques in order to determine the best

weights based on a training phase.

In this section we have outlined the motivation for combining multiple sources of

evidence in information retrieval and explained how combination can be performed

at different levels in the information retrieval process. We have then explained
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two commonly used methods for combining evidence from multiple ranked lists,

Similarity Merge and Linear Combination.

2.6 Evaluation

The final stage in the development of any retrieval system is its evaluation. The

problem of evaluation in information retrieval is a difficult one which has been

researched for many decades (Cleverdon and Keen, 1966; van Rijsbergen, 1979),

and is still considered a far from solved problem with new techniques being proposed

(Ingwersen and Järvelin, 2005).

The fundamental concept in IR is that of relevance, the extent to which a doc-

ument answers a stated information need. Relevance is a term of many definitions

and has been studied extensively (Saracevic, 1999; Mizzaro, 1997). In information

retrieval the definition of relevance is one of topicality, if a document is on-topic then

it is deemed relevant. Relevance is an inherently subjective notion, users may differ

on their assessment of the relevance or non-relevance of documents for the same

information need. As a result information retrieval is an uncertain problem domain

which poses difficulty when it comes to evaluating an IR system performance. De-

spite these problems many techniques and methodologies have been implemented

and are aiding the development of effective IR strategies.

In order to evaluate an IR system we first need to understand what we want to

measure. A retrieval system can be measured in terms of its efficiency (e.g. the

system response time for a request), in terms of its ability to satisfy users (i.e. help

users satisfy some goal) or in terms of its retrieval effectiveness (i.e. a measurement

of the quality of returned documents). In evaluating information retrieval systems

there is generally some trade-off between realism, the desire to reflect a real world

searching scenario, and control of the experimental setting. Historically IR system’s

evaluation has generally concentrated on improving retrieval effectiveness using a

controlled experimental setting, under the assumption that an improved ranked list
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is better able to satisfy a user and that if an information retrieval system performs

well in a controlled setting it will perform well in an operational situation (van Ri-

jsbergen, 1979). This approach to evaluation has a number of advantages, including

control over the experimental environment, allowing for direct comparisons across

retrieval strategies, and test repeatability. Although this assumption has been crit-

icised (Ingwersen and Järvelin, 2005), the automatic retrieval environment where

the user is taken out of the loop and retrieval performance is measured in terms of a

ranked list’s effectiveness, has become the standard method for retrieval evaluation.

The work carried out by Cyril Cleverdon and his colleagues at Cranfield repre-

sents the first attempt at building a standard evaluation methodology for informa-

tion retrieval (Cleverdon and Keen, 1966). This methodology, known now as the

Cranfield model, consisted of a small collection of documents, a set of test queries,

and a set of relevance judgments (a set of documents deemed relevant for each query).

This methodology was refined and developed over many years (Spärck Jones and

van Rijsbergen, 1975; Harman, 1993).

In this section we will outline techniques and methodologies used to measure

retrieval effectiveness in terms of the relevance of documents retrieved. First we

will outline some commonly used metrics in information retrieval, following that we

will discuss the TREC workshop which has developed into the main workshop for

comparative evaluation of retrieval methodologies over the last number of years.

2.6.1 Measures of Retrieval Effectiveness

In measuring retrieval effectiveness we attempt to estimate the quality of results

retrieved in response to a query in terms of the relevance of the documents contained

in the ranked list.

2.6.1.1 Precision and Recall

Two classic measures of retrieval effectiveness are Precision and Recall, these are the

most frequently used measures of information retrieval effectiveness and the basis of
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several more complex metrics. As early as 1966 Cyril Cleverdon and his colleagues

at Cranfield (Cleverdon and Keen, 1966) recognised their importance, and they are

defined as:

• Precision - the proportion of all retrieved documents that are relevant.

• Recall - the proportion of relevant documents that have been retrieved.

The two measures are complementary and measure different aspects of retrieval

performance. Empirical studies have shown a trade-off between the two measures,

as recall increases precision often decreases, i.e. as we find more relevant material

we also encounter more non-relevant material.

Depending on the domain of usage, some IR users may be more concerned with

precision than recall or vice-versa. A web searcher is often interested in good pre-

cision in order to find relevant documents without having to sift through many

non-relevant documents and, due to the vast redundancy on the web, they are often

less concerned with recall. On the other hand a user searching through a patent

database will be more concerned with ensuring that they retrieve all documents of

relevance (i.e. high recall) and less concerned with precision of the list.

As documents retrieved in response to a query are presented in ranked order

of their perceived similarity to the query and a user generally progresses through

the ranked list by starting at the top, precision and recall are often combined and

shown together on a Precision/Recall curve. Precision/Recall curves are monotoni-

cally decreasing, reflecting the tradeoff between precision and recall, and they show

the precision obtained at different recall levels in the ranked list. Precision/Recall

curves demonstrate, graphically, the effort required by the user in order to encounter

different amounts of relevant documents as they progress down through the ranked

list. Figure 2.5 below shows a typical precision recall curve for two retrieval systems.

By looking at this graph we can deduce that system S2 is better for retrieval at the

lower end of recall, i.e. towards to top of the ranked list, while S1 shows better

retrieval performance at higher levels of recall.
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Figure 2.5: Example of a Precision/Recall curve

Experiments in information retrieval are generally run over a set of test ques-

tions or topics in order to evaluate the system’s response to a number of different

retrieval scenarios. To facilitate averaging the Precision/Recall graphs across a num-

ber of topics, precision values are interpolated to one of 11 standard recall points

which range from 0 to 1 in increments of 0.1 and different techniques exist for this

interpolation, (van Rijsbergen, 1979).

2.6.1.2 Single Value Measurements of Performance

Although Precision/Recall curves allow us to evaluate the performance of retrieval

strategies as we move down the ranked list, it is often desirable to represent a

retrieval algorithm’s performance using a single figure. Several measures have been

proposed which combine the two measures of precision and recall into a single figure

(van Rijsbergen, 1979; Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999).

Average Precision (or AP) is calculated by averaging the precision values at each

relevant document encountered in the ranked list:

AP =

∑
RelDocs Precision at Rel doc

Total No. Of Rel Docs
(2.21)
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The measure favours retrieval strategies which retrieve relevant documents high in

the ranked list. Mean Average Precision or (MAP) is the average of the AP values

for each query and is the most commonly used measure in information retrieval

evaluation:

MAP =

∑
Queries Average Precision for Query

No.ofQueries
(2.22)

Search engine designers may be more interested in the precision of the ranked list

at certain points, than the quality of list overall. For this reason, another popular

single figure metric is P@X which measures the precision of a ranked list at the rank

position, X. The value of X may be set to any point in the ranked list, typical IR

evaluation uses standard measures such as P@5, P@10, P@30.

2.6.2 TREC: The Text Retrieval Conference

The experiments conducted at Cranfield (Cleverdon and Keen, 1966) emphasised

the importance of having a standard test collection and in using this collection

for comparative evaluation (Harman, 1993). For three decades research in IR was

evaluated using the Cranfield Collection, and later the CACM collection (Fox, 1983)

and the NPL collection (Spärck Jones and Webster, 1979). However even with the

availability of these standard collections, comparative evaluation of search systems

across research centres was difficult due to systems being evaluated on different

collections and no concerted effort being made to standardise the test methodology.

With the growing amount of information being searched in IR systems there was a

real need to reflect these changes in scale in the evaluation methodology. The Text

REtrieval Conference (TREC) was established in 1992 under the auspices of the

National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST), in an attempt to promote

research into information retrieval. TREC extended the Cranfield model in order to

address these critical “missing elements” (Harman, 1993) by providing a framework

for comparative evaluation of retrieval strategies using a more realistic document
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collection size.

2.6.2.1 Tracks

For each TREC a set of tasks or tracks are devised, each evaluating different aspects

of the retrieval process pertinent to contemporary information retrieval. The first

TREC consisted of just two tracks, the adhoc track, the standard retrieval envi-

ronment where a query is issued and the ranked list of results evaluated, and the

routing track where a profile is built of a user’s information need and documents

arriving in a stream are accessed as to their relevance. The most recent TREC,

TREC 2007, consisted of 9 tracks including a genomics track (study of retrieval of

genomics data) and a SPAM track (study of SPAM filtering approaches) and since

its inception TREC has run a total of 17 tracks.

2.6.2.2 Document Collection

The document collections at TREC have been growing steadily since its inception

from 2-3 gigabytes initially, to over 400 gigabytes with the GOV2 collection. Doc-

ument collection sizes vary from track to track depending on the requirements. For

example the Terabyte track introduced in TREC-2004 operated over the complete

GOV2 collection of 400 gigabytes of text, whilst the interactive tracks from TREC 6

– TREC 8 operated on a collection size of just over 210,000 documents. Documents

can come from a variety of sources including newspapers (the Financial Times, and

LA Times), web documents, and emails.

No stopping or stemming of documents in TREC is performed on the collection

(see section 2.2.1) and each document is formatted using a standard SGML markup

to allow for easy parsing. An example document from the Financial Times collection

is shown in Figure 2.6.
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<DOC>

<DOCNO>FT923-1051</DOCNO>

<PROFILE>_AN-CIYB1AGIFT</PROFILE>

<DATE>920925

</DATE>

<HEADLINE>

FT 25 SEP 92 / UK Company News: Appleyard helped by exceptional

</HEADLINE>

<TEXT>

APPLEYARD Group, the North Yorkshire-based motor dealer, reported pre-tax

profits ahead 16 per cent in the six months to June 30.

The outcome of Pounds 1.75m compared with Pounds 1.51m in the first half of

last year and was only marginally short of the depressed Pounds 1.81m

achieved in the whole of 1991.

However, the latest figure was struck after an exceptional profit of Pounds

1.37m relating to the disposal of freehold property in Leeds, and interest

charges reduced to Pounds 1.85m (Pounds 2.65m).

Turnover fell to Pounds 158.1m (Pounds 218.9m).

Mr Mike Williamson, chairman, said the new car market during the period was

4 per cent below last year, but the group had improved overall margins.

Contract hire and leasing lifted profits by 15 per cent and the commercial

vehicle side performed ’extremely well’ in a weaker market.

Referring to sales in August, Mr Williamson said overall volumes were

largely unchanged with the notable exception of Audi/VW where national

volumes were down 23 per cent on August 1991.

The interim dividend is maintained at 2.6p, uncovered by earnings of 2.2p

(2.1p) per share.

</TEXT>

<PUB>The Financial Times

</PUB>

<PAGE>

London Page 22

</PAGE>

</DOC>

Figure 2.6: A sample document from the Financial Times collection
showing the TREC SGML markup
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<top>

<num> Number: 301

<title> International Organized Crime

<desc> Description:

Identify organizations that participate in international criminal

activity, the activity, and, if possible, collaborating organizations

and the countries involved.

<narr> Narrative:

A relevant document must as a minimum identify the organization and the

type of illegal activity (e.g., Columbian cartel exporting cocaine).

Vague references to international drug trade without identification of

the organization(s) involved would not be relevant.

</top>

Figure 2.7: A sample topic from the TREC collection

2.6.2.3 Topics

Distributed with each test collection is a set of topics. TREC differentiates between

topics, which are statements of an information need, and queries, the text string

submitted to a search engine, as the translation from statement to query is consid-

ered an integral part of the retrieval process (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999).

Topics are generally devised by a TREC assessor based on a bona fide information

need, and the assessor who devises the information need is generally the person who

performs the relevance assessments for that topic (this procedure is discussed in the

next section). Different numbers of topics are used according to the needs of the

track, for example the manual and automatic adhoc track in TREC-6 consisted of

50 topics while the interactive track used just 6.

A TREC topic generally consists of four sections; an identifier, a title, a short

description, and a longer narrative. An example topic description is shown in Figure

2.7.
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2.6.2.4 Relevance Judgments

An integral part of any test collection is a set of relevance judgments for each topic.

These judgments consist of documents whose relevance to a search topic has been

assessed and recorded. Generally TREC relevance assessments are binary, i.e. a

document is either relevant or not relevant to a topic. Relevance is an inherently

subjective and dynamic notion, the perceived relevance of a document can vary

across users and a user’s notion of relevance can vary through interacting with a

document collection (Rees and Saracevic, 1966). This has led many critics to ques-

tion the validity of IR evaluation methods which use relevance judgments (Harter,

1996; Cuadra and Katter, 1967; Taube, 1965). However despite these issues, even

with differences in relevance assessments, the comparative effectiveness of document

retrieval strategies has been shown to remain stable (Voorhees, 1998).

Relevance judgments in early text collections were complete, i.e. each document

was assessed for relevance for each topic. However, with the growth of collection

sizes in TREC collections this procedure became infeasible. Instead, TREC employs

a technique known as pooling, devised by Spärck Jones and van Rijsbergen (1975),

in order to forge a subset of the collection to assess for relevance. The pooling

procedure generally proceeds as follows; having completed their TREC experiments

each participating group returns their results for each topic in the form of ranked

lists of documents (generally to a depth of about 1000 documents). For each topic,

the top 100 or so documents are taken from the top of each group’s results for that

topic and a union of all the documents are taken with duplicate documents removed.

This union is the pool of documents that will be assessed by the TREC assessor (the

person who composed the topic) for relevance. This method of assessment is based

upon two major assumptions; (1.) that the majority of relevant documents will be

contained in the pool, and (2.) that documents not in the pool are considered to be

non-relevant. Although critics have questioned the validity of the pooling method

(Harter, 1996; Blair, 2002) several studies have supported its use (Buckley et al.,

1994; Zobel, 1998; Voorhees and Harman, 1999; Keenan et al., 2001).
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This set of relevance judgments is known as “qrels” and is made available to

groups allowing them to perform their own evaluations on the standard TREC

collection.

2.6.3 Evaluation of Relevance Feedback Systems

When evaluating a relevance feedback strategy, typically a measure of performance

(for example MAP) is taken on the ranked list before and after feedback is performed.

However, as relevance feedback generally proceeds by changing the query formulation

to look more like the relevant documents, this reformulation generally causes the

documents used for feedback to be pushed to the top of the ranked list improving

precision and recall figures substantially. This is not considered to be a true reflection

of the benefit of relevance feedback as pushing documents already seen to the top

of the list does not benefit a user’s search (Salton and Buckley, 1990).

Chang et al. (1971) describes three ways to overcome this so called ranking

effect associated with the evaluation of relevance feedback systems: residual ranking,

frozen ranking, and test and control groups.

2.6.3.1 Residual Ranking

Residual ranking operates by measuring the effects of feedback after the documents

used for feedback have been removed from the new ranked list. This procedure will

overcome the ranking effect from evaluations but it has the disadvantage that the

ranked lists before and after feedback are not comparable as the new ranked list will

have fewer relevant documents. Salton and Buckley (1990) overcame this problem

by removing the feedback documents from the ranked list after feedback and the

ranked list before feedback. Another disadvantage of this method is that after a

certain number of iterations the score associated with these ranked lists (e.g. their

MAP) will reach zero, because all the relevant documents will have been removed.

When averaging the performance over a number of queries, certain queries will drop

out of the calculations (as they reach zero) and therefore the performance figures in
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later iterations will be based on fewer queries, reducing stability.

2.6.3.2 Frozen Ranking

In the frozen ranking (or freezing) approach to relevance feedback evaluation, when

performing feedback, the position of the documents, used for feedback, in the ranked

list are frozen before and after the feedback iteration. In this way only the ranks of

unseen documents can change during the feedback cycle thus removing the ranking

effect. One issue with the frozen ranking method is that as the number of feedback

iterations increases, the effect of feedback on the unseen relevant documents can be

masked as more of the relevant document set becomes frozen.

2.6.3.3 Test and Control Groups

In this method of evaluation the document collection is split into two, a test and

control group. Relevance feedback is performed on the test group in order to produce

a modified query formulation which is then run on the control collection. In this

way no attempt has to be made to freeze or remove documents used for feedback

as the ranking effect is overcome by evaluating the modified query on a separate

collection. However care has to be taken when splitting the collection in order to

ensure that the control group is representative of the test group. For example errors

could occur if the documents used for feedback from the test group were not similar

to the relevant documents from the control group.

2.6.4 Summary

In this chapter we have provided a background for our work by outlining the con-

cepts and techniques related to information retrieval. We began in section 2.1, by

providing a historical overview of IR, highlighting the key milestones. We then out-

lined the major components of a typical information retrieval system: document

preprocessing, the user interface, and the retrieval process. We then detailed the

three classical models of retrieval in section 2.3: the Boolean model, the vector space
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model, and the probabilistic model, and also outlined developments in term weight-

ing schemes which form the basis for best-match retrieval. Following this, in section

2.4 we outlined the relevance feedback process, describing its application in both the

vector space and probabilistic models. In section 2.5 we outlined another method

for improving retrieval effectiveness, through the combination of multiple sources

of evidence. We described the different stages in the IR system whereby evidence

combination can occur and the common techniques used to combine multiple ranked

list outputs. Finally in section 2.6 we outlined the final stage in the development

of a retrieval system, its evaluation. We discussed the problems with IR evaluation

and described the techniques used in both standard IR evaluation and relevance

feedback evaluation.

In the next chapter we will introduce the area of Collaborative Information Re-

trieval, an emerging research area which is built upon the foundations of information

retrieval research.
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Chapter 3

Collaborative Information

Retrieval

3.1 Introduction

Collaborative Information Retrieval is a concept concerned with the human-human

collaboration which occurs during the information retrieval (IR) process. Although

researchers suggest that information retrieval has always been a social process (Root,

1988; Wilson, 1981; Romano Jr. et al., 1999), the majority of research into infor-

mation retrieval has focussed on information retrieval for the individual. Romano

Jr. et al. (1999) referred to this situation as the IR-Paradox. Twidale and Nichols

(1998), suggest that systems which actively support formal and informal collabo-

rations are likely to prove more useful and usable to users than current systems

whose designs are based upon the principles of single user usage and are often used

collaboratively regardless.

Collaborative information retrieval can be seen as an emerging research domain

which combines the two more stable research areas of information retrieval and

groupware. As defined by Dix et al. (1998), groupware refers to “applications writ-

ten to support the collaboration of several users”. Groupware systems are gener-

ally described in terms of their position in the two-dimensional space of time and
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place as originally proposed by Ellis et al. (1991), and shown in Figure 3.1. In

this chapter we will refer to this categorisation when describing work in collabora-

tive information retrieval. Groupware tools have traditionally been used to support

asynchronous communications in the form of email and usenet systems. Recently

however we have witnessed the emergence of tools to support more realtime, syn-

chronous collaborative tools in the form of instant messaging, voice over IP and

video conferencing.

Co-located

Remote

Synchronous Asynchronous

Same Time

Same Place

Different Time

Same Place

Different Time

Different Place

Same Time

Different Place

Figure 3.1: The two dimensions of time and place used in Groupware
classification

The phrase Collaborative Information Retrieval has been used in the past to refer

to many different technologies which support collaboration in the IR process. Like

traditional groupware tools, much of the early work in collaborative information

retrieval has been concerned with asynchronous, remote collaboration via the reuse

of search results and processes in collaborative filtering, collaborative re-ranking, and

collaborative footprinting systems. These systems support implicit collaboration as

users are not directly collaborating with each other but are implicitly helping others

via their interactions.

Synchronous collaborative information retrieval (SCIR) systems are concerned

with the realtime, explicit collaboration which occurs when multiple users search

together to satisfy a shared information need. These systems represent a significant

paradigmatic shift in information retrieval systems from an individual focus to a
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group focus. SCIR can take place either remotely, or in a co-located setting. These

systems have gained in popularity and now, with the ever-growing popularity of the

social web (or Web 2.0 ), support for synchronous collaborative information retrieval

is becoming more important than ever.

In this chapter we will provide a comprehensive account of research to-date in col-

laborative information retrieval. We begin with a look at research studies that have

outlined various collaborative activities that occur in information retrieval tasks.

These studies can be seen as a motivation for research into collaborative information

retrieval. Following this, we will discuss research to-date in asynchronous collabora-

tive information retrieval. We will then describe the emerging field of synchronous

collaborative information retrieval. We conclude the chapter with a summary and

analysis of existing collaborative information retrieval research.

3.2 Information Retrieval: A Social Process

Researchers claim that IR has always been a social process (Root, 1988; Wilson,

1981; Romano Jr. et al., 1999) and studies have shown how collaboration is com-

monplace throughout the information retrieval process, despite little provision being

made for collaborative tools within IR systems (Morris, 2007). The collaborative

nature of the information retrieval process has been investigated in a number of

domains including: academia, industry, medicine, and the military (Foster, 2006).

Twidale et al. (1997) observed collaboration in activities around 11 OPAC com-

puter terminals in a university library. In the study they found that 10% of all uses

of the terminals were of a collaborative nature including: multiple users working

around the same terminal in a problem solving task and pointing and gesturing at

the screen, users working on adjacent terminals and coordinating their actions, and

users asking others questions such as “How do you do that?”. They noted that this

rich collaboration occurs despite the fact that talking in the library was discouraged

and that terminals and information systems were designed for single usage.
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In a study of information sharing behaviour across four academic disciplines,

Talja (2002) demonstrated that collaborative information retrieval is as common-

place as individual or solo information retrieval.

Poltrock et al. (2003), studied collaborative information retrieval activities in de-

sign teams at Boeing and Microsoft. Based on interviews, observations and records

of meetings and emails, they concluded that all stages of the information retrieval

process (identifying an information need, query formulation, retrieving information),

can be performed individually, or as part of a small adhoc group, or as part of a

large group in a meeting environment. They found that the most common source

of information was people and that task division in information retrieval was com-

monplace.

In a study of the activities involved in resolving a patent application, Hansen and

Järvelin (2005) observed that collaboration amongst patent engineers was common

in most phases of the patent task with information seeking the most common. They

noted that overlap was common across patent searches and this led to sharing of

information. The types of information sharing included the sharing of documents,

queries, and opinions. Hansen and Järvelin (2005) also observed patent engineers

cooperating on work tasks, dividing the task amongst colleagues and sharing search

strategies.

In a survey of web search usage amongst workers at a large corporation, Morris

(2007) found that collaboration was commonplace in web search despite it not being

supported in search systems. In the survey, over 97% of all users reported having

used some form of collaboration when searching the web. This included: 87.7% of

people saying that they had looked over someone’s shoulder while they searched

and suggested query terms, 30.4% of people who said that they had used instant

messaging (IM) to coordinate a real-time search, and 23.5% who had used a large

display to perform a web search during a group meeting. For typical group size for

collaboration: 80.7% of respondents had collaborated in groups of two, with 19.3%

reporting a group size of three or four (no larger group sizes were reported). When
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multiple users collaboratively searched an information space together using separate

devices, Morris (2007) identified two common task division strategies: (1.) Divide

and conquer, where the coordination of the task involved assigning separate subtasks

to each individual, which was used by 19.3% of respondents, and (2.) the brute-force

approach where no coordination took place and users searched separately was used

by 24.8% of respondents. The common types of task for which collaboration took

place were purchasing items, booking travel, and researching property.

From these different studies, and others reported in the literature (Foster, 2006),

we can conclude that collaboration is common in information retrieval, this collab-

oration can occur at any stage of the IR process, and that collaboration occurs in

spite of a lack of support for these activities in most IR systems. In the following

sections we will outline research to-date into tools and techniques which support

collaboration in the information retrieval process.

3.3 Asynchronous Collaborative Information Re-

trieval

The vast majority of research to date in collaborative information retrieval refers to

asynchronous collaboration, where users’ search processes and outcomes are reused

in order to improve the effectiveness of a new user’s search. These systems represent

an implicit, passive form of collaboration. The focus of these systems is to improve

an individual’s search process, based on information garnered from others’, often

without their knowing. In this section we will review work to date in asynchronous

collaborative IR systems, in particular we will describe:

• Collaborative filtering systems – which filter documents based on the recom-

mendations of others.

• Collaborative re-use of search processes – which inform users of search tech-

niques used previously by similar users.
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• Collaborative footprints – where users can see the paths taken by previous

users through the information space.

• Incorporating social networks into the retrieval process – where an existing

community of like-minded users is modelled and this model exploited to focus

search results.

• Web 2.0 – where recent advances on the web have facilitated the formation of

communities of interest.

We start the review with the most researched and mature collaborative informa-

tion retrieval systems, collaborative filtering systems.

3.3.1 Collaborative Filtering

Collaborative filtering (CF) systems (often referred to as Recommender systems)

are the most mature and stable of all collaborative information retrieval technolo-

gies. CF systems are an extension of traditional, single-user, information filtering

systems which have been developed and studied extensively, and are an attempt to

circumvent many of the problems these systems face (Hanani et al., 2001).

3.3.1.1 Information Filtering

The purpose of an information filtering system is to filter a stream of documents

and to find documents relevant to a user according to their user profile. Information

retrieval and information filtering are two closely related disciplines which use much

of the same technologies causing some researchers to consider them as “two sides of

the same coin” (Belkin and Croft, 1992). The main difference between IR and IF is

the characteristics of the dataset on which they operate. An information retrieval

system is characterised by a static document collection and dynamic queries, while

an information filtering system is characterised by a dynamic document collection

(i.e. a constantly changing stream of new documents like news feeds or email) and

long standing user queries (their user profile).
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The fundamental component of an information filtering system is a user profile.

This profile could be a vector of weighted terms, which describe a user’s information

need gained through the relevance feedback process, it could consist of concepts

taken from a structural and hierarchial ontology (Chirita et al., 2005), or a user

may possess several profiles, one for each domain of interest (Liu et al., 2002). Once

constructed, a user profile can be used to find documents in a stream relevant to a

user’s interests.

Despite the success of information filtering systems, they can suffer from several

problems in their implementation. Practical issues such as a mismatch between

terms used in a user’s profile and terms in a document due to synonymy and pol-

ysemy can result in an IF system filtering out potentially relevant material. IF

systems are purely content-based systems, which rely on being able to extract con-

tent from the items they wish to filter, and, as such, cannot filter items where

content analysis is difficult, such as music and videos. Furthermore IF systems’

content analysis is shallow and therfore they are not able to filter documents based

on aspects such as the quality or authority of a document.

3.3.1.2 Collaborative Filtering: Incorporating the Opinions of Others

Collaborative filtering systems were introduced in an attempt to overcome some

of the difficulties associated with information filtering systems by incorporating the

opinions of others into the filtering process for a user. As shown in section 3.2, people

often develop their views through discussions with others. Collaborative filtering

systems are an attempt to automate this “word-of-mouth” (Shardanand and Maes,

1995), by allowing users to recommend items to others. Rather than basing their

opinions on a small subset of people in a social circle, collaborative filtering systems

enable people to gain opinions from thousands of like-minded people from around the

world (Schafer et al., 2007). CF systems are built upon the assumption that users

who rated items similarly in the past will rate items similarly in the future (Resnick

et al., 1994). Collaborative filtering systems build large user-item ratings matrices,
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and they compute user-user similarity in order to find the most similar users to a

user and then calculate the ratings for the unknown item based on the ratings for

this item from these similar users. A rating can be a scalar rating incorporating the

degree of support for an item, such as giving a movie 5 stars; it can be a binary

judgment, such as agree/disagree; or it can be a unary rating such as a record that

a user has purchased an item (Schafer et al., 2007). It could even be a free textual

phrase such as “check out this cool article” (Goldberg et al., 1992).

As humans do not share the same problems of synonymy and polysemy as com-

puters (Konstan et al., 1997), items which are semantically similar but may not

share the same terms can be recommended. In addition, Herlocker et al. (1999)

outlined the advantages of collaborative filtering over a pure content-based filtering

approach as:

• It enables filtering for items whose content cannot be easily analysed, like

music and movies.

• It allows for rating an item on aspects such as its quality or authority.

• It can generate serendipitous recommendations, unlike pure content-based sys-

tems which simply show “more of the same”.

The Tapestry system developed at Xerox Palo Alto Research Centre (PARC)

(Goldberg et al., 1992) represents the first example of a collaborative filtering system.

Tapestry was developed as a replacement for a traditional email client and was

motivated by the belief that information filtering can be more effective when humans

are involved in the filtering process. Users of Tapestry could recommend documents

to others explicitly, by providing annotations on documents (e.g. “excellent reference

manual”), or implicitly, by replying to documents. These recommendations could

be accessed by other users’ mailbox filters (e.g show me “documents replied to

by O’Reilly” or “show me documents replied to by O’Reilly and annotated with

“excellent””). In order for Tapestry to work, users needed to manually select those
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users whose opinions they trust and as such these systems were only applicable to

small-scale filtering.

In order to develop large-scale filtering systems, researchers began investigating

ways to automate the generation of recommendations. Modern collaborative filtering

systems automatically generate ratings for items by:

1. Finding users who are most similar to the current user in terms of their pre-

vious predictions.

2. Generating a prediction for an item based on the ratings for the item from

these similar users.

The most commonly used approach for generating a prediction is called the

nearest neighbour method which calculates a rating for an item based on the ratings

for that item from the most similar users, or “neighbours”, to the current user.

Rather than simply averaging the ratings for an item across all similar users, a

significance value is normally attached to each prediction in the form of a weighting

and this weighting is generally the similarity between the user for whom we are

generating the prediction and the neighbour who is providing the prediction value.

GroupLens was the first example of an automatic collaborative filtering system

which implemented the nearest neighbour approach (Resnick et al., 1994; Konstan

et al., 1997). GroupLens was developed as a filter for Usenet news, a document

source with a low signal-to-noise ratio (i.e. lots of articles but only some relevant

to a user) and therefore a domain which could benefit greatly from the application

of effective information filtering systems. As the authors claim “people read news

articles and react to them, but those reactions are wasted”, GroupLens was an

attempt to utilise this feedback in order to generate more meaningful predictions.

Feedback in GroupLens was captured through a ratings system, where users were

asked to rate items on a scale of 1-5.

Several other measures for calculating the similarity value were introduced and

evaluated in Shardanand and Maes (1995) experiments with “Ringo”, a music rec-
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ommender system. Ringo could suggest new artists/albums for users to listen to,

list the artists/albums that it predicted users would dislike and generate ratings for

specific albums or artists. Unlike the GroupLens system which considered all users’

ratings (weighted by their similarity), Shardanand and Maes (1995) experimented

with different thresholds for the number of ratings to consider when generating a

prediction.

Collaborative filtering systems have gained much popularity since their introduc-

tion to the community in a special issue of Communications of the ACM (Resnick

and Varian, 1997) and have received much attention in recent times through their

use in many e-commerce websites of today. Commercial websites such as Amazon

(Amazon, 2007), and MovieFinder (MovieFinder, 2007) recommend items to users

based on their purchasing and browsing history. Last.fm (Last.fm, 2007) and Mu-

sicStrands (MusicStrands, 2007) record songs played on a user’s computer in order

to recommend new artists to them.

Experiments with collaborative filtering systems have highlighted some issues

with their implementation. These issues relate to both the sparsity of ratings and

the scalability of the systems (Sarwar et al., 2001). Shardanand and Maes (1995)

reported that in order for useful recommendations to be generated, a “critical-mass”

of ratings was needed. In addition, few users of systems are willing to provide ratings

on items. Early adopters of the system may find poor performance (known as the

early-rater problem (Dieberger et al., 2000)). In order for an item to be recommended

it needs to be rated first and in large scale recommender system like those in use

in Amazon or CDNOW, users will have rated well under 1% of all items. The

computational complexity of neighbourhood-based systems grows as the database

of users grows, and therefore in a web based system a nearest neighbour approach

is infeasible.

Researchers have worked to extended the basic principles of collaborative filter-

ing systems. The early techniques of generating predictions based on the nearest

neighbour approach are referred to as memory based collaborative filtering systems,
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in order to compute a prediction the system needs to store all previous predictions.

Model based collaborative filtering mechanisms, instead, model the process of gen-

erating predictions in a probabilistic framework and try to compute the expected

value of a user’s predictions given their previous ratings on other items. In order to

construct these models, various machine-learning techniques are used (Sarwar et al.,

2001). By computing these models off-line, model based collaborative filtering sys-

tems can overcome much of the problem of scale associated with memory-based

systems.

Techniques have been proposed to deal with the sparsity of ratings. Konstan

et al. (1997) and Morita and Shinoda (1994), proposed the use of implicit ratings

such as time taken to read an article, and Terveen et al. (1997) used the appearance

of a URL in usenet postings as an implicit recommendation. As a means of gaining

more judgments, other sites use incentives for users to provide ratings (Schafer et al.,

2007).

Fab (Balabanović, 1997; Balabanović and Shoham, 1997), was a system which

combined content-based and collaborative filtering in an attempt to gain the advan-

tages of each while “inheriting the disadvantages of neither”. Unlike collaborative

filtering systems which usually represent items by an identifier, Fab represented text

documents by their words modelled in a vector space. A user’s profile was also rep-

resented as a vector of words from documents rated by the user. The user profile

served both as a means to find relevant documents and as a means to find similar

users through a proxy known as a collection agent. Users were matched to collection

agents based on the correlation of their profile with the collection agent’s profile

and this enabled many users to get recommendations from a single collection agent.

Items recommended to a user were further filtered by their own selection agent which

contained their own profile. Several other approaches for combining content based

and collaborative approaches have been proposed in the literature (Pazzani, 1999;

Melville et al., 2002; Basilico and Hofmann, 2004; Utiyama and Yamamoto, 2006).
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3.3.2 Collaborative Re-use of Search Processes

In this section we will describe research into the re-use of users’ search techniques and

processes in order to inform a new user’s search. As a search process is an expensive

operation, reusing search processes enables users to benefit from the efforts of others

(Hust, 2004).

Based upon their observations of information retrieval in a traditional library

setting, Twidale and Nichols (1998) designed Ariadne, a tool which allowed for

the visualisation of a search process in order to facilitate communication between

searchers and librarians. In Ariadne a search process was divided into several levels:

database selection, queries, and results. Each of these processes was represented by

a card. Cards could be annotated by the searcher and could be grouped together

and this enabled an expert, for example a librarian, to quickly spot rookie mistakes

such as using inappropriate query terms.

AntWorld (Kantor et al., 2000; Menkov et al., 2000) was a “browsing assistant”

which attempted to match a user’s information need against similar search histories

in the system database. When using the system, users were required to provide

“explicit statements of their information need” (Kantor et al., 2000), which could be

a few short keywords describing their need or, a longer narrative. This information,

along with any documents deemed relevant (feedback was obtained via a “Judge”

option displayed on a document) was captured in a quest profile. The system was

built upon the vector space model and operated by finding quests that are similar to

the user’s quest and suggested documents to the user that had been judged relevant

for these similar quests. Ranked lists returned to users were modified and “ant-

mark” symbols were displayed beside recommended pages. These recommended

pages were also shown in a list, ordered by perceived relevance, in a drop-down

menu.

Glance (2001) described the Community Search Assistant for web search. The

system used graphs to illustrate related queries by using links between them ac-

cording to the amount of document overlap in their search results; two queries were
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related if they shared a common URL in the top 10 results. A user searching the

web using the community search assistant was presented with the queries most sim-

ilar to their query, ordered by the amount of result overlap. Clicking on a query

displayed the results associated with this search and another set of related queries.

By following links in this way it was proposed that users could navigate the query

graph and find more relevant material.

Unlike the methods above, which use previous queries to recommend potentially

relevant material to a new user, both Fitzpatrick and Dent (1997) and Hust (2004)

proposed methods to use previous queries directly in the search process in order

to improve query performance. Both use the TREC corpus in order to ‘simulate’

previous queries and were based on the vector space model of retrieval. Fitzpatrick

and Dent (1997) performed experiments with the TREC corpus where those queries

similar to a particular query were identified based on the overlap of documents across

ranked lists. These similar queries were used as a basis for query expansion by ex-

tracting significant terms from the top documents returned for each query. Hust

(2004), in an attempt to improve the performance of ad hoc retrieval, proposed a

series of query expansion methods based on reusing previous similar queries and rele-

vance judgments from other users. Experiments with several test collections showed

performance gains when compared with a pseudo relevance feedback approach.

Lately we have begun to see systems exploiting the re-use of search histories

in order to promote the ranking of documents deemed relevant to a community of

like-minded users, under the title of “social search”. The I-Spy community search

system (Smyth et al., 2005), exploited “query repetition” and “selection regularity”

in users’ search behaviour in order to build a system which employed collaborative

re-ranking of search results based on the interactions of similar users with the search

engine. Their work showed that the amount of term-overlap in queries to a general

search engine is high and that the amount of overlap increases when the domain of

search becomes more specialised (e.g. a medical search engine). A collaborative re-

ranking mechanism was used to promote documents returned from a search engine
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based on the number of times a document was visited for similar previous queries.

In I-Spy, in order to generate a community ranking, a user needed to explicitly

join a group of like-minded individuals. PERCIRS (PERsonalised Collaborative IR

System) from Naderi et al. (2007) was an attempt to automate this process of finding

similar users in the search process. When a user submitted a query to PERCIRS

their user profile was compared with the user profiles of all other users, and several

methods were proposed for this calculation. The documents deemed relevant for

queries from these users were given a collaborative rank based on the similarity of

the users, their queries, and the degree of relevance of the document to the query.

3.3.3 Collaborative Footprints

The motivation behind collaborative footprint systems is in the observation of the

social phenomenon that people like to follow the crowd. For example, during a

vacation it is common for tourists to view a restaurant, bustling with customers, as

an indication of its quality. When browsing bookshelves in a library, dog-ears on

book pages show that the book is popular. In this section we will describe systems

which attempt to leverage this “trail of breadcrumbs” left by previous searchers in

order to provide cues to aid a user’s search and browsing experience. As early as

1945, Vannevar Bush in his famous article “As we may think” (Bush, 1945) proposed

that people might share their trails through an information space. In this way the

history of users’ searches is not used to recommend content but instead is used to

contextualise a search (Wexelblat and Maes, 1999).

Footprints (Wexelblat and Maes, 1999) was an attempt to capture the rich in-

teraction history of real world objects in the digital domain. Footprints recorded

traces of users’ navigation in an information space and used maps, paths and sign-

posts in order to provide different visualisations of the browsing history of several

users. Maps visualised traffic through a website, pages that had been viewed by

other users were displayed as nodes and navigation between pages shown as links

between these pages. Paths showed the routes followed by others in the past. An-
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notations showed the percentage of users who follow each link and signposts were

comments which users could enter either on individual queries or on a page.

Ahn et al. (2005) developed an application which provided social cues for a

community of searchers on a standard search results page. For each search result

the conventional search result display was enhanced with social cues indicating the

amount of traffic on the page, the annotations on a page, and a thermometer indi-

cating the like or dislike for a page from the community. The system made strong

use of colours with darker colours indicating higher traffic, and foreground and back-

ground colours were used to differentiate between a user’s navigation history, and

the navigation history of the community.

The community re-ranking technology of I-Spy (Smyth et al., 2005) and group

navigation support of Knowledge Sea II (Brusilovsky et al., 2004) were combined

into ASSIST, a system to support “social space traversal” (Farzan et al., 2007). The

ASSIST technology was used to alter the results returned by the ACM search engine

through community re-ranking and by providing social navigation cues. The social

cues provided beside each document on the ranked list were:

• Popularity – an icon indicating the number of times the page was selected for

a particular query.

• Related query – a list of other queries that were used to retrieve a document.

• Recency – an icon indicating the last time the document was selected.

• Footprint – an icon indicating the browsing popularity of an article (the most

viewed article for a community would be 100% filled).

• Annotation – an icon indicating the presence of annotations on a document.

Social cues were also provided on links to articles when users elected to browse the

directory structure of the ACM rather than entering a direct search. Through a

study of university students using the system for a literature review, the authors
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concluded that the community features provided important support for the students

seeking information.

3.3.4 Incorporating Social Networks into the Retrieval Pro-

cess

Researchers have attempted to incorporate an explicit model of a user’s social net-

work into the information retrieval process. The motivation behind these systems

is in the observation that social relationships already exist and these systems at-

tempt to leverage this community of users in order to improve the retrieval process.

These social networks are generally viewed as graphs with nodes representing users

and links between them representing their associations. There are several ways of

building these graphs. Users can explicitly enter a list of their closest colleagues, or

their email logs can be mined, or these graphs can be constructed based on mining

publicly available web documents for co-occurrence of names. Once the graph is

built IR systems can exploit this information in the search process.

Referral Web (Kautz et al., 1997) was an example of a system which attempted to

model a user’s social network in order to make search engine results more focussed.

In Referral Web, when a user joined the system, a search was made on their name

in order to find documents in which their name occurs. Co-occuring names on these

pages were then extracted and a further search was made. In this way a graph

was automatically built up, based on implicit knowledge publicly available on the

web. This graph could then be used in order to guide searches for both people

and documents. An example query to Referral Web could be of the form: “What

colleagues of mine know about the Java programming language?”.

In an attempt to combine social networks and information retrieval, Kirsch et al.

(2006) applied the commonly used PageRank graph based technique to a social

network. As PageRank uses linkage analysis on web documents to assess the quality

of a webpage, applying PageRank to a social network allows for an assessment of an
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author’s standing in a social network. This “social standing” can then be applied

to documents authored by this user in a retrieval process in the same way that

PageRank is used in a web based scenario. As outlined by Kirsch et al. (2006),

in order for such techniques to work there needs to be a social network present

in the domain or one which can be readily inferred. One such domain was the

co-authorship of documents from 25 years of SIGIR (Special Interest Group on

Information Retrieval) conference proceedings. Applying PageRank to this domain,

the authors were able to calculate an authority score for each author. In order

to evaluate the effectiveness of incorporating social networks into the information

retrieval process, a study was conducted using a mailing list archive, from this list

a network was constructed where users were associated with messages and replies

to messages were modelled as links between users. Using an evaluation based on

known-item retrieval, where users are searching for a specific known document, the

authors conclude that “social network analysis is an important tool for information

retrieval”.

3.3.5 Web 2.0: Harnessing Collective Intelligence on the

Social Web

Web 2.0 is a controversial and sometimes over-used concept first introduced during a

conference brainstorming session in 2004 between Tim O’ Reilly of O’Reilly publish-

ing and Dale Dougherty of MediaLive international (O’Reilly, 2005). It essentially

refers to a series of internet technologies where the user is put at the heart of the

system. Most of these technologies are not new but are often the result of a mashup

of existing concepts or the application of these concepts to a novel domain. In its

most abstract form Web 2.0 refers to the notion of individuals sharing, participating

and collaborating. Terms such as tags, folksonomy, blogs, wikis, RSS, Ajax and

social networks have become Web 2.0 nomenclature (Digimind, 2007).

Social bookmarking websites such as Del.icio.us (Del.icio.us, 2007) and Stumble-
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Upon (StumbleUpon, 2007) enable users to access their bookmarks from anywhere

rather than storing them on a single computer as is common with traditional book-

marks. Users electing to bookmark a website also have the option to tag URL’s

with their own free text. Users can also create their own structure to store these

bookmarks. The real competitive advantage of social bookmarking however, is the

ability to share bookmarks with others. For example, users of Del.icio.us can search

and browse other users’ bookmarks. In this way social bookmarking sites can create

communities of users; a user interested in a particular area can search and browse

tags in the topic and also locate users who have tagged these documents. In this

way users are able to identify other users with interests or intelligence in certain

topics.

“Collaborative search engines” have begun to appear on the web in recent times.

Search Wikia is an emerging project from the co-founder of Wikipedia, Jimmy Wales,

and aims to improve the search process by relying on “human intelligence to do

what algorithms can’t” (Search Wikia, 2007). Decipho (Decipho, 2007) is a web

search engine which attempts to focus the results of a search based on user supplied

tags. Users can tag search results they receive from Decipho and these tags can

then be used by subsequent users to filter their results. Yoono (Yoono, 2007) is

an “instant people-rated web” which can be added as an extension to the popular

Mozilla Firefox browser. When visiting a web page, Yoono lists pages which are

similar to the current page and displays users who have bookmarked the current

page, in an integrated sidebar. Fooxx (Fooxx, 2007) is a search engine based upon

a “Personal Rank” technology. Fooxx records a user’s browsing activities in order

to recommend sites and ranks websites using a combination of content and user

interactions where frequently visited sites receive a higher ranking than those less

visited.

In this section we have described research to date in asynchronous collaborative

information retrieval. These systems represent the majority of research work to-date

in collaborative information retrieval. They can be characterised as implicit, passive
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forms of collaboration as users are not explicitly collaborating with other users but

instead are benefitting through users’ previous search activities. In the next section

we will outline a more explicit and synchronous form of collaboration in information

retrieval.

3.4 Synchronous Collaborative Information Re-

trieval

Synchronous collaborative information retrieval (SCIR) is the study of systems to

support two or more people searching together in order to satisfy a shared informa-

tion need. These systems represent a significant paradigmatic shift in motivation

over both traditional information retrieval systems and asynchronous collaborative

information retrieval systems described earlier. Whereas the systems described in

this chapter thus far are focussed on improving an individual’s search by incorpo-

rating information from previous searches, these systems aim to improve the effec-

tiveness of a group of users searching together to satisfy a shared information need.

As such, these systems represent a more explicit, active form of collaboration, where

users are aware that they are collaborating with others.

With the ever increasing proliferation of information on the internet, along with

the improvements in communication technologies, and the development of a more

sociable web came the notion of allowing users to explore this vast information

space together. As noted by Gross (1999), it is still difficult to get information in

the right quantity and quality and one way of improving this would be through direct

communication with others as humans are still the best information providers.

The advantages of having two or more people searching together at the same

time in order to satisfy a shared information need is that it can enable both a divi-

sion of labour and a sharing of knowledge across the collaborating group (Zeballos,

1998; Foley et al., 2006). Division of labour means that each member of a collabo-

rating group can explore a subset of the information space. Some methods proposed
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for division of labour include: increasing the awareness amongst users of each col-

laborative searcher’s progress (Diamadis and Polyzos, 2004; Smeaton et al., 2006)

and system-mediated splitting of the search task (Foley et al., 2006; Adcock et al.,

2007). The ability to effectively share information is the foundation of any group

activity (Yao et al., 1999). Sharing of knowledge across group members involved in

a collaborative search can occur by providing awareness of other searchers’ progress

through the search, and this can be achieved by enabling direct chat facilities (Gi-

anoutsos and Grundy, 1996; Gross, 1999; Krishnappa, 2005), or group blackboards

(Gianoutsos and Grundy, 1996; Cabri et al., 1999) so that brainstorming activities

can be facilitated.

The first examples of synchronous collaborative information retrieval tools were

built using a distributed architecture where software enabled communication across

groups of remote users. Recently, the development of new computing devices has

facilitated the development of co-located collaborative information retrieval tools.

We will now outline research to date in each of these areas.

3.4.1 Synchronous Remote Collaborative Information Re-

trieval

Remote synchronous collaborative information retrieval systems enable distributed

users to search and browse the web together. These systems often require users to

log-in to a particular service or may require the use of particular applications in

order to facilitate collaboration.

GroupWeb (Greenberg and Roseman, 1996), represents an early collaborative

browsing environment and was built upon the GroupKit groupware toolkit (Rose-

man and Greenberg, 1996). In GroupWeb, several users could log onto a collabora-

tive browsing session and the web browser was used as a group “presentation tool”.

A master browser (or “presenter”) selected a page and this page was displayed to

each group member using a form of “What You See Is What I See” (WYSIWIS).
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The system supported synchronous scrolling and independent scrolling on a web

page. With synchronous scrolling the presenter scrolled through the page and each

collaborator’s page scrolled in a synchronised manner; in independent scrolling each

group member had control over the scrolling on their own browser. GroupWeb

also supported the use of telepointers (showing others’ mouse pointers on the page)

which allowed users to focus the attention of the group and enact gestures. Group-

Web provided an annotation window where groups could attach shared annotations

to pages, and these annotations could be viewed by all group members. In the

GroupWeb system, group members were tightly coupled. Synchronising the pages

that group members see can increase awareness across group members, but can be

an inefficient technique for exploring the vastness of the web.

The W4 browser (Gianoutsos and Grundy, 1996), shown in Figure 3.2, extended

the GroupWeb system to allow users to browse the web independently while syn-

chronising their progress. In W4, a user could see all pages viewed by other users,

they could chat with each other, share bookmarks (i.e. documents deemed rele-

vant), and use a shared WYSIWIS white-board to brainstorm. Users could also

embed chat sessions, links, and annotations directly into a web-page.

Figure 3.2: The W4 browser (from Gianoutsos and Grundy (1996))
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A similar approach was employed in Cabri et al. (1999), which used a proxy

server to record documents viewed by users. These documents were then displayed

to each collaborating user in a separate browser window. The system made users

aware of the documents viewed by others by editing the HTML markup in pages

returned to each collaborating searcher (links to pages already viewed by other users

in a session were indicated using different colours). The CSCW3 application (Gross,

1999) used a room metaphor to show users those other users who were logged onto

the system and currently viewing the same web page. Users in the same room could

chat and couple their browsers in order to support synchronised browsing. The

MUSE system (Krishnappa, 2005) employed a similar approach whereby two users

could explore the web and share results and chat using separate windows.

The above systems all required users to explicitly log onto a service to support

collaborative searching. SCIR systems have been developed in order to make users

who are browsing the web aware of others who may be nearby in order to facilitate

serendipitous collaboration. The motivation behind these systems is that due to

the huge number of people using the internet nowadays, when searching the web

for information, there is a high probability that another user is searching for the

same information at the same time and providing users with an awareness of others

searching for the same information enables a spontaneous collaborative searching

session which can benefit both users. Donath and Robertson (1994) developed

a tool which enabled people to see others currently viewing the same web page

as themselves. The system also allowed users to interact with these people and

coordinate their activities in order to travel around the web as a group. Sidler et al.

(1997) extended this approach in order to allow users to identify other searchers

within their neighbourhood to enable spontaneous collaboration. A logical vicinity

metric defined the distance between two users in a hyperlinked document space and

consisted of: (1.) a space metric, which represented the distance between users, (2.)

a semantic metric based upon the contents of the documents both users were looking

at, (3.) a time metric based on when users were browsing, and (4.) a user-interest
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metric based on user profiles as represented by a set of keywords. Once discovered,

neighbours could chat and explore an information space together.

Laurillau and Nigay (2000) identified four types of navigational support in a

collaborative browsing system. These are:

1. Guided tour - the guide navigates the web and the other members of the group

follow synchronously.

2. Relaxed navigation - an open group without a leader, where each member

explores independently.

3. Coordinated navigation - no leader but with each member being given a subset

of the information space to explore.

4. Cooperative navigation - the leader decides on partitioning the information

space. Group members work independently and at the end of the session the

group leader coordinates the results.

The systems described above can be classified into the first two of these navigational

types. Laurillau and Nigay (2000) developed the Co-Vitesse system to support all

four types of navigation and a chat facility was also included to support communi-

cation.

The Web Collaborative Search Assistant (Diamadis and Polyzos, 2004) attempted

to improved the efficiency of a search by providing for division of labour through

group member URL traversal awareness (GMUTA), the motivation being that if

users knew that another person had visited a page then they could jump to another

page and therefore save time.

SearchTogether (Morris and Horvitz, 2007), was a prototype system which in-

corporated many synchronous and asynchronous tools to enable a small group of

remote users to work together to satisfy a shared information need. SearchTogether

was built to support awareness of others, division of labour, and persistence of the

search process. Awareness of others was achieved by representing each group mem-

ber with a screen name and photo. Whenever a team member performed a new
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search the query terms were displayed in a list underneath their photo. By clicking

on a search query a user could see the results returned for this query and this re-

duced the duplication of effort across users. When visiting a page, users could also

see which users had visited that page previously. Users could also provide ratings

for pages using a thumbs-up or thumbs-down facility. Support for division of labour

was achieved through an embedded text chat facility, a recommendation mechanism,

and a split search and multi-search facility. Using split search a user could divide

the results of their search with a collaborating searcher and, using multi-search, a

search query could be submitted to different search engines, each associated with

different users.

The Adaptive Web Search (AWS) system proposed by Dalal (2007), represented a

combination of personalised, social and collaborative search. The system was a type

of meta-search system in which users’ could search using multiple search engines

and maintain a preference vector for a particular engine based on their long and

short term search contexts, user goals and geographic location. Users could perform

social searching by having their preference vector influenced by others depending on

a level of trust.

A commercial application of synchronous collaborative IR is available in the pop-

ular Windows Live Messenger, an instant messaging service. During a chat session,

users can search together by having the results from a search displayed to each user

(Windows Live Messenger, 2007). Netscape Conferencer (Netscape Conferencer,

2007), allows multiple users to browse the web together using WYSIWIS where one

user controls the navigation and chat facilities and whiteboards are implemented to

facilitate communication.

As we can see most of the work in synchronous collaborative information re-

trieval has focussed on improving group effectiveness through providing awareness

of other searchers’ activities. This enables collaborating searchers to coordinate their

activities in order to support a division of labour and sharing of search knowledge

amongst collaborators. Division of labour in these systems is generally achieved
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by either showing the pages visited or bookmarked by other users. The sharing of

knowledge in these systems is generally supported by providing facilities for com-

munications like chat systems and shared whiteboards for brainstorming.

3.4.2 Synchronous Co-located Collaborative Information Re-

trieval

Recent advances in ubiquitous computing devices such as mobile phones and PDAs

have led researches to begin exploring techniques for spontaneous collaborative

search. In addition, advances in single display groupware (SDG) technology (Stew-

art et al., 1999), have enabled the development of collaborative search systems for

the co-located environment.

By bringing users together in a face-to-face environment, these systems improve

the awareness across collaborating searchers. Increased awareness can enable a more

effective division of labour and a greater sharing of knowledge across the collabo-

rating group.

Maekawa et al. (2006) developed a system for collaborative web browsing on

mobile phones and PDAs. In this system, a web page was divided into several com-

ponents and these components were distributed across the devices of collaborating

users. In order to effectively divide a page across users, the system considered fac-

tors such as a user’s profile (a set of keywords representing the user’s interests) and

their device’s screen size. As users are physically close to one another they are aware

of each others progress and can discuss and coordinate their activities. WebSplitter

(Han et al., 2000) was a similar system for providing partial views to web pages

across a number of users and across a number of devices available to a user (e.g.

laptop, PDA).

Let’s Browse (Lieberman et al., 1999), was a co-located web browsing agent

which enabled multiple users standing in front of a screen (projected display onto

a wall) to browse the web together based on their user profiles. A user profile in
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the system consisted of a set of weighted keywords of their interests and was built

automatically by extracting keywords from both the user’s homepage and those

pages around it. Users wore electronic badges so that they could be identified as

they approached the screen. A collaborating group of users using Let’s Browse were

shown a set of recommended links to follow from the current page, ordered by their

similarity to the aggregated users’ profiles.

The tangible interface system developed by Blackwell et al. (2004), allowed a

group of users to perform “Query-By-Argument” whereby a series of physical tokens

with RFID transmitters could be arranged on a table to develop a team’s query. A

team received a list of documents in response to a query and each member chose

documents related to their interests. Users could highlight parts of the documents

that were relevant and this relevance feedback was used to modify term weights for

query expansion using Robertson’s offer weight (see section 2.4.2 of Chapter 2). In

this way the process of information retrieval became a by-product of the interactions

amongst users.

The TeamSearch system developed by Morris et al. (2006), enabled a group of

users collaborating around an electronic tabletop to sift through a stack of pictures

using collaborative Boolean query formulation. The system enabled users to locate

relevant pictures from a stack by placing query tokens on special widgets which

corresponded to metadata categories for the collection. A collaborative query could

be constructed by, for example, one user placing a query token on the location “New

York” and another user placing a token on the metadata tag “2007”, to retrieve all

photos taken in New York in 2007.

The TeamSearch system used, as its input device, a DiamondTouch electronic

tabletop system developed by Mitsubishi Electric Research Labs (MERL) (Dietz

and Leigh, 2001). The DiamondTouch is a multi-user touch-sensitive tabletop in-

terface device which enables multiple users to sit around the table and interact with

objects projected onto the table from an overhead projector using their fingers. Di-

amondSpin (Shen et al., 2004) is an interface toolkit which enables development
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of applications on the DiamondTouch (or another tabletop device) and allows for

objects on the screen to be moved, resized and rotated.

F́ıschlár-DiamondTouch (shown in Figure 3.3) was a multi-user video search ap-

plication developed by the author and others at the Centre For Digital Video Pro-

cessing at Dublin City University (Smeaton et al., 2006). F́ıschlár-DiamondTouch

was developed on the DiamondTouch table and DiamondSpin toolkit from MERL

and allowed two users to collaborate in a face-to-face manner in order to interact

with a state of the art video retrieval application, F́ıschlár (Smeaton et al., 2001).

Using the system, users could enter a free text query using an on-screen keyboard.

This query was then issued to the search engine and a list of the 20 top ranked

keyframes (an image from a video chosen as a representative of a particular video

shot) were displayed upon the screen (the most relevant in the middle and de-

creasing in relevance as the images spiralled out). Keyframes were rotated to the

nearest user in order to provide for an implicit division of labour. Two versions of

F́ıschlár-DiamondTouch were evaluated in TRECVid 2005 (Foley et al., 2005), one

which provided for increased awareness amongst users and one which was designed

for improved group efficiency. This work represented the first time any group had

performed collaborative search in any TREC or TRECVid workshop.

Collaboration in F́ıschlár-DiamondTouch was front-loaded, i.e. collaboration

was supported at the interface level through various awareness widgets, however the

system still communicated with a standard single-user search engine. In an effort

to improve collaborative search effectiveness through “algorithmically-mediated col-

laboration”, the “Cerchiamo” system was developed by the 2007 FXPAL TRECVid

team (Adcock et al., 2007). Cerchiamo is designed to support two users working

together to find relevant shots of video. Two users worked under predefined roles

of “prospector” and “miner”. The role of the prospector was to locate avenues for

further exploration while the role of the miner was to explore these avenues. The

system used information from users’ interactions to determine the next shots to

display on-screen and provide a list of suggested query terms.
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Figure 3.3: F́ıschlár-DiamondTouch

Single display groupware systems are gaining in popular and recently Microsoft

have developed a tabletop system labelled “Surface” (Microsoft Surface, 2007) which

will surely promote further exploration into this research area.

In this section we have described techniques and systems developed in order to

support synchronous collaborative information retrieval. This represents a more

explicit, active, form of collaboration then those systems supporting asynchronous

collaboration. As information and communications technology becomes omnipresent

in our daily lives our meetings with others can become richer because if we need to

search for information during the course of a meeting (for example information on

a topic of conversation) then we can search for this information collaboratively. In

the next section we will summarise and analyse existing research in collaborative

information retrieval.
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3.5 Analysis of Existing Collaborative Informa-

tion Retrieval Research

In section 3.2 we outlined how collaboration is prevalent in all parts of the informa-

tion retrieval process, and that this collaboration occurs despite a lack of support

for these activities in most IR systems. We then outlined the major work to-date

in the area of collaborative information retrieval, an emerging research domain that

combines research from the two more established fields of information retrieval and

groupware. To categorise these systems we used the two dimensional time and place

categorisation often used in groupware.

Asynchronous collaborative information retrieval tools are designed to help an

individual’s search activity by reusing other users’ search outcomes and processes.

These tools represent the most mature collaborative information retrieval technolo-

gies. Techniques in asynchronous collaborative information retrieval support a pas-

sive, implicit form of collaboration where the focus is to improve the search process

for an individual.

Synchronous collaborative information retrieval is an emerging form of collab-

orative IR in which a group of two or more users are explicitly collaborating in a

synchronised manner in order to satisfy a shared information need. The motivation

behind these systems is related to both the ever-growing corpus of human knowl-

edge on the web, the improvement of social awareness on the internet today, and

the development of novel computer interface devices. These collaborative informa-

tion retrieval systems represent a significant paradigmatic shift in focus and motiva-

tion compared with both traditional information retrieval systems and asynchronous

collaborative information retrieval systems. In order for synchronous collaborative

information retrieval to be effective there needs to be both an appropriate divi-

sion of labour, and an effective sharing of knowledge across collaborating searchers

(Zeballos, 1998; Foley et al., 2006). Division of labour enables each collaborating

group member to explore a subset of a document collection in order to reduce the
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redundancy associated with multiple people viewing the same documents. Sharing

of knowledge enables collaborating users to benefit from the activities and discov-

eries of their collaborators. Early SCIR systems provided various awareness cues

such as chat windows, shared whiteboards, and shared bookmarks. By providing

these cues, these systems enabled collaborating searchers to coordinate their own

activities in order to achieve a division of labour and sharing of knowledge. How-

ever, coordinating the activities of multiple users can be troublesome, requiring too

much of users’ cognitive load (Adcock et al., 2007). Recently we have seen systems

to support a more system mediated division of labour by dividing the results of a

search query across searchers (Morris and Horvitz, 2007), or defining searcher roles

in a co-located environment (Adcock et al., 2007).

However, there has been no work to date which addresses the system-mediated

coordination of multiple user’s activities over an entire synchronous collaborative

information retrieval session which can be either co-located or remote. Suppose two

users are searching together to satisfy a shared information need using a state-of-

the-art SCIR system, such as those described in this chapter. A current state-of-

the-art SCIR system would simply allow an initial search result to be divided across

collaborators (Morris and Horvitz, 2007). However, the coordination of an entire

SCIR session may be problematic with such a system. In particular, if one user

decides to issue another search, it is not clear how to coordinate this search. For

example, should the results be split again? Or should the user ask permission first

before providing results to their search partner? By splitting the results again, the

user who receives the list is expected to move their attention onto another ranked

list, as the number of independent search results increases this may lead to users

becoming overwhelmed with results. On the other hand, coordinating the activity

through a chat facility may also be too demanding of the users. Effective system-

mediated division of labour strategies need to be developed to allow users to explore

subsections of the collection seamlessly and with minimal user intervention.

Also, at present in most SCIR systems, as users find documents of relevance
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to a search task they are saved by users to a bookmarked area. These bookmarks

represent explicit relevance judgments made by users. In traditional, single-user, in-

formation retrieval, these relevance judgments are often used in a relevance feedback

process in order to improve the quality of a user’s query by reformulating it based

on this relevance information. Over a number of relevance feedback iterations, an

IR system can build a short term profile of the user’s information need. At present,

SCIR systems do not use this new relevance information directly in the search pro-

cess to re-formulate a user’s query, instead it is used simply as a bookmark and

therefore we believe that this information is wasted. No attempt is made to utilise

this relevance information during the course of an SCIR search to improve the per-

formance of a collaborating group of users. As a consequence, the collaborating

group does not see the benefit of this relevance information in their ranked lists.

Effective sharing of knowledge techniques should allow users to benefit from their

search partners’ relevance judgments (i.e. bookmarks) in realtime.

The recently proposed approach by Adcock et al. (2007) attempts to arrive at

a more system-mediated coordination of users’ activities in a search. The system

divides the searching task for two co-located users into two specialised and comple-

mentary roles. Feedback from one user is used to influence results passed to their

search partner. However the focus of the work in Adcock et al. (2007) is a co-located

environment and roles need to be assigned to each collaborator, a process which may

be problematic and cumbersome especially when we move to a distributed environ-

ment. Furthermore in Adcock et al. (2007), the relevance assessments are not used

directly in the search process but instead are used as a means to order results for

presentation and for suggesting possible query terms.

In the next chapter we will describe effective division of labour and sharing

of knowledge techniques in order to allow for effective synchronous collaborative

information retrieval.
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Chapter 4

Division of Labour and Sharing of

Knowledge for Synchronous

Collaborative Information

Retrieval

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we explore techniques for effective system-mediated synchronous col-

laborative information retrieval. We will discuss how a dynamic division of labour

policy can be implemented to reduce the redundancy across users’ ranked lists and

allow users to find more relevant material over the course of an SCIR search, without

requiring any user-user coordination. We will also outline how relevance judgments,

present in most state-of-the-art SCIR systems, can be used directly in the group

search. We propose novel methods to extend the standard relevance feedback ap-

proach into both a collaborative and complementary process.
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4.2 Motivation

At present, if two or more users want to search together in either a remote or co-

located setting, the onus for coordinating the group search activity is placed on the

users.

When users are searching to satisfy the same information need, without an effec-

tive division of labour, a significant amount of time may be wasted by having two or

more users read the same documents. Users may attempt to divide the search tasks

themselves, however this may lead to users suffering cognitive overload, by having

to switch focus between searching and communicating or synchronising.

Currently, in order to support a rudimentary sharing of knowledge, most SCIR

systems employ the use of some kind of a shared bookmark facility as a means to

make other searchers aware of relevant documents found by others. As users find

relevant material they can save them to a shared bookmark area. These bookmarks

represent explicit relevance feedback from a user regarding the information that a

user deems relevant to the search at hand. However at present this information

is wasted in the sense that it is simply used as an awareness cue where users can

save their results during a search. No attempt is made to utilise this relevance

information during the course of an SCIR search to improve the performance of a

collaborating group of users. As a consequence, the collaborating group does not

see the benefit of this relevance information in their ranked lists.

4.2.1 Thesis Hypothesis

This gap in the current state-of-the-art, led to the establishment of our main research

question, namely: can we develop techniques to automate the division of labour

and sharing of knowledge across a collaborating group of users searching together

synchronously ?

Figure 4.1 provides a conceptual overview of a single user’s interactions with a

search engine and a relevance feedback mechanism over the duration of a search.
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In this figure, time runs from left-to-right along the timeline t. The user begins

the search by providing an initial query to the search engine (Q). The response of

the search engine is a ranked list of documents; the user can then browse through

the list of documents and may select documents to view that seem relevant to their

search. If a user finds a relevant document they can indicate this to the system by

providing a relevance judgment (RJ). Over the duration of the search, users may

issue several queries to the search engine (Q’ ), either through reformulating the

query themselves, or using a relevance feedback mechanism to expand and reweight

their original query based on all relevance judgments made by the user.

Q

RJRJ

User 1 

Relevance Judgments

={t11,t12,t13...,t1n}d1d1

={t21,t22,t23...,t2n}dndn
.

...
Retrieval

t

Results Results Results

Q’ Q’

Matching & Ranking

Figure 4.1: A searcher’s interactions with an IR system with rele-
vance feedback

Let’s now consider a synchronous collaborative information retrieval session.

Suppose that we have two collaborating users searching for information together.

Figure 4.2 extends Figure 4.1 to show conceptually how two users could collaborate

using a synchronous collaborative information retrieval system. This collaboration

could take place either remotely or in a face-to-face manner. The interactions from

these two users with the SCIR system are shown along the timelines for each user.

One important point here is that as we are concerned with a synchronous session,

these two timelines represent the same moment in time. In Figure 4.2 we have sep-

arated the timelines for each user for illustrative purposes, but conceptually both

user’s interactions could be plotted on the same line.

When two or more users come together to search in an SCIR environment, there

are several ways in which the collaborative search could be initiated. For example,
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Figure 4.2: A synchronous collaborative information retrieval ses-
sion involving two users

users may each decide to formulate their own search query, or users may decide

on a shared, group query. In either case, unless the SCIR system coordinates the

results presented back to users through a division of labour policy, then the results

presented to either user may contain many of the same documents. Obviously, this

overlap will be more pronounced if the group search begins with a shared query (as

there will be complete overlap). If users enter their own independent queries there

may more distinct sets of results across users, however, as users are searching to

satisfy the same, shared information need, they may enter very similar queries, and

therefore their ranked lists may still contain many of the same documents.

As the search task proceeds, each user can examine their ranked list and may

decide to view documents that seem relevant to the search task. Over the course

of an SCIR search, users may open and read many documents related to the search

task. If users decide to issue another query later in the search, either through

reformulating the query manually or automatically via a relevance feedback process,

then, before returning a new ranked list to the user we have an opportunity to filter

this list to automatically remove any documents that have already been examined by

any group member. Without implementing such a policy, users may find themselves

reading documents that have been seen by others in the group, which could impact
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on the effectiveness of the group search.

As users examine documents and find those relevant to the search, they may

provide relevance judgments, perhaps through a bookmarking facility. If a relevance

feedback mechanism is supplied in the SCIR system then, when a user initiates a rel-

evance feedback operation, if their search partner has provided relevance judgments

to the system, then we can incorporate both users’ relevance judgments into the

feedback process. This could enable better quality results to be returned as users

are benefitting from the “shared knowledge” of their collaborators automatically.

Furthermore such a sharing of knowledge policy allows users to benefit from the

relevance of a document without having to view the contents of the document.

These observations led us to establish our hypothesis as:

If we have an environment whereby multiple people are searching together

in a synchronised manner in order to satisfy a shared information need,

then we can improve the performance of the search by implementing both

division of labour and sharing of knowledge policies

In order to explore our hypothesis, we have identified two key research objectives.

Our main objective is to investigate our hypothesis by developing effective division

of labour and sharing of knowledge techniques, and this will be the focus of this

chapter. In order to evaluate the effects of these techniques, we need to develop an

effective evaluation methodology for SCIR and this will be our secondary research

objective, and will be the focus of Chapter 5.

In order to explore our hypothesis thoroughly, we need to investigate how to

implement an appropriate division of labour policy for an SCIR search session. We

need to examine how to enable an automated sharing of knowledge by extending

the traditional relevance feedback process in order to incorporate multiple users’

relevance information.
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4.3 Division of Labour

Having generated an initial ranked list for an SCIR search, either as a result of a

shared query or a separate query for each collaborator, these results can be divided

across users using a simple round-robin strategy. Where, for a collaborative search

involving two users with a shared initial query, user 1 would receive the first doc-

ument in the ranked list, user 2 would receive the second ranked document, user 1

the third, and so on until all results are distributed across the users. This is the

approach proposed by Morris and Horvitz (2007), and at the beginning of an SCIR

search, this approach can ensure complete division of labour across users.

During the course of the search any member of the collaborating group may

decide to issue a new search query, either by formulating a new query themselves,

or by using a relevance feedback mechanism. As outlined in the previous chapter,

using a simple strategy of dividing a single result across multiple users each time

one member of the collaborating group issues a search, may become overwhelming

for users as the number of searches increases. Instead, we believe a more reasonable

approach is to allow users to search and receive a new ranked list for themselves

only. In this situation, when receiving a new query from a collaborating searcher,

the aim of the SCIR system is not to generate multiple ranked lists, one for each

user, instead the system needs to return one list to the individual searcher who

issued the search, and therefore a simple round-robin division is not applicable in

this situation.

When returning a new ranked list to a searcher, however, we do have an oppor-

tunity to filter this list in order to maintain a division of labour. In particular, at

any point in the search, each user may have read numerous documents and may be

in the process of examining a ranked list. The SCIR system can use this information

in order to remove from a user’s ranked list:

1. Those documents already seen by another user.

2. Those documents contained in other users’ ranked lists that we assume they
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will examine.

By maintaining a list of all documents viewed during the search an SCIR system

can implement 1 by filtering all lists returned to all users to ensure that documents

seen by one group member are never returned to another. In order to implement

2, we need to decide on the number of documents to assume a user is going to

examine. This choice is dependent on system implementation. For example, if users

are searching together remotely using separate PC’s and are presented with lists

of 10 documents per page, we may assume that the user takes responsibility for

these 10 documents and therefore filter these documents from their search partners’

ranked lists. On a large shared tabletop device we may be able to present more

results to users and therefore we may assume that users will examine 20, 30, or 40

documents. On a mobile device on the other hand a smaller number of results may

be more appropriate.

Of course we can never be sure that users will examine all documents that we

assume they have responsibility for. Users may decide to issue another query or

perform relevance feedback midway through examining the list. However, as users

are searching within the same space in the document collection (i.e. searching within

a topic) these unseen documents may be returned to them again as a result of

their reformulated query. Failing that, when a new list is returned to the user, the

documents that we assume the user is examining will also be changed, and therefore

any documents that were unseen from the previous list may be returned to their

search partners in subsequent iterations.

By implementing such a dynamic division of labour, and removing these docu-

ments from users’ ranked lists, we can improve the SCIR search in two ways. Firstly,

we can ensure that users will not spend time examining documents that have al-

ready been viewed by their co-searchers. Furthermore, this division can allow for

more unique relevant documents to be pushed up to higher ranking positions in the

user’s ranked list, and allow them to find new relevant material faster.
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4.4 Sharing of Knowledge

One of the common features of most state-of-the-art SCIR systems is a shared book-

mark facility, which allows searchers to save items of relevance to the group search

task. As outlined in Chapter 2, such relevance judgments are used in the informa-

tion retrieval process of relevance feedback in order to reformulate a user’s query and

improve the quality of a user’s search. In this section we will examine techniques to

extend the traditional relevance feedback mechanism in order to support relevance

information from multiple users.

4.4.1 Collaborative Relevance Feedback

If we have an environment where two or more users are providing relevance judg-

ments to an SCIR system, then, when performing relevance feedback for a user, the

SCIR system has an opportunity to incorporate each user’s relevance judgments into

a collaborative relevance feedback process, which should improve the quality of the

ranked list returned to the user. It is not clear however how multi-user relevance

information should be incorporated into the relevance feedback process.

One of the the simplest ways to incorporate multi-user relevance information

into a feedback process is to assume that one user has provided all the relevance

judgments made by all users and then initiate a standard, single-user, relevance

feedback process.

However, as an SCIR session involves many users searching together, it may

be desirable to allow for a more user-biased combination of relevance information

within the feedback process, i.e. the favouring of one user’s relevance information

over another’s. One example scenario will be discussed later in section 4.4.1.4, but

first we will outline how the RF process can be extended to allow for a weighted

combination of multi-user relevance information. In Chapter 2 we discussed the

combination of evidence in information retrieval, in our work we are interested in

investigating the combination of multi-user relevance information within the rele-
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vance feedback process. We use the probabilistic model for retrieval which is both

theoretically motivated, and proven to be successful in controlled TREC experi-

ments (Robertson et al., 1992, 1993, 1994). In the probabilistic retrieval model the

relevance feedback processes of Query Expansion and Term Reweighting are treated

separately (Robertson, 1990). Figure 4.3 presents a conceptual overview of a collab-

orative relevance feedback process for two users who are searching together. When

the relevance feedback process is initiated, user 1 has provided 3 relevance judg-

ments and user 2 has provided 4. As we can see, we have a choice as to what stage

in the relevance feedback process we can combine this information.
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Figure 4.3: Three methods for combining multi-user relevance infor-
mation

In particular we have identified three stages in the process at which we can combine

relevance information, and these are:
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• (A) Combine inputs to the relevance feedback process – the earliest combi-

nation. In this approach, relevance information from multiple searchers is

combined before applying relevance feedback in order to provide a better pre-

diction of term relevance for both query expansion and term reweighting.

• (B) Combine after applying the relevance feedback formulae – in this method,

relevance feedback is performed for each individual searcher separately using

their own relevance judgments. The outputs from each individual’s RF pro-

cesses are combined to produce a combined relevance weight and offer weight.

• (C) Combine after ranking – the latest stage of combination. In this method,

each searcher generates a new relevance feedback query based on their own

relevance judgments only. This query is then issued to the search engine,

and the results for each user’s query are combined, using standard ranked list

fusion techniques, to produce a combined ranked list.

Options A and B operate on the relevance feedback processes directly, i.e. on a

term level, in order to improve the processes of query expansion and term reweight-

ing. Option C, on the other hand, operates on a document level and represents the

standard approaches to evidence combination from the literature. By evaluating

which approach works best we can understand at what stage in the RF process

multi-user relevance information should be combined.

4.4.1.1 Combining Inputs to the Relevance Feedback Process (A)

The relevance feedback process uses all available relevance information for a term

in order to assign it a score for both query expansion and term reweighting. If we

have relevance information from multiple co-searchers, combining this information

before performing relevance feedback should result in an improved combined measure

of relevance for these terms. This is the rationale behind this novel method for

combining relevance information, which we refer to as partial-user weighting, as the

evidence for relevance or non-relevance of a term is composed of the combined partial
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evidence from multiple users. We will now outline the derivation for the partial-user

relevance weight and partial-user offer weight. From Robertson and Spärck Jones

(1976), we can see that the probability of relevance of a term is defined as:

w(i) = log
p(1− q)

q(1− p)
(4.1)

where

p = probability that a document contains term i given that it is relevant

q = probability that a document contains term i given that it is non-relevant

Where the appropriate substitutions for p and q are the proportions:

p =
ri

R
(4.2)

q =
ni − ri

N −R
(4.3)

where

ri = Number of relevant documents in which term i occurs

R = Number of identified relevant documents

ni = Number of documents in the collection in which term i occurs

N = Number of documents in the collection

The probability that a document contains term i given that it is relevant, p, is

equal to the proportion of all relevant documents in which the term i occurs. The

probability that a document contains term i given that it is non-relevant, q, is equal
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to the proportion of all non-relevant documents that contain the term. Applying

these substitutions to equation 4.1 we get the standard relevance weighting formula:

rw(i) = log
( ri

R
)(1− ni−ri

N−R
)

(ni−ri

N−R
)(1− ri

R
)

(4.4)

If we assume that in a collaborative search session we have U collaborating users

searching, then the proportions for p and q, in equations 4.2 and 4.3 respectively,

can be extended as follows:

p =
U−1∑
u=0

αu
rui

Ru

(4.5)

q =
U−1∑
u=0

αu
ni − rui

N −Ru

(4.6)

where

ni and N are as before

rui = Number of relevant documents identified by user u in which term i occurs

Ru = Number of relevant documents identified by user u

αu = Determines the impact of user u’s proportions on the final term weight, and

U−1∑
u=0

αu = 1

Therefore we have extended the proportions using a linear combination (Chapter 2,

section 2.5.2) of each user’s relevance statistics. Using this approach, the probability

that a document contains term i, given that it is relevant, is equal to the sum of the

proportions for relevance from each user. The probability that a document contains

term i, given that it is not relevant, is equal to the sum of the proportions of non-

relevance. Each of these values is multiplied by a scalar constant αu, which can

be used to vary the effect of each user’s proportion in the final calculation, and a

default value of 1
U

can be used to consider all users equally.
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One important consideration when combining multi-user relevance information

is what to do when a term had not been encountered by a user (i.e. the term is not

contained in their relevance judgments). There are two choices here, we can either

allow the user who has not encountered the term to still contribute to the shared

weight, or we can choose to assign a weight to a term based solely on the relevance

and non-relevance proportions of users that have actually encountered the term.

If we wish to incorporate a user’s proportions for a term regardless of whether

the term appears in any of the user’s relevance judgments, then the term will receive

a relevance proportion, p = 0, ( 0
R
) and a non-relevance proportion, q = n

N−R
from a

user who has not encountered the term (as ri = 0 for that user).

If we do not wish to incorporate a user’s proportion for a term if they have

not encountered the term, then the shared relevance and non-relevance proportions

of p and q in Equation 4.5 and Equation 4.6 respectively will be composed of the

proportions from users who have encountered the term only, by setting the αu value

to zero for those users who have not encountered the term.

Allowing a user to contribute to a term’s weight even if s/he has not encountered

it causes a term to receive a lower weight than it would by not allowing a contribu-

tion. The reason for this is that both techniques will cause a relevance proportion

of 0 to be assigned for a user that has not encountered the term. The “no contribu-

tion” technique will result in a non-relevance proportion of 0 for the user who has

not encountered the term, whereas the “contribution” technique will give a value

greater than zero (i.e. a higher non-relevance proportion)

Applying the extended proportions of p and q, in Equations 4.5 and 4.6 respec-

tively, to the probability of relevance from Equation 4.1, results in our partial-user

relevance weight (purw):

purw(i) = log
(
∑U−1

u=0 αu
rui

Ru
)(1−∑U−1

u=0 αu
ni−rui

N−Ru
)

(
∑U−1

u=0 αu
ni−rui

N−Ru
)(1−∑U−1

u=0 αu
rui

Ru
)

(4.7)

For practical implementation of the standard relevance weighting formula (equation
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4.4), and to limit the errors associated with zeros such as dividing by zero, a simple

extension is commonly used that adds a constant to the values in the proportions.

Applying the proportions suggested in Robertson and Spärck Jones (1976), known

as the Jeffrey prior, to equation 4.7, results in:

purw(i) = log
(
∑U−1

u=0 αu
rui+0.5
Ru+1

)(1−∑U−1
u=0 αu

ni−rui+0.5
N−Ru+1

)

(
∑U−1

u=0 αu
ni−rui+0.5
N−Ru+1

)(1−∑U−1
u=0 αu

rui+0.5
Ru+1

)
(4.8)

So far we have shown how the partial-user method can be applied to the standard

relevance weighting formula. Now we will consider applying the scheme to the offer

weighting formula of:

owi = ri × rwi (4.9)

Using a linear combination, approach the ri value from Equation 4.9 can be

extended to include a weighted combination of each collaborating user’s ri value, to

produce a partial-user offer weight (puow):

puow(i) = (
U−1∑
u=0

αurui)× purw(i) (4.10)

where

rui = Number of relevant documents identified by user u in which term i occurs

purw(i) = The term’s partial-user relevance weight

αu = Determines the impact of each users ri value on the final value, and

U−1∑
u=0

αu = 1

Table 4.1 illustrates the result of applying the partial-user relevance weighting and

partial-user offer weighting to nine example terms for a relevance feedback process

involving two users. In this simple example both users have provided 2 relevance

judgments (i.e. R = 2 for both users), the number of documents in the collection,
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N, is 100, and each term’s ni value is the same (i.e. ni = 10 for all terms) and α

= 0.5 for both users. The terms are ordered by the total number of relevance judg-

ments in which they occur. The result of applying the standard relevance weighting

formula and offer weighting formula for both users is shown for each term, as is the

result of applying the partial-user weighting scheme (purw) and partial-user offer

weighting scheme (puow). In this example, the partial-user technique is operating

in the contribution mode, which allows users who have not encountered the term to

contribute to it’s shared weight. The relevance weighting and offer weighting values,

assigned to terms are different for both users depending on the user’s r value for

the term. For example, user 1 ranks term t2 higher than t3 whereas for user 2 this

ranking is reversed. When combining relevance information in the partial-user for-

mulae the term that occurs in each relevance judgment from both users, t1, receives

the highest score. For terms where the users agree, i.e. the term occurs in the same

number of relevance judgments from both users (t1, t4, t9 ), the formulae produces

the same result as per the standard formulae. For terms where the users disagree

(t2, t3, t5, t6, t7, t8 ), the formula produces an estimate based on a combination of

the proportions.

Term r1i r2i rw1 ow1 rw2 ow2 purw puow
t1 2 2 3.97 7.95 3.97 7.95 3.97 7.95
t2 2 1 3.97 7.95 2.24 2.24 3 4.5
t3 1 2 2.24 2.24 3.97 7.95 3 4.5
t4 1 1 2.24 2.24 2.24 2.24 2.24 2.24
t5 2 0 3.97 7.95 0.52 0 2.24 2.24
t6 0 2 0.52 0 3.97 7.95 2.24 2.24
t7 1 0 2.24 2.24 0.52 0 1.49 0.75
t8 0 1 0.52 0 2.24 2.24 1.49 0.75
t9 0 0 0.52 0 0.52 0 0.52 0

Table 4.1: Partial-user relevance weighting example, N = 100, ni =
10 and R = 2 for both users
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4.4.1.2 Combining Outputs of the Relevance Feedback Process (B)

This method of combination operates by treating the relevance process as a black

box and combines the outputs of its processes for multiple users in order to produce

a combined score. For each user, relevance weighting and offer weighting are calcu-

lated separately using a searcher’s own relevance statistics. The outputs from these

processes (i.e. the scores) are combined to produce a combined relevance weight, in

the case of relevance weighting, or combined offer weight, in the case of offer weight-

ing. Combination is therefore performed at a later stage in the relevance feedback

process than the method proposed in the previous section.

For relevance weighting, we calculate the combined relevance weight using a

linear combination of relevance weight scores from all users (crw):

crw(i) =
U−1∑
u=0

αu × rw(u, i) (4.11)

For offer weighting we can follow the same approach, by calculating the offer

weight separately for each user and then combining afterwards to produce a com-

bined offer weight (cow):

cow(i) =
U−1∑
u=0

αu × ow(u, i) (4.12)

where

αu = Determines the impact of each user’s contribution on the final score, and

U−1∑
u=0

αu = 1

As with the partial-user method, we can either include or leave out a user’s

contribution to either the combined relevance weight of combined offer weight if

they have not encountered the term in their own set of relevance judgments. In

either case, using this method a term which has not been encountered by a user will

receive an offer weight of 0 for that user. The difference between the “contribution”
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and “no contribution” variants in this method are only in the calculation of the

combined relevance weighting. Once again the alpha variable can be used to control

the impact of each user’s evidence on the combination and a default value can be

set to 1
U

for all users to consider all users equally.

4.4.1.3 Combining Outputs of the Ranking Process (C)

This stage of combination operates at a higher level of granularity than either of

the previous methods, as here we treat the entire search engine as a black box and

combination is performed at the ranked list, or document level.

Combining the outputs from multiple ranking algorithms has become a stan-

dard method for improving the performance of IR systems’ ranking (Croft, 2002).

These methods allow the combination of multiple sources of information into a single

ranked list.

In our work, the ranked lists we wish to combine are the results of each user’s

separate relevance feedback query that is formulated using their own relevance in-

formation. In order to produce a combined ranked list, a reformulated query is

generated for each collaborating user, and these relevance feedback queries are then

submitted to the search engine in order to produce separate ranked lists, one for

each user. These ranked lists are then combined in order to produce a combined

ranked list.

Combination at the document level can be achieved, as before, by performing a

linear combination, to provide a combined document score (cds):

cds(d, q) =
U−1∑
u=0

αu × s(u, d) (4.13)
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where

s(u, d) = the relevance score for document d in relation to user u’s query

αu = determines the impact of each user’s contribution on the final document

score, and
U−1∑
u=0

αu = 1

In this section we have outlined how a system-mediated sharing of knowledge

can be achieved in an SCIR search, by incorporating each group member’s relevance

judgments into a collaborative relevance feedback process. We have proposed three

methods by which the standard relevance feedback formula can be extended into a

collaborative relevance feedback process. These techniques represent ways to aggre-

gate the evidence from multiple users and the advantages of these techniques over

the standard relevance feedback formula is that they can allow for a user-biased

combination of relevance information, which we will now discuss.

4.4.1.4 Authority Weighting

Synchronous collaborative information retrieval systems, by their very nature, bring

together multiple collaborating users, each with a certain level of expertise and ex-

perience. Some users may be more familiar with a topic than others and this may be

reflected in the quality of their relevance judgments during the group search activity.

For example, a novice user may not understand the search topic entirely and there-

fore may be mistaken in their relevance assessments. Poor relevance assessments,

unless recognised and dealt with, may pollute the collaborative relevance feedback

process and degrade results.

We propose to attach an authority weight to each user’s relevance information

and incorporate this authority information into the collaborative relevance feedback

process. An authority weight can be applied to all collaborative RF techniques
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outlined earlier in this section, by adjusting the α value associated with each user’s

relevance information. In Table 4.2 we examine the application of an authority

weighting scheme (labelled “auth”) on the partial-user weighting method. In this

example we assume that user 1 has been assigned an authority value of 0.75, and

user 2 a value of 0.25. The results from the un-biased partial-user method are also

shown (purw, puow) for comparative purposes.

Term r1i r2i rw1 ow1 rw2 ow2 purw puow purw-auth puow-auth
t1 2 2 3.97 7.95 3.97 7.95 3.97 7.95 3.97 7.95
t2 2 1 3.97 7.95 2.24 2.24 3 4.5 3.43 6.01
t3 1 2 2.24 2.24 3.97 7.95 3 4.5 2.61 3.26
t4 1 1 2.24 2.24 2.24 2.24 2.24 2.24 2.24 2.24
t5 2 0 3.97 7.95 0.52 0 2.24 2.24 3 4.49
t6 0 2 0.52 0 3.97 7.95 2.24 2.24 1.49 0.75
t7 1 0 2.24 2.24 0.52 0 1.49 0.75 1.88 1.41
t8 0 1 0.52 0 2.24 2.24 1.49 0.75 1.06 0.26
t9 0 0 0.52 0 0.52 0 0.52 0 0.52 0

Table 4.2: Partial-user weighting example with authority weighting

From Table 4.2 we can see that for terms where users agree on the weighting, (t1, t4,

t9 ), the formulae produce the same result as per the standard, unbiased, partial-user

formulae. For terms where the users disagree (t2, t3, t5, t6, t7, t8 ) the formulae

produce an estimate based on a weighted combination, where the combined values

are closer to user A’s estimates than user B’s. Allowing for a user-biased authority

weighting of the collaborative RF process may allow us to limit the influence of poor

relevance assessments on the outputs of the process.

4.4.2 Complementary Relevance Feedback

One of the great benefits of having multiple users tackle a search problem together

is that each user can be assigned a subsection of the search space to explore, and

this is the motivation behind the division of labour techniques as discussed in sec-

tion 6.2. The collaborative relevance feedback techniques discussed in section 4.4.1

attempt to aggregate all collaborating users relevance information in the relevance

feedback process. The effect of this aggregation, however, may be working against
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the principles of division of labour and collaborative RF techniques may be bringing

users too close together. Although, through an explicit division of labour policy, we

can ensure that no two users will examine the same documents, the collaborative

relevance feedback techniques may still cause a reduction in the breadth across users’

queries and therefore may result in a smaller number of unique relevant documents

being found across the entire group.

An alternative way of using relevance information in a synchronous collaborative

search is to implement a complementary relevance feedback process. Figure 6.10,

provides a conceptual comparison of the effects of a collaborative relevance feed-

back technique (those discussed in the previous section) and the complementary

techniques which we will outline in this section, on users’ queries. While the collab-

orative relevance feedback techniques attempt to make users’ queries more similar,

complementary approaches attempt to make them more distinct.
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Figure 4.4: Conceptual comparison of the effects of collaborative and
complementary relevance feedback on users’ queries

When performing relevance feedback for a user, by considering the relevance in-

formation of other searchers and reformulating a user’s query in such a way that

makes it as distinctive as possible from the other searchers in a group, a complemen-

tary relevance feedback mechanism can maintain diversity across the users’ results

and this may allow for the retrieval of more relevant material across the group. We

have identified two ways in which complementary relevance feedback can operate in

an SCIR search.
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4.4.2.1 Complementary Query Expansion

One simple way of maintaining diversity across users through the RF process is by

ensuring that the users’ queries are only expanded with terms that are not contained

in other searchers’ queries, a process we refer to as complementary query expansion.

In complementary query expansion, when performing relevance feedback for a

user, the SCIR system can use a standard relevance feedback process over a user’s

own relevance judgments. Then, when choosing the top N terms for query expansion,

the SCIR system will not consider a term for expansion if it is contained in the

current query of their co-searchers. The result of this process is that duplicate

terms will be replaced with unique terms, which may enable the discovery of more

unique relevant material.

4.4.2.2 Clustering for Complementary Relevance Feedback

At any stage in an SCIR search, there may be a number of relevance judgments

made by different users. These documents and the terms contained within them,

although related by being relevant to the same topic, may also be quite different

in the aspects of the topic that they are related to. For example, a search topic

“Hydroelectric Projects” may have relevant documents which discuss the develop-

ment of hydroelectric dams, while others may discuss government financing for these

projects. A collaborative relevance feedback technique, such as those discussed in

section 4.4.1 may aggregate out this uniqueness.

Clustering is a technique used to organise objects into groups whose members

are similar in some way (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990). The use of clustering in

information retrieval has been investigated for many years (Willett, 1988). In our

work we are interested in using clustering in a complementary relevance feedback

process in order to group related material together so that we can assign distinct

clusters to each user in a collaborative search session.

Grouping related material together through a clustering process, should enable

the SCIR system to maintain diversity across users’ queries. This diversity is main-
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tained, not by the removal of terms from a user’s query (as outlined in section 4.4.2.1

above), but by assigning each user a subset of the relevant document space to ex-

plore.

Clustering in SCIR can operate on both a document and a term level. In our

work, we investigate the use of the k-means clustering algorithm (Macqueen, 1967)

for clustering relevant material in SCIR. K-means is one of the simplest and most

popular clustering algorithms and operates by partitioning objects into k clusters

so that objects within one cluster are as close to each other as possible, while as far

as possible away from objects in other clusters. It does this by trying to minimise

an objective function based on total intra-cluster distances. Prior to performing

k-means, the number of clusters, k, needs to be defined as an input parameter. For

our work, as we are attempting to cluster items into distinct sets across users, k is

defined as the number of users searching together.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter we have motivated and developed our hypothesis, that a system

mediated division of labour and sharing of knowledge can improve the performance

of a a group of users searching together synchronously.

We discussed how to implement an effective, dynamic, division of labour over

the duration of an SCIR search, by removing those documents seen by users and

those which we assume the user has responsibility for.

We then discussed how relevance judgments, which are often made in SCIR sys-

tems through a bookmarking facility, can be used directly within the search itself

in order to improve the effectiveness of the search process. We proposed novel col-

laborative relevance feedback techniques which allow for a user-biased combination

of multi-user relevance information in the relevance feedback process. We discussed

how this user-biasing could enable an authority weighted collaborative relevance

feedback process. We then discussed an alternative use of multi-user relevance in-
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formation in an SCIR session through complementary relevance feedback. In the

next chapter we will discuss our evaluation methodology, developed to allow for the

evaluation of the techniques proposed in this chapter.
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Chapter 5

Evaluation Methodology

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will describe the methodology used to explore our hypothesis as

outlined in the previous chapter. This methodology is based upon building simula-

tions of two users searching together with a synchronous collaborative information

retrieval system which implements an incremental relevance feedback mechanism.

In order to build these simulations we mine data from previous TREC interactive

experiments and simulate two users searching together who had previously com-

pleted a search topic separately as part of a submission to the TREC interactive

search task. Using this approach we can evaluate how these users perform when

searching using an SCIR system implementing the various division of labour and

sharing of knowledge techniques outlined in the previous chapter. We outline the

total amount of simulations used in our evaluation and the test collection used. Fi-

nally we conclude the chapter with a detailed explanation of the approach used to

evaluate the performance of a group of users searching together.
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5.2 Simulations in Information Retrieval

Simulations are used in information retrieval in an attempt to model a user’s in-

teractions with an IR system. A simulated user’s interactions with a system can

be controlled by using a parameterised user model and these models can vary in

complexity based on the systems they are evaluating and the interactions they are

attempting to simulate. Simulations are an attempt to bridge the gap of realism in

information retrieval experimentation, between fully automatic experiments, where

the user is taken out of the loop completely, and fully interactive experiments,

where real users interact with an IR system. Simulations are useful for rapid ex-

perimentation with system variants in an environment where a full user experiment

is infeasible, perhaps due to time and implementation costs, but some level of user

interaction is required for an effective evaluation. According to White et al. (2005),

the benefits of simulations are:

• They are less costly and time consuming, compared to real user experiments.

• They allow for the evaluation of IR techniques in many different retrieval

scenarios.

• The experimental setup can be controlled by the system designer.

As simulations can be run more quickly and can be repeated easier than a real user

experiment, they allow for a thorough analysis of the performance of algorithms un-

der various parameters controlling their process. They allow designers to model the

effects of different types of users on the system performance, by setting parameters

controlling their operation. Having complete control over the simulated users ac-

tions enables system designers to make more meaningful inferences from the results

of simulated experiments.

User simulations have been used extensively in information retrieval evaluations

as a means to model a user’s interactions with a relevance feedback mechanism

(Rocchio, 1971; Harman, 1988; Buckley et al., 1994; Magennis and van Rijsbergen,
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1998; Ruthven, 2003; White et al., 2005; Keskustalo et al., 2006).

Early work into relevance feedback used simulations in order to investigate the

effects of the number of documents provided for feedback and the number of terms

used to expand the query (Harman, 1988; Buckley et al., 1994).

White et al. (2005) implemented user simulations in order to evaluate the ef-

fectiveness of various implicit feedback mechanisms, where a relevance judgment

was inferred from a user’s interactions with a document using a novel user inter-

face. Simulations were devised using various relevance paths, which determined how

a simulated user interacted with the documents using the interface. The system

used pre-modelled paths and a user could exhibit “wandering behaviour”, where

they viewed both relevant and non-relevant material, in order to examine how each

implicit feedback model performed in an operational environment.

Keskustalo et al. (2006) examined the effects of different relevance thresholds and

user behaviour on the performance of relevance feedback using user simulations. A

user model was constructed which controlled the relevance threshold of a user (i.e.

stringent, regular, or liberal), the number of documents the user was willing to

browse, and the number of feedback documents the user was willing to provide.

As we can see, researchers have made use of simulations in information retrieval

in order to evaluate the performance of relevance feedback techniques. These simu-

lations can be constructed in order to model different user interactions from simple

techniques, such as choosing the number of documents to provide to the relevance

feedback mechanism, to more complex techniques such as determining a user’s path

through a novel implicit feedback system. In our work we use searcher simulations,

but as we will now outline the novel domain of SCIR requires new simulation tech-

niques to be developed.
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5.3 Synchronous Collaborative Information Re-

trieval Simulations

In our work, we are attempting to evaluate how a system-mediated SCIR search can

improve the performance of a group of users searching together over the duration

of an entire search session. In order to explore our hypothesis, we are evaluating

many different approaches to division of labour and to sharing of knowledge. It

would have been infeasible to evaluate each of these approaches thoroughly using

real user experiments. Instead, by using simulations we can evaluate our proposed

approaches effectively while ensuring that our evaluations remain realistic.

Previous information retrieval experiments which have used user simulations

have focused on a single user’s interactions with an IR system. Here we are at-

tempting to simulate a synchronous collaborative information retrieval environment,

a dynamic, collaborative simulation. In order to model such an environment we have

developed novel simulation techniques as we will now describe.

5.3.1 Requirements Analysis

In our work we are interested in developing effective system-mediated collaborative

techniques which could be deployed in either a remote or co-located environment,

and therefore, we were conscious that the simulations we used should be realistic

of future systems in any device or interface which could support SCIR search, i.e.

desktop search, tabletop search, PDA or Apple iPhone search etc.

Our SCIR simulations will simulate a search involving two collaborating users.

Recent studies on the collaborative nature of search have shown how the majority of

synchronous collaborative search sessions involve a collaborating group of two users

(Morris and Horvitz, 2007) and therefore we believe that this group size is the most

appropriate to model, though the techniques proposed could scale to larger group

sizes.

One of the important considerations for any SCIR system is how to initiate the
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collaborative search. As outlined in the previous chapter, each user could be allowed

to enter in their own query, or users could decide on a shared query, or a group

leader may choose the initial query. For the experiments reported in this thesis each

simulation begins by assuming that one initial query has been formulated by the

group of two users. How we construct this query will be discussed in section 5.3.2.1.

In a real system, this query could be formulated by one user or by both users

collaboratively. We feel that by only requiring one query from the set of users, we

can limit the interactions needed by users with the search system. Although querying

may be easy using the standard keyboard and mouse combination, interactions with

phones or other handheld devices can be difficult. One potential disadvantage of

having only one shared query is that we are limiting the diversity across users, which

may be introduced through having individual queries, however as users are searching

to satisfy the same information need, users’ queries will often contain many of the

same terms. In fact, our analysis of the user-user pairs used in our simulations

(described later in section 5.4.1) shows that over 94 % of users’ initial search queries

shared at least 1 query term in common. Considering that the average number

of terms-per-query in the data used in our simulations is 3.01 terms, this shows a

substantial overlap across users. Therefore the benefit of allowing each user to enter

their own query, in terms of the diversity across queries, may not outweigh the cost

in terms of the extra effort required by each user to enter their own query.

Further to this point, in our simulations, users do not manually reformulate their

queries during the search, instead, in order to receive new ranked lists during the

search, users use the relevance feedback mechanism. In any SCIR search, users

may provide multiple relevance judgments over the course of the search session, and

therefore, in our simulations, we have a choice as to when to initiate a relevance

feedback operation. For example, we could choose to perform feedback after a user

provides one relevance judgment, or after the user has provided a certain number

of relevance judgments. For the purposes of the experiments reported in this thesis,

our SCIR simulations operate by initiating a relevance feedback operation for a user
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each time they provide a relevance judgment, thereby returning a new ranked list

of documents to the user. This approach is known as Incremental Relevance Feed-

back, a method first proposed by Aalbersberg (1992). Using the Incremental RF

approach, a user is provided with a new ranked list of documents after each rele-

vance judgment, rather than accumulating a series of relevance judgments together

and issuing them in batch to the RF process. For several reasons we believe that

this level of feedback granularity will be the most suitable for a synchronous col-

laborative information retrieval system. Firstly, studies have shown that applying

feedback after only one or two documents have been identified can substantially im-

prove performance over an initial query (Spärck Jones, 1979). Secondly, as searchers

can be particularly impatient individuals, often only examining a few pages per re-

sult and rarely proceeding beyond the first page of results (Jansen and Spink, 2006),

it is unreasonable to assume that a searcher would be willing to provide feedback

on a large number of documents before seeing the benefit in their ranked lists. By

using an incremental feedback approach, users can see the benefit of their relevance

information immediately. Furthermore, as we are attempting to model a collabora-

tive environment, where users are trying to maximise the output from their shared

time together, performing a RF iteration after each relevance judgment allows for

a greater crossover of relevance information between the searchers. A similar ap-

proach to the incremental feedback method used in our simulations is used in the

popular Google online search engine through its “Similar Pages” option. By clicking

a Similar Pages link beside a result, Google will return a new list of documents to a

user containing documents that are similar to a given web page. Unlike the Google

Similar Pages operation, which uses only one relevance judgment for feedback, our

incremental feedback system uses all relevance judgments made in the search process

so far in the feedback process.

Another choice for any SCIR system, is whether to present a user with a new

ranked list only when they interact with the search engine themselves or when they

or their search partner interacts with the search engine. Presenting users with a
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new ranked list when their search partner performs a search may allow users to

benefit more quickly from their partner’s progress. However deployment of such an

intensive SCIR system would require designers to develop novel interface techniques

in order to allow for the updating of ranked lists displayed on users’ screens in

such a way that it minimises disruption for the user. Furthermore, users searching

with such an intensive system may suffer from cognitive overload by seeing their

ranked list changing, seemingly, at random and having to re-adjust their focus to

new documents. Due to these issues, in our experiments we will mainly simulate

SCIR sessions where users receive new ranked lists only when they interact with the

search engine themselves, through the relevance feedback process. However, we will

also experiment with a more intensive environment, where users are presented with

new ranked lists when their search partner performs relevance feedback, in order

to explore the effects of a such an environment on the performance of a group of

searchers.

Figure 5.1 presents a conceptual overview of two users collaborating using the

SCIR system described thus far.
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Figure 5.1: A simulated SCIR session

Referring to this figure, the data required to populate our SCIR simulations is:

• An initial query (Q) – as outlined above, the simulated SCIR session begins

with one initial query entered by the users. This query could be entered by
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one user or collaboratively formulated by both users. Figure 5.1 represents

two users contributing to the shared query.

• Series of relevance judgments (RJ) – these are explicit indications of relevance

made by a user on a particular document. State-of-the-art SCIR systems allow

for relevance judgments to be made in the form of bookmarks. In our work

we are interested in evaluating how best to utilise these relevance judgments

in an SCIR search session.

• Timing information – this represents the time, in seconds, relative to the start

of the search session, at which relevance judgments are made. This timing

information is used to order relevance judgments in an SCIR simulation and

allows us to model SCIR sessions in which collaborating searchers are providing

relevance information at distinct times and at different rates in the process.

This simulated environment will allow us to explore the effects of both a division

of labour and sharing of knowledge policy on a collaborating group. The incremen-

tal relevance feedback process will provide multiple iterations of ranked lists being

returned to users, which will allow us to explore the effects of a division of labour

over the course of an entire search. The effects of knowledge sharing can also be

explored through implementing the techniques outlined in the previous chapter on

the users’ relevance judgments.

5.3.2 Methodology

Having outlined the requirements for an SCIR simulation, we will now describe how

we populated our simulations using data from previous TREC interactive search

experiments.

5.3.2.1 Populating Simulations using TREC Rich Format Data

The purpose of the TREC (Text REtreival Conference, see Chapter 2 for details)

interactive search task is for a searcher to locate documents of relevance to a stated
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information need (a search “topic”) using a search engine and to save them. The

interactive search track at TREC 6, TREC 7 and TREC 8 was an investigation of

searching as an interactive task by examining the “process as well as the outcome”

(NIST, 1997). Therefore, each participating group that submitted results for eval-

uation was required to also include rich format data with their submission. This

data consisted of transcripts of a searcher’s significant events during a search, such

as their initial query, the documents saved (i.e. relevance judgments), and their

timing information.

Figure 5.2 shows the rich format data from two users who completed topic

303i, entitled “Hubble Telescope Achievements”, as part of the University of Mas-

sachusetts TREC 6 submission. We can identify events such as queries (perform search),

relevance judgments (mark relevance), and timing information (16:22:24 ). Here we

can see that the user on the left of Figure 5.2 (“user 1”) began their search by

entering the query “positive achievements hubble telescope”. After 62 seconds the

user indicated that document FT921-7107 was relevant and the search continued

with the user providing a further 4 relevance judgments until the search session

finished after 697 seconds. From the rich format data on the right-hand side of Fig-

ure 5.2 , we can see that this user (“user 2”) began their search by querying “hubble

data”, they made their first relevance judgment on document FT944-128 after 49

seconds and made a further 3 relevance judgments until their search finished after

368 seconds.

Originally, these users would have performed these topic searches independently

as part of their group’s TREC submission, but for our evaluations we simulate these

two users searching together. In order to simulate these users searching at the same

time, we synchronise their session start times by aligning the times for their initial

query. We then arrange the relevance judgments of the two users in time-order using

the timing offsets from each user’s data. In order to formulate an initial search query

for the group we concatenate all unique terms from the users’ original querys.

Using the notation used earlier, Figure 5.3 shows an SCIR session involving the
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Tue Jul 29 16:10:47 EDT 1997; perform_search; {database: Financial_Times_1991-1994, search args: {positive achievements hubble telescope }}
ap_search reset document counts
Tue Jul 29 16:10:59 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT921-7107, Financial_Times_1991-1994_9836 }
Tue Jul 29 16:11:49 EDT 1997;mark_relevance;{document: FT921-7107, Financial_Times_1991-1994_9836, relevance: R}
Tue Jul 29 16:12:04 EDT 1997; full_document; {FT924-286,Financial_Times_1991-1994_53642 }
Tue Jul 29 16:12:18 EDT 1997; mark_relevance; {document: FT924-286, Financial_Times_1991-1994_53642, relevance: R}
Tue Jul 29 16:12:35 EDT 1997; full_document;{ FT921-3432, Financial_Times_1991-1994_5832 }
Tue Jul 29 16:13:15 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT933-6946, Financial_Times_1991-1994_108731 }
Tue Jul 29 16:14:21 EDT 1997; perform_search; {database: Financial_Times_1991-1994, search args: {positive achievements hubble telescope
accomplishments }} ap_search reset document counts
Tue Jul 29 16:16:32 EDT 1997; perform_search; {database: Financial_Times_1991-1994, search args: {positive achievements hubble telescope
accomplishments new data better quality increased human knowledge of universe disproving theories }} ap_search reset document counts
Tue Jul 29 16:16:42 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT944-128, Financial_Times_1991-1994_191347 }
Tue Jul 29 16:16:55 EDT 1997; mark_relevance; {document: FT944-128,Financial_Times_1991-1994_191347, relevance: R}
Tue Jul 29 16:17:01 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT944-15805, Financial_Times_1991-1994_205343 } Tue Jul 29
16:17:16 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT934-5418, Financial_Times_1991-1994_123727 }
Tue Jul 29 16:17:38 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT934-2516, Financial_Times_1991-1994_137968 }
Tue Jul 29 16:17:51 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT941-17652, Financial_Times_1991-1994_154449 }
Tue Jul 29 16:18:23 EDT 1997; mark_relevance; {document: FT941-17652, Financial_Times_1991-1994_154449, relevance: R}
Tue Jul 29 16:18:31 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT931-6554, Financial_Times_1991-1994_73244 }
Tue Jul 29 16:18:56 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT922-12334, Financial_Times_1991-1994_32291 }
Tue Jul 29 16:19:32 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT922-11472, Financial_Times_1991-1994_31429 }
Tue Jul 29 16:20:54 EDT 1997; perform_search; {database: Financial_Times_1991-1994, search args: {hubble telescope success }} ap_search reset
document counts
Tue Jul 29 16:21:13 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT934-4132, Financial_Times_1991-1994_122441}
Tue Jul 29 16:21:40 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT943-11617, Financial_Times_1991-1994_183605 }
Tue Jul 29 16:21:52 EDT 1997; mark_relevance; {document: FT943-11617, Financial_Times_1991-1994_183605, relevance: R}
Tue Jul 29 16:22:04 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT931-2231, Financial_Times_1991-1994_85691 }
Tue Jul 29 16:22:24 EDT 1997; abort_search; {abort search in progress}

Tue Aug  5 16:24:44 EDT 1997; perform_search; {database: Financial_Times_1991-1994, search args: {hubble data }}
ap_search reset document counts
Tue Aug  5 16:24:54 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT934-5418, Financial_Times_1991-1994_123727 }
Tue Aug  5 16:25:00 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT921-7107, Financial_Times_1991-1994_9836 }
Tue Aug  5 16:25:21 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT944-128, Financial_Times_1991-1994_191347 }
Tue Aug  5 16:25:33 EDT 1997; mark_relevance; {document: FT944-128, Financial_Times_1991-1994_191347, relevance: R}
Tue Aug  5 16:25:41 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT934-2516, Financial_Times_1991-1994_137968 }
Tue Aug  5 16:25:57 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT924-286, Financial_Times_1991-1994_53642 }
Tue Aug  5 16:26:10 EDT 1997; mark_relevance; {document: FT924-286, Financial_Times_1991-1994_53642, relevance: R}
Tue Aug  5 16:26:29 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT942-569, Financial_Times_1991-1994_160425 }
Tue Aug  5 16:26:59 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT931-6554, Financial_Times_1991-1994_73244 }
Tue Aug  5 16:27:14 EDT 1997; mark_relevance; {document: FT931-6554, Financial_Times_1991-1994_73244, relevance: R}
Tue Aug  5 16:27:17 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT933-10025, Financial_Times_1991-1994_111810 }
Tue Aug  5 16:27:27 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT941-17652, Financial_Times_1991-1994_154449 }
Tue Aug  5 16:27:41 EDT 1997; mark_relevance; {document: FT941-17652, Financial_Times_1991-1994_154449, relevance: R}
Tue Aug  5 16:27:56 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT933-10030, Financial_Times_1991-1994_111815 }
Tue Aug  5 16:28:19 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT933-3699, Financial_Times_1991-1994_105156 }
Tue Aug  5 16:28:20 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT923-4180, Financial_Times_1991-1994_38866 }
Tue Aug  5 16:28:21 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT941-17652, Financial_Times_1991-1994_154449 }
Tue Aug  5 16:28:37 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT922-5911, Financial_Times_1991-1994_25219 }
Tue Aug  5 16:28:39 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT933-10025, Financial_Times_1991-1994_111810 }
Tue Aug  5 16:28:40 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT931-6554, Financial_Times_1991-1994_73244 }
Tue Aug  5 16:28:59 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT932-2928, Financial_Times_1991-1994_103999 }
Tue Aug  5 16:29:01 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT942-569, Financial_Times_1991-1994_160425 }
Tue Aug  5 16:29:03 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT933-4489, Financial_Times_1991-1994_105946 }
Tue Aug  5 16:29:05 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT934-3191, Financial_Times_1991-1994_138643 }
Tue Aug  5 16:29:15 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT942-3231, Financial_Times_1991-1994_156773 }
Tue Aug  5 16:29:17 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT943-5198, Financial_Times_1991-1994_176436 }
Tue Aug  5 16:29:19 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT924-286, Financial_Times_1991-1994_53642 }
Tue Aug  5 16:29:57 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT934-3766, Financial_Times_1991-1994_122075 }
Tue Aug  5 16:30:00 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT934-2516, Financial_Times_1991-1994_137968 }
Tue Aug  5 16:30:03 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT944-128, Financial_Times_1991-1994_191347 }
Tue Aug  5 16:30:08 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT921-7107, Financial_Times_1991-1994_9836 }
Tue Aug  5 16:30:20 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT934-5418, Financial_Times_1991-1994_123727 }
Tue Aug  5 16:30:52 EDT 1997; perform_search; {database: Financial_Times_1991-1994, search args: {hubble information }}
ap_search reset document counts
Tue Aug  5 16:31:05 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT921-7107, Financial_Times_1991-1994_9836 }
Tue Aug  5 16:31:34 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT924-12828, Financial_Times_1991-1994_63915 }
Tue Aug  5 16:31:55 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT934-4132, Financial_Times_1991-1994_122441 }
Tue Aug  5 16:32:07 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT934-4015, Financial_Times_1991-1994_122324 }
Tue Aug  5 16:32:18 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT934-3325, Financial_Times_1991-1994_121634 }
Tue Aug  5 16:33:45 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT941-17652, Financial_Times_1991-1994_154449 }
Tue Aug  5 16:34:18 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT944-128, Financial_Times_1991-1994_191347 }
Tue Aug  5 16:36:05 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT934-5418, Financial_Times_1991-1994_123727 }
Tue Aug  5 16:36:14 EDT 1997; full_document; { FT941-17652, Financial_Times_1991-1994_154449 }
Tue Aug  5 16:36:54 EDT 1997; abort_search; {abort search in progress}
Tue Aug  5 16:36:56 EDT 1997; abort_search; {abort search in progress}

Figure 5.2: Rich format output from the University of Massachusetts
TREC 6 submission for two users

two users whose rich format data is shown in Figure 5.2, searching on TREC topic

303i. From Figure 5.3, we can see that the search begins with the group query

“positive achievements hubble telescope data”, which is the concatenation of both

users’ original querys. By the time user 1 provides their first relevance judgment

on document FT921-7107, user 2 has already provided a relevance judgment, on

document FT944-128. By the time user 2 makes their second relevance judgment

on document FT924-286, user 1 has made their first relevance judgment on FT921-

7107.
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Figure 5.3: Conceptual overview of two searchers searching together

By extracting rich format data associated with different users’ interactions on a
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search topic, we can construct multiple heterogenous simulations, where the data

populating our simulations is from real users searching to satisfy the same infor-

mation need on a standardised corpus. By aligning these users interactions, we

can simulate a synchronised search session where an SCIR system can coordinate

the ranked lists returned to these users’ in order to explore division of labour and

sharing of knowledge.

5.3.2.2 Dynamic Relevance Judgments

The SCIR simulations proposed thus far are based on taking static rich format

data, which records a users’ previous interactions with a particular search engine,

and imposing our dynamic SCIR simulated environment on this data. The data

used to populate our simulations come from a variety of group’s TREC submissions

(as will be outlined in section 5.4.1), each of which would have implemented an

individual search system and interface in their experiments. In our simulations we

have applied this data to our own SCIR system, we implement a back-end search

engine (as will be described in section 5.4.4) and we simulate two users searching

together through an SCIR system which modifies results returned to users in order

to implement division of labour and sharing of knowledge policies.

By imposing our own simulated environment on this rich format data, we cannot

assume that users would have saved the same documents as they did during their

original search, as recorded in the rich format data. Before we can proceed with

our simulations we need to replace these static relevance judgments with dynamic

relevance judgments based on the ranked lists that simulated users are presented

with. Although in any simulation we can never predict with absolute certainty

the actions of a user, it is important that the simulated relevance judgments are a

reasonable approximation of real user behaviour.

Our solution is to simulate the user providing a relevance judgment on the first

relevant document, i.e. highest ranked, on their current ranked list, where the

relevance of the documents is judged according to the TREC relevance assessments
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for the topic (“qrels”). Although we can never be fully certain that a user will always

save the first relevant document that they encounter on a ranked list (i.e. rather

than the second or third), recent studies have shown that users tend to examine

search results from top to bottom, “deciding to click each result before moving to

the next” (Craswell et al., 2008). Therefore we believe that this approximation of a

real user’s action is reasonable.

Assuming that users will only provide relevance judgments on relevant documents

is modelling a best case scenario, where users always recognise relevant material in

the search. As outlined in the previous chapter, in SCIR search, users may make

mistakes in their relevance judgments. Our analysis of the rich format data used in

our simulations reveals that approximately 37% of all documents saved by real users

in the original TREC submissions were non-relevant. Although these figures of user-

incompetence are probably exaggerated due to the fact that users were searching

TREC topics rather than searching to satisfy their own information need, in an SCIR

search some users may be more familiar with a topic than others and this may cause

poor relevance assessments to be made. We believe that it is important to model

such an environment in order to explore the effects of poor relevance judgments

on the performance of a collaborating group. Therefore we will also experiment

with introducing noise into the relevance assessments, by simulating users providing

relevance judgments on non-relevant documents. One way to introduce this noise

would be a simple extension to the best-case scenario and to simulate the user saving

either the first relevant or non-relevant document in the ranked list, whichever comes

first. However, it may be overly simplistic to assume that a user will save any non-

relevant document providing it comes above a relevant document in the list. What

we do instead is simulate users making a relevance judgment on the first relevant

or perceived relevant document in the ranked list, whichever comes first. These

perceived relevant documents are non-relevant documents that were saved by at

least two real users in the original TREC rich format data used in our simulations.

The reason for using these documents, over any arbitrary non-relevant document
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occurring in the ranked list, is that as these documents were originally saved by at

least two real users during their TREC experiments, they may resemble relevant

material from a user’s perspective, unlike non-relevant material at the top of a list

which may match a system query but does not resemble relevant material from a

user’s perspective.

Before finalising our simulations, we also need to enforce an upper limit on the

number of documents a simulated user will examine in order to locate a document

on which to provide a relevance judgment. For example, it would be unreasonable

to assume that a user would look down as far as rank 900 in the ranked list in order

to find a relevant document. Instead, we limit the number of documents that a

simulated user will examine to the top 30 documents in their ranked list. Although

in a real world system, users may be willing to examine more or fewer documents

according to the device they are using for searching (e.g. personal computer, tabletop

device), we feel that 30 is a reasonable figure for most SCIR simulations. If a

simulated user does not find a document on which to provide a relevance judgment

in the top 30, they do not provide a relevance judgment and are instead returned

the next 30 documents to examine, this can allow documents that were beyond the

top 30 in one iteration to be found in later iterations.

After performing relevance feedback, the relevance judgments made by a user

are never returned to them again for the duration of the search. Depending on the

division of labour policy these documents may also be removed from their search

partner’s ranked lists, and we will investigate this in the next chapter.

In this section we have described how we propose to simulate a synchronous

collaborative information retrieval environment by populating a collaborative search

session with data from TREC rich format data. In the next section we will describe

the total number of simulations used in our evaluations, we will also describe the

search topics used and the underlying search system implementation that supported

our evaluations.
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5.4 Test Environment

In order to perform a comprehensive evaluation of the effects of a system-mediated

coordination of users in an SCIR search, a large and diverse set of simulated sessions

were needed which captured different types of users searching on several example

search topics.

5.4.1 Rich Format Data Extraction and Analysis

As outlined earlier, our simulations are populated using rich format data from pre-

vious TREC interactive experiments. In particular, we extract data from various

group’s submissions to TREC 6 to TREC 8. Unfortunately, it was not possible

to extract data for our simulations from each participating group’s submissions to

these TRECs. This was due to a variety of reasons but typically these groups had

either failed to submit rich format data or the data they submitted was not complete

as it lacked some of the data needed to build our simulations. Despite groups us-

ing different schemas for recording a searcher’s interactions1 across groups the data

roughly followed the same outline of an initial query followed by multiple relevance

judgments and potentially some intermediate query reformulations.

The breakdown for all rich format data extracted and used in simulations de-

scribed in this thesis can be seen in Table 5.1. TREC 6, 7 and 8 used 6, 8, and

6 topics respectively and we will describe these topics in greater detail in section

5.4.2. In Table 5.1, the figures in each cell correspond to the number of single-user

interactive search sessions per topic performed by a group in the original TREC

submission. For example, in the Berkeley TREC 6 (BRK T6) submission each topic

was searched twice.

As we can see from Figure 5.1, the rich format data used in our simulations is

particularly noisy, with topics having an uneven number of runs and some topics,

those from TREC 8, being completed by one group. Therefore special care was

1some phrases used for recording relevance judgments included: “Record Selected as Relevant”
(BRK T6) or “mark relevance” (UMASS T6 Z)
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TREC 6 TREC 7 TREC 8
Submission Id/Topic 303 307 322 326 339 347 352 353 357 362 365 366 387 392 408 414 428 431 438 446
BRK T6 2 2 2 2 2 2
RMIT T6 MG 2 2 2 2 2 2
RMIT T6 Z 2 2 2 2 2 2
UMASS T6 AI 6 6 6 6 6 6
UMASS T6 AIP 6 6 6 6 6 6
UMASS T6 Z 8 8 8 8 8 8
BRK T7 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Toronto T7 E 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Toronto T7 C 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
BRK T8 7 4 4 4 7 7
Total 26 26 26 26 26 26 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 7 4 4 4 7 7

Table 5.1: Rich format data used in simulations

needed when averaging across results to ensure that no group or topic bias was

introduced, and this will be explained later (in section 5.5.3).

In order to simulate an SCIR session involving two users, for each topic from each

group, we performed a pairwise combination of the rich format data. For example,

referring to Table 5.1, we see that 8 users completed topic 303i for the UMASS T6 Z

submission. In order to simulate SCIR sessions involving each of these eight users

searching with each other (i.e. user 1 with user 2, user 1 with user 3 etc.), 28 SCIR

sessions were created by combining the users’ rich format data.

From the extracted data used in our simulations Table 5.2 shows, for each group,

the mean session time and standard deviation, and the mean number of relevance

judgments made per search and standard deviation. As we can see from these figures

we have a wide spread of values for both session time and number of relevance judg-

ments both within and across the groups. Having such a wide spread of data allows

us to evaluate the performance of our systems in a number of different operational

situations.

5.4.2 Topics

The interactive track of TREC 6 to TREC 8 used twenty search topics in total.

Table 5.3 shows the topic id, title, and number of relevant documents for each topic.

These topics represent a wide range of search themes, with differing numbers of

relevant documents and search difficulty.

These interactive tracks encouraged searchers to find as many different “aspects”
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Mean Mean #
Group Session Std. Dev Relevance Std. Dev

Time Judgments
BRK T6 951.67 141.76 7.5 4.15

RMIT T6 MG 919.67 261.78 4.92 3.42
RMIT T6 Z 894.92 180.15 7.17 5.08

UMASS T6 AI 914 236.01 6.31 4.39
UMASS T6 AIP 818.64 287.22 4.81 3.18
UMASS T6 Z 742.27 238.06 5.58 3.86

BRK T7 647.44 199.21 5.69 4.62
Toronto T7 E 728.16 146.04 5.56 3.14
Toronto T7 C 767 110.77 4.63 1.84

BRK T8 960.58 306.15 9.33 5.38

Table 5.2: Mean and standard deviation of session times and number
of relevance judgments per session for each group

(TREC 6) or “instances” (TREC 7, 8) of a topic as possible. The topic description

for each of the topics therefore included a disclaimer that indicated to searchers that

a document need only be saved if it contained a new aspect or instance not already

saved. For example, the full topic description from topic 303i from TREC 6 is

shown in Figure 5.4. This results in a smaller set of relevance judgments per search

and consequently a smaller number in our simulations, than would be expected

if users were told to save all documents that are relevant. We believe that this

smaller number of relevant judgments more closely resembles a real world search

environment. As discussed in section 5.3.1, it would be unreasonable to assume that

users will provide many relevance assessments during a search.

5.4.3 Document Collection

All experiments for TREC 6 to TREC 8 were carried out on the TREC Financial

Times of London 1991-1994 Collection (TREC disk 4), a subset of the adhoc search

collection, therefore this was the search corpus used in our evaluations. The collec-

tion consists of 210,158 documents (approximately 560 mbs in size) pertaining to

newspaper stories, the median number of terms per doc is 316, and mean is 412.7.

The collection was installed directly from a cd-rom distributed from NIST.
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<num> Number: 303i

<title> Hubble Telescope Achievements

<desc> Description: Identify positive accomplishments of the

Hubble telescope since it was launched in 1991.

<narr> Narrative: Documents are relevant that show the Hubble

telescope has produced new data, better quality data than previously

available, data that has increased human knowledge of the universe,

or data that has led to disproving previously existing theories or

hypotheses. Documents limited to the shortcomings of the telescope

would be irrelevant. Details of repairs or modifications to the

telescope without reference to positive achievements would not be

relevant.

<aspects> Aspects: Please save at least one RELEVANT document that

identifies EACH DIFFERENT positive accomplishment of the sort

described above. If one document discusses several such

accomplishments, then you need not save other documents that repeat

those aspects, since your goal is to identify different positive

accomplishments of the sort described above.

Figure 5.4: Topic description of TREC interactive topic 303i
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Topic Id Title Number of Relevant Documents
TREC 6

303i Hubble Telescope Achievements 6
307i New Hydroelectric Projects 81
322i International Art Crime 9
326i Ferry Sinkings 45
339i Alzheimer’s Drug Treatment 6
347i Wildlife Extinction 50

TREC 7
352i British Chunnel impact 246
353i Antartica Exploration 122
357i territorial waters dispute 270
362i human smuggling 3
365i El Nino 35
366i commercial cyanide uses 99
387i radioactive waste 85
392i robotics 105

TREC 8
408i tropical storms 37
414i Cuba, sugar, exports 14
428i declining birth rates 50
431i robotic technology 49
438i tourism, increase 89
446i tourists, violence 68

Table 5.3: Topics used in evaluations

5.4.4 System Implementation and Back-End Search Engine

The rich-text parser and simulator with collaborative SCIR system were developed

in Java. For a back-end search system our simulation used the Okapi Basic Search

System (BSS), part of the “Okapi Pack” developed at City University London. The

BSS system implements the BM25 weighting model as described in Chapter 2 (sec-

tion 2.3.3). The Okapi team have participated in TREC since the original TREC

1 workshop, and the BSS system has been used in all of the team’s TREC exper-

iments (Robertson et al., 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995; Hancock-Beaulieu et al., 1996;

Walker et al., 1997; Robertson et al., 1998; Robertson and Walker, 1999). For our

experiments both the simulator and BSS system run on the Ubuntu operating sys-

tem. The BSS handles all search queries on the document collection and all calls

from the simulator to the BSS system are made through a series of perl scripts.
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5.4.5 Parameter Tuning

Before using the Okapi BSS system for simulations, the BM25 parameter values of k1

and b were tuned together in order to find their optimal values on the collection. The

tuning procedure followed was to use the title field of the 100 topics from the TREC

6 and 7 adhoc track as queries to the BSS system with certain combinations of values

for k1 and b. The values tested for k1 were between 0 – 2 in 0.2 increments and the

values of b tested were between 0 – 1 in 0.1 increments. Having executed a query, the

returned ranked list was evaluated using the “trec eval” evaluation software from

NIST (trec eval, 2008). The trec eval software produces a series of measurements

on a ranked list of documents when supplied with a ground truth file containing the

documents judged as relevant to the topic by the TREC topic accessors (known as

qrels). For our tuning runs the measure we examined was average precision (AP).

Having executed all 50 queries, the AP figures were averaged across all queries to

arrive at final values for the k1 and b combination. Overall, values of 0.8 and 0.2 for

k1 and b respectively were found to give the best performance in terms of average

precision, and were therefore chosen as the BM25 parameters for our experiments.

We also tuned the relevance feedback operation on the test collection. In accor-

dance with common usage of query expansion Robertson and Spärck Jones (1997),

in all our experiments the original query terms (i.e. those entered by the users) are

up-weighted to reflect their relative importance in a relevance feedback query, as

being the only terms entered by the users directly. Through tuning we also needed

to determine the optimal value for the number of terms with which to expand a

user’s query. Therefore we tuned the relevance feedback operation in order to find

the best combination of the number of terms to add to the query and the number

of times to up-weight the original query terms. The parameter values tested were,

for query up-weighting: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5.5, and, for number of terms to add: 5, 10,

15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 60. To tune the relevance feedback parameters, we took the same

100 topic titles, as used for the k1 and b parameter tuning runs, as initial queries to

the BSS. Then, on the returned list of documents we simulated a user looking down
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through the ranked list and providing a relevance judgment on the first relevant

document they encounter, i.e. we simulate an incremental feedback session operat-

ing under the best case relevance scenario. A relevance feedback iteration was then

initiated with new terms added to the query whilst up-weighting the original title

query terms according to the parameter values under evaluation. This RF query

was issued to the search engine and a new ranked list was returned to the simu-

lated user. Before evaluating the new ranked list, we first performed frozen ranking

(see Chapter 2, section 2.6.3) in order to remove the “ranking effect”, associated

with relevance feedback evaluation by keeping the position of the document used for

feedback in the same position it was in the original ranked list before the relevance

feedback operation. This frozen list was then evaluated using the trec eval software

and the list’s average precision was measured. The tuning simulation proceeded in

this manner, with the simulated user looking down through each new ranked list

returned to them and providing a relevance judgment on the first new relevant doc-

ument they encounter until either the simulated user had used all of the relevant

documents for feedback or the list contained no new relevant documents on which to

perform feedback. The average precision of the ranked list was then evaluated and

plotted after each RF iteration in order to show the performance over the course of

the incremental feedback search. Using this approach for each combination of the

parameter pairings under investigation we found that a value of 20 for the number

of terms to add to the query and a value of 5 for the number of times to up-weight

the original query provided the best average precision score at each RF iteration.

So far, we have described how our SCIR simulations are implemented, by using

rich format data from TREC submissions, and simulating two users searching to-

gether at the same time and making relevance judgments on documents. We have

also described the total amount of rich format data used in our simulations. Next we

will describe how we evaluate the performance of a group of users searching together

synchronously.
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5.5 Evaluation Procedure

The novel SCIR environment presents challenges for developing effective evaluation

techniques. Firstly, we need to decide on how to measure the performance of a

group of users at any point in the search. Then, as we are investigating the effects

of various division of labour and sharing of knowledge policies over the duration of

an entire search, we need to decide on the particular points in the search at which

to extract a measurement of performance and the frequency of this measurement.

In this section we will explore these issues.

5.5.1 Generating a Group Score

At each stage in an SCIR session, each collaborating user will have associated with

him/her a ranked list of documents. In our simulations, as described in this chapter,

this list could have been returned to a simulated user either as a result of the

initial query or after performing relevance feedback. In traditional, single-user,

information retrieval the accuracy of ranked lists can be evaluated using standard

IR measurements such as average precision (AP). In our work we are concerned with

the performance of a group of users and therefore we need to be able assign a score

to the collaborating group at any particular point in the search process.

One potential method for generating this group score, would be to evaluate the

quality of each collaborating searcher’s list using a standard IR measure like AP then

average these values across group members to get the average score for the group.

For example, if at a particular point in a collaborating group consisting of two users,

one user had, associated with them, a ranked list with an average precision of 0.3 and

the other user had a ranked list with an average precision of 0.5 and then averaging

these two figures, would result in a group score of 0.4. Unfortunately, this approach

of generating a group score does not adequately measure the group’s performance

as no attempt is made to examine the contents of the users’ ranked lists and, in

particular, the amount of overlap between them. To illustrate this further, if two
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separate collaborating groups of users have the same associated group score, arrived

at by averaging the AP of each group member’s ranked list, but the members of the

first group had ranked lists which contained many of the same documents, while the

second group had ranked lists with a greater diversity of relevant documents, then

the performance of the second collaborating group should be considered better than

the first as, across the group, the total amount of relevant material found across

collaborating users’ lists is greater in the second group. By simply averaging each

individual’s AP scores, however, this information is lost.

What we need instead is a measure which captures the quality and diversity

across collaborating users’ ranked lists. Our solution is to measure the total number

of unique relevant documents across user’s ranked lists at a certain cutoff and use this

figure as our group score. In our simulations as we assume that users will examine

the top 30 documents in the ranked list (see section 5.3.2.2), our measure of quality

is taken at a cutoff of 30 documents from each user’s list. This performance measure

will enable us to capture both the quality and diversity across collaborating users’

ranked lists and in particular the parts of the list that they will examine.

As described earlier, in our simulations, before returning a new ranked list to

a searcher, all relevance judgments made by the searcher are removed. For the

purposes of calculating the group score we also include these saved documents in

the calculation.

5.5.2 Measurement Granularity

In order to capture the performance of a group over the entire search, we need to

measure the group score after each significant event in the search which causes a

new ranked list to be returned to either searcher. In our simulations of SCIR search,

a user receives a new ranked list after the initial group query and then after they

make a relevance judgment. Taking a measurement of the group performance after

each of these events allows us to capture the change in group performance over the

course of a search.
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Figure 5.5 illustrates the procedure followed in our evaluations in order to cal-

culate the performance of a group over the duration of an SCIR simulation. The

SCIR simulation begins with a shared query, at this point we measure the total

number of relevant documents in the top 60 positions of this list (top 30 for each

user). As this figure represents the initial group score before any relevance feedback

is provided to the system, it is plotted at position 0 on the x-axis of the graph at the

bottom of Figure 5.5. The first relevance feedback iteration is initiated after user 2

provides a relevance judgment after 63 seconds. At this point, user 2’s current list is

updated as a result of a feedback iteration, however user 1 is still viewing the results

of the initial query. We calculate the group score at this point by counting the total

number of unique relevant documents across these two ranked lists (labelled “GS”).

As this is the first relevance feedback iteration in the SCIR session, this group score

is plotted at position 1 on the graph. The measurement proceeds in this manner,

by calculating the group score after each relevance judgment in order to show the

group’s performance over the course of the entire search.

5.5.3 Averaging Group Scores

The evaluation procedure described thus far enables us to plot the performance of

a single group of users over the over the course of a search. In order to evaluate

how these techniques perform when applied to many different groups of users, such

as the entire set of simulations used in our evaluations, we need to average together

the group scores from multiple groups of users.

Figure 5.6 illustrates the different levels of averaging performed during our evalu-

ations. Each black arrowed line corresponds to an individual simulated SCIR session

(i.e. “1”). Each dash on these lines represents a relevance feedback iteration with

a corresponding group score calculated as described above. In order to calculate

the average performance of all runs from a group submission (e.g. “BRK T6”), we

average the group scores at each iteration for all simulations in this topic from the

group submission. Referring to Figure 5.6, we average down through each black line
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Figure 5.5: Measurement granularity used in experiments

to arrive at the dotted blue line.

To get the performance for a topic, represented by a red line with crosses, we

average together the average values of all group submissions (i.e. all dotted blue

lines). Finally, to arrive at an overall score (i.e. the orange line) we average together

all scores from all topics (i.e. all red lines with crosses).

By using this approach to averaging values, we can ensure that no one group or

topic biases the overall results for topic scores, or overall scores. However, as each

simulated SCIR session will contain different numbers of relevance judgments (rep-

resented in Figure 5.6 by the different lengths of the arrowed lines), scores from later

relevance feedback iterations may be calculated based on a much smaller number of

runs than those of earlier iterations and therefore may not be representative of an

overall trend in the results.

For this reason, along with plotting the performance of a group over the duration
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of a search, in our evaluations, we also calculate a single figure performance measure

for each collaborative session. This single figure is arrived at by averaging the group

score at each relevance feedback iteration into one value. Referring to Figure 5.6

this single performance figure is calculated for a particular run (i.e. the black lines)

by averaging horizontally across the run. This value for a pair of users can then be

averaged across all groups and topics. This value allows us, in a single figure, to

measure how an SCIR system performs across an entire SCIR search.
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Figure 5.6: Averaging group scores

5.6 Summary

In this chapter we have proposed a novel methodology for evaluating the performance

of synchronous collaborative information retrieval which will be used in exploring

our hypothesis. We have described the simulated SCIR environment used in our

experiments, including how we model users making dynamic relevance judgments

on the ranked lists they are presented with. We outlined how we extracted rich

format data from previous TREC interactive experiments in order to populate these
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simulations. Finally, we demonstrated how to evaluate the performance of a group

of collaborating searchers, by measuring the number of unique relevant documents

across users’ ranked lists after each significant event in the search. We described how

we can visualise the progress of a group of searchers after each significant event and

how these figures can be averaged into overall scores at different levels of granularity.

In the next chapter we will describe the results of our evaluations using the

methodology described in this chapter.
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Chapter 6

Evaluation

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter we explore our hypothesis by evaluating the effects of various division

of labour and sharing of knowledge techniques as proposed in Chapter 4 using the

simulated SCIR sessions described in Chapter 5.

We will follow the structure as set out in Chapter 4. Firstly, in section 6.2

we will explore the effects of a division of labour policy on the performance of a

group of searchers. Then in section 6.3 we will explore the effects of implementing

a collaborative relevance feedback process alongside a division of labour policy in

SCIR. In section 6.4, we will examine the influence of noise, in terms of non-relevance

judgments, on the collaborative relevance feedback process, before evaluating a user-

biased authority weighting of the process. Finally, in section 6.5, we will explore the

effectiveness of a complementary relevance feedback process on an SCIR session.

6.2 Division of Labour

One of the great advantages of having multiple users searching together at the same

time in order to satisfy a shared information need is that the search task can be

divided across all collaborating searchers, often referred to as a division of labour.
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In this thesis, we are interested in investigating how a division of labour policy

can operate in a dynamic, interactive, collaborative search session. If we have an

environment whereby users are searching together, then when the SCIR system

returns a new ranked list to a user during the course of the search it can filter

this ranked list in order to remove documents that the user’s search partner has

viewed or may view in the future. By removing these documents, we can reduce the

amount of document overlap across group member’s ranked lists. This can allow

new relevant documents not seen by the either searcher to be pushed up in the

ranked lists returned to each user thereby improving the performance of the group.

In order to investigate the effect of such a division of labour policy on the perfor-

mance of a group of synchronous searchers, we simulate two users searching together

using the SCIR incremental relevance feedback system as outlined in the previous

chapter, with different types of division of labour policies. These four different

variants are illustrated in Figure 6.1 and are described as:

1. No Division – a basic SCIR system in which two users come together to search

with no attempt being made to limit the amount of overlap across searchers.

This will result in both users from the collaborating group being presented

with the same ranked lists and therefore causes much duplication of effort

across the users.

2. Initial Search Result Division – the results presented to each user are filtered

in order to ensure that, initially, each user sees a unique document list. The

initial ranked list returned as a result of the shared query is distributed across

users in a round-robin manner (i.e. first document to user 1, second document

to user 2, third document to user 1 etc.). However the coordination amongst

users begins and ends with the initial ranked list as no further attempts are

made to limit document overlap beyond the users’ initial query.

3. Initial Search Result Division and Removal of Documents Seen – initial search

results are divided as in 2 above. In addition to this, when returning a new
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ranked list to either user, we filter the list to remove documents that have been

seen by either user. These seen documents consist of those documents explicitly

marked as relevant, i.e. the relevance judgments, and also all documents that

were located above the explicit relevance judgment in the ranked list on which

the user made the judgment.

4. Full Division – as above but with an additional filtering to remove, from each

user’s ranked list, all documents that we assume will be examined by the

user on their current ranked list. In our simulations, as described in the

previous chapter, we assume that a user will look down through at most 30

documents at each iteration, we therefore filter each user’s list to remove the

top 30 documents in their search partner’s current list. In this way we can

ensure a complete division of labour, users are guaranteed to examine different

documents. In our simulations a user will stop examining the list when they

encounter the first relevant document, and therefore they may not examine

all documents in the top 30. As a result there is the potential of loosing

some relevant documents in the list beyond the document used for feedback.

However these documents may be returned again to the user as a result of

the relevance feedback process, and if not, then their search partner may be

returned these documents in subsequent iterations.

Alongside our comparisons of the performance of these SCIR systems with in-

creasing levels of result division, we also compare the performance of these collab-

orative systems with two baseline systems showing users searching independently

without any collaboration in terms of division of labour. The Independent Group

baseline will evaluate how the group of users perform without any collaboration in

terms of the initial query or dividing of search results whilst the second baseline

system, Best Individual, will show how, for each pair of users searching, the best

user performs when searching on their own, using their own initial query and the

incremental feedback system. Figure 6.2 shows an example of two users, 02 and
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04, searching on topic 347 in order to illustrate how the two baseline systems are

constructed and evaluated.

In the Independent Group baseline simulation, each simulated user uses their own

initial query (extracted from the rich-format data) in order to begin their search.

They then proceed to provide a series of relevance judgments to the system which

the system uses to reformulate the user’s own query and return a new ranked list

to the user. We then evaluate the performance of the group in the same way as per

the SCIR runs, by evaluating the number of unique relevant documents across the

top 30 documents in both user’s ranked lists.

We now describe how we construct and evaluate the second baseline system, Best

Individual. Firstly we need to decide on the metric for evaluating the quality of a

single user’s ranked list. As our evaluation metric for the SCIR runs is the num-

ber of unique relevant documents across the top 30 documents from both users, a

reasonable comparison with an individual user would be the number of relevant doc-

uments in the top 60 documents on the user’s ranked list. Within any collaborating

group, over the course of a search each individual user will contribute a subset of the
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relevance judgments. Referring to the top part of Figure 6.2 we can see that user

02 has contributed 13 of the relevance judgements, whilst user 04 has contributed

6. In order to allow for the comparison of a single user searching alone versus the

group over the duration of the search, we need to assign a score, i.e. number of

relevant documents in top 60, for each individual searcher for relevance feedback

iterations which belong to their search partner. This score should be representative

of the performance of the user at a particular point in time in the search process and

therefore our solution is to keep the user’s score static between feedback iterations

belonging to their search partner. Having decided on how to assign a score for each

user at each point in the search, in order to generate our Best Individual baseline

we choose as the best user, the user with the best average score over the duration

of the entire group search. Referring again to Figure 6.2, from this group of users,

user 04 would be considered as the better user, with an average of 24.5 relevant

documents over the entire search versus 19.15 for user 02.

6.2.1 Results

Figure 6.3 presents the results of our evaluations with the four SCIR systems imple-

menting different division of labour policies, along with the two baseline systems of

users searching independently, in terms of the total number of unique relevant doc-

uments contained across the top 30 documents from each group member’s ranked

list. These scores are plotted over each relevance feedback iteration, with iteration

“0” representing the results of the initial search query. Firstly, as discussed in Chap-

ter 5 (section 5.5.3), it should be noted that as the calculation of this overall figure

involves averaging across many simulated runs with differing numbers of relevance

judgments per search, the results at later iterations may not be as representative

of an overall trend as those in earlier iterations. In Figure 6.4 we plot the num-

ber of runs, on the left, and topics, on the right, contributing to the score at each

relevance feedback iteration. As we can see from the left of Figure 6.4, beyond 11

feedback iterations the score is calculated based on less than half of the total num-
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ber of simulated runs and may therefore be less representative of an overall trend in

performance. For this reason, in Table 6.1 we plot the single figure group score per

topic. This value shows us how each system performs across an entire SCIR search,

i.e. averaged over each relevance feedback iteration. We will use these overall figures

in order to test for significant differences between systems.

In this thesis we use randomisation testing (Kempthorne and Doerfler, 1969),

to test for statistical significance and use a significance threshold of p < 0.05. All

results with p values less than this threshold are considered as significant.

Comparing the results from the four different SCIR systems first, we see that the

SCIR system with full division of labour is the best performer, providing substan-

tially more relevant documents than any of the other SCIR systems. Performing

significance testing on the overall single figures from Table 6.1, we find that the

SCIR system with full division significantly outperforms all other SCIR systems

across topics, providing an average of 20.79 relevant documents across user’s lists

compared to 18.29 for the SCIR system with removal of documents seen, 16.69 for

the SCIR system with just an initial division, and 16.04 for the basic SCIR system

with no division of labour whatsoever. Comparing results across the other SCIR

systems we find that the SCIR system with documents seen removed significantly

outperforms both the SCIR system with an initial result division and the basic SCIR

system with no division, while the SCIR system with initial result division signifi-

cantly outperforms the basic SCIR system with no division. These results are not

surprising and show a clear increase in performance with increasing levels of division

of labour for the SCIR systems.

Next we compare the performance of the SCIR systems with the two independent

baseline systems. Firstly, we find that both the SCIR system with full division and

the SCIR system with just a removal of documents seen significantly outperform

two users searching independently (independent group). However, the independent

group baseline significantly outperforms both the basic SCIR system with no division

and the SCIR system with an initial division.
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From Figure 6.3, we see the best user’s initial query provides them with a better

staring point to the search, allowing them to achieve better results over the first few

iterations. However, beyond five iterations we find that the SCIR system with full

division begins to outperform the best individual. Running significance tests over

the single figure group scores we find that the best individual outperforms all SCIR

systems except the SCIR system with full division. With the SCIR system with

full division significantly outperforming the best individual searching alone over the

entire search.

6.2.2 Discussion

In this section we have explored the question of how a division of labour policy

effects the performance of a group of users searching together synchronously. We

hypothesised that a division of labour policy could allow a group of users to search

together more effectively by allowing more unique documents to be found across
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Topic # Best Individual Independent SCIR
SCIR + Initial

SCIR + Full DivSCIR + Initial Div + Docs Seen
Div Removed

303 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
307 36.46 31.73 27.81 28.60 32.57 35.75
322 3.49 3.30 2.56 2.55 2.54 2.99
326 33.44 29.15 28.16 29.96 31.43 35.43
339 5.95 5.89 5.89 5.91 5.93 5.93
347 21.38 19.94 18.64 19.03 21.74 25.69
352 31.87 24.70 22.30 24.26 27.31 31.88
353 31.38 24.65 23.48 24.96 26.57 30.82
357 24.64 23.26 19.45 21.06 22.99 26.69
362 2.99 2.99 2.97 2.96 2.95 2.96
365 11.00 11.00 10.95 10.97 10.97 10.97
366 18.42 18.23 17.83 18.04 18.10 17.98
387 8.87 7.48 7.47 7.82 8.01 8.99
392 31.56 25.45 23.75 24.08 26.31 31.10
408 12.23 11.14 10.95 11.23 13.61 15.67
414 9.26 8.59 7.79 8.02 8.24 9.63
428 23.76 19.00 18.51 18.51 21.15 25.80
431 25.47 21.49 20.70 21.50 26.19 29.77
438 29.21 24.56 21.89 23.84 27.01 31.87
446 30.22 25.29 23.73 24.54 26.22 29.79

Overall 19.88 17.19 16.04 16.69 18.29 20.79

Table 6.1: Average number of relevant documents across users’
ranked lists over an entire search session
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users’ ranked lists. We also examined how the performance of an SCIR system with

an effective division of labour policy would compare with the performance of two

users searching independently with no collaboration whatsoever, or with the best

searcher from the group of two searching alone.

Comparing the performance of all SCIR systems, our results show that a division

of labour policy can indeed significantly increase the performance of a group of users

searching together through an SCIR system. A significant improvement is shown

between systems with increasing levels of result division.

Indeed, our results show that a division of labour policy is an important facet

of a state-of-the-art synchronous collaborative information retrieval system as the

SCIR systems with no division and with just an initial division perform significantly

worse than a group of users searching independently or the best individual searching

alone. It is only by filtering the results returned to searchers, through the removal

of either documents seen, or those in the current list of their search partner, that

we achieve significant performance increases over the baseline of a group of users

searching independently. Although the performance of the best searcher searching

alone is best over the first few iterations, over an entire search our results show that

an SCIR system implementing a full division of labour policy can outperform even

a good user searching alone.

6.3 Sharing of Knowledge for Collaborative Rel-

evance Feedback

In the previous section we showed how a division of labour policy can improve the

performance of a group of searchers searching together through an SCIR system.

Another advantage of having multiple users searching together through an SCIR

system is that if these users are supplying relevance information to the system,

as is common in state-of-the-art SCIR systems through a bookmark service, then

we have an opportunity to improve the ranked lists returned to searchers, through
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implementing a collaborative relevance feedback process. Such a process can incorpo-

rate the relevance information of each collaborating searcher into each RF iteration.

Passing relevance information among users in this way could enable users to benefit

from the documents judged by their search partner without having to view and judge

these documents themselves, thereby enabling an automatic sharing of knowledge

across users.

As outlined in Chapter 4 there are a number of different techniques by which

multi-user relevance information can be combined in the relevance feedback process,

and we refer to these as pseudo user, partial-user weighting, combined weighting

and document fusion. In this section we will evaluate each of these techniques in

order to investigate which works best. We will also investigate if passing relevance

information between searchers in the feedback process can improve the performance

of SCIR. We will extend the best performing SCIR system from the previous section,

the SCIR system with full division of labour, by introducing a collaborative relevance

feedback process. We will also compare the performance of the SCIR systems with

both a division of labour and a sharing of knowledge policy alongside the baselines

of users searching independently.

To recap, the techniques proposed for combining relevance information in a col-

laborative relevance feedback process operate as follows:

1. Pseudo User – this represents the simplest possible combination where we

assume that we have one user searching who has provided all the relevance

judgments from all users and then run standard, single-user, relevance feedback

over this pseudo user’s relevance judgments.

2. Partial-User Weighting – In this technique the relevance and non-relevance

proportions for terms are averaged over all users.

3. Combined Weighting – In this method, each user computes a relevance weight

and offer weight for a term based on their own relevance information and these

scores are averaged over all users.
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4. Document Fusion – This method represents combination at the latest stage,

where a feedback query is generated for each user using their own relevance

information and this query is submitted to the retrieval engine and the results

are combined using a standard ranked list fusion technique.

For these experiments, techniques 2 – 4 operate by using a simple linear com-

bination strategy across all users, where the weight (α) associated with each user’s

contribution to a term (techniques 2, 3) or a document (technique 4) is 0.5 to con-

sider all users equally. Techniques 1 – 3 operate on a term level, whereby each

user contributes to the relevance weight and offer weight of a term and how this

contribution is combined is specific to the combination technique. As outlined in

Chapter 4, one important consideration for techniques 2 and 3 is what action to

take when a term has been encountered by one user only. In particular we have a

choice as to whether to allow the user who has not encountered the term to provide

a contribution to the term’s weight or not. In these experiments we will run two

variations of techniques 2 and 3, one which allows a user who has not encountered

a term to contribute to its relevance and offer weight (contr), and another which

calculates the weighting for a term based on the relevance information from the user

who has encountered it only (no contr).

As outlined in the previous chapter, one other important consideration for any

SCIR system is when to provide users with the relevance information from their

search partner. In particular, should we present a user with a new list only when

they themselves make relevance judgments or should we allow for a more dynamic,

intensive search environment, whereby a user’s ranked list changes as soon as they or

their search partner makes a relevance judgment? Although this dynamic environ-

ment would allow users to benefit immediately from their search partner’s relevance

information, as discussed in the previous chapter, such an intensive environment

raises issues related to both system implementation and user’s cognitive load. De-

spite these concerns, in these experiments we evaluate all collaborative relevance

feedback techniques in both a standard, static, interaction environment along with
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a more intensive dynamic environment for comparative purposes.

6.3.1 Results

Figure 6.5 plots the performance of all combination techniques for both the static

SCIR environment and the dynamic SCIR environment along with the two baseline

runs of users searching independently. The graph at the top shows the performance

of the techniques over the entire search, while the graph at the bottom shows the

performance of systems over the first few iterations only. Table 6.2 shows the single

figure group score per topic.

Firstly, as with the results in the previous section, we find that the SCIR systems

with collaborative relevance feedback for both the static and dynamic environment

significantly outperform both baselines of users searching independently and the

best individual searching alone.

As we can see, from Table 6.2, all collaborative relevance feedback techniques,

except the document fusion techniques, provide small improvements in performance

over the SCIR + Full Div system. Running significance testing over the single

performance figures, however, reveals no significant difference between any SCIR

system implementing a collaborative relevance feedback process for either feedback

environment (i.e. static or dynamic), and the SCIR system with no combination of

relevance information (SCIR + Full Div). When we relax the significance threshold,

we find, in the static environment, that the combined weighting (contr) method and

the pseudo user method outperform the SCIR + Full Div system at significance

values of p = 0.165 and p = 0.186 respectively. While in the dynamic environment,

the partial user (no contr) and combined weighting technique outperform the SCIR

+ Full Div system at significance values of p = 0.186, and p = 0.169 respectively.

Comparing the performance across collaborative RF techniques, from Figure 6.5

and Table 6.2, it does appear that the document fusion technique for both the static

and dynamic environment, does not perform as well as the term-based techniques.

Significance tests reveal that the dynamic collaborative RF techniques of pseudo
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user, partial-user, and combined weighting all significantly outperform the dynamic

document fusion technique. However, no difference could be found at the significance

threshold between any static term-based technique and the static document fusion

technique. When we relax our significance threshold to a threshold of p < 0.1, we

do find that the techniques of pseudo user, partial-user, and combined weighting

perform better than the static document fusion technique. Although not strictly

significant according to our threshold, these p values, suggest that the results are

unlikely due to chance.

Comparing the overall performance of the contribution versus no contribution

techniques for both partial-user and combined weighting, we find no significant dif-

ference.

Examining the bottom graph in Figure 6.5, we can see that the combination

of relevance information techniques do provide a more substantive increase in per-

formance over the SCIR system for the first few iterations. Our significance tests

confirm that for iterations 2 – 5, all collaborative RF techniques, for both static and

dynamic environments, significantly outperform the SCIR system with full division.

Next we compare the performance of static versus dynamic feedback environ-

ments. From Figure 6.5 and Table 6.2, it appears that the SCIR systems operating

in a dynamic feedback environment provide a modest increase in performance over

their static counterparts. Our significance tests reveal that only the partial-user

technique shows any significant difference between the running of the technique in

static versus dynamic mode and no significant improvement could be found between

any dynamic collaborative relevance feedback technique and the static combined

weighting technique.

6.3.2 Discussion

In this section, we have explored the effects of a collaborative relevance feedback

technique operating alongside an explicit division of labour policy in a synchronous

collaborative information retrieval system. We hypothesised that by allowing users
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to pass relevance information to each other through a collaborative relevance feed-

back mechanism the performance of the group could be improved. We will now

discuss our findings.

Our results show that over the entire search, the collaborative relevance feed-

back techniques do provide modest increases in performance over the SCIR system

with just a division of labour. Although at the significance threshold of p < 0.05

no significance can be found, improvements could be found at lower significance

thresholds. When we examine the performance of the group over the first few it-

erations of feedback, we find that the collaborative relevance feedback techniques

provide more substantial improvements and that all techniques in both the static

and dynamic environments significantly improve the performance over the SCIR +

Full Div system over these early iterations. This result is interesting, and suggests

that although users may benefit from gaining relevance judgments from their search

partner early in the search, after a number of iterations this benefit is reduced. We

will explore this issue further in section 6.5.

Comparing the performance of the collaborative relevance feedback techniques,

we found that the term-based techniques of pseudo user, partial-user, and combined

weighting all outperform the document fusion technique. Although no significant

difference could be found at a significance threshold of p < 0.05. When we relax the

threshold we do find that all term-based techniques outperform the document fusion

technique. These results suggest that for both the dynamic and static environments

a term-based technique can outperform a document based fusion technique.

Over the entire search, no significant differences could be found across term-based

techniques. In particular, the collaborative techniques of partial-user and combined

weighting perform similarly to the standard single user relevance feedback process

(pseudo user). This result is not surprising as all techniques are attempting to aggre-

gate each user’s relevance information. The potential advantages of a collaborative

relevance feedback technique will be realised when we need to perform a user-biased

combination of relevance information, which will be explored in the next section.
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Our results show small improvements can be made over some techniques by

implementing an intensive, dynamic environment. However due to the slenderness

of these differences and the fact that not all static techniques can be significantly

improved upon, it may not be worthwhile implementing such a policy due to the

discussed difficulties that such an environment presents for both the system designer

and the user. For these reasons we will not consider this environment in subsequent

experiments in this chapter.

In this section we have explored the effects of a sharing of knowledge policy in

an SCIR environment in which we assume that users will provide perfect relevance

information to the system. However, this may not always be the case as users may

make mistakes in their relevance assessments. In the next section we will explore

how such collaborative relevance feedback techniques operation under an imperfect

relevance information environment.

6.4 Sharing of Knowledge Under Imperfect Rele-

vance Information

As discussed in Chapter 4, due to the nature of synchronous collaborative search,

different searchers will have different levels of expertise and familiarity with search-

ing and search topics and this may be reflected in the quality of their relevance

assessments. For this reason we want to explore the effects of imperfect relevance

information on a synchronous collaborative search. As outlined in the previous

chapter, an imperfect simulation will proceed by simulating a user saving the first

document on their ranked list that is either relevant or is a non-relevant document

that was saved by at least two real users during the original TREC interactive

experiments, referred to as perceived relevant documents.

Before examining the effects of imperfect relevance information on a collabo-
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of SCIR + Full Div system under perfect
and imperfect relevance information

rative relevance feedback process, it is important to understand the influence of

non-relevance information on a standard, single user, relevance feedback process.

Therefore, in Figure 6.6 we plot the performance of the SCIR + Full Div system un-

der both perfect and imperfect relevance information. As expected we see that the

inclusion of noise through imperfect relevance judgments (“RJs”) causes a degra-

dation in the performance of the RF process, and our analysis of the associated

single figure measures shows this difference to be significant. The performance gap

between the two, however, may not be as big as expected. The reason for this could

be due to the fact that these non-relevant, or perceived relevant documents, may, as

the name suggests, resemble relevant documents in so-far-as they may contain many

terms relevant to the topic without fulfilling the criteria for relevance. In this re-

gard, although these documents may be strictly non-relevant according to the qrels,

they may be good relevance feedback documents, for example they may expand the

query with good terms.

Next we explore the effects of imperfect relevance information on a collaborative

relevance feedback process. In Figure 6.7 and Table 6.3 we show the performance of
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Topic # SCIR + Pseudo Partial User Partial User Combined Combined Document
Full Div User Contr No Contr Contr No Contr Fusion

303 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
307 35.46 34.79 35.11 35.14 35.20 35.17 35.25
322 2.72 2.45 2.45 2.44 2.46 2.44 2.63
326 35.43 34.64 34.59 34.74 34.63 34.60 35.27
339 5.83 5.83 5.84 5.85 5.84 5.84 5.88
347 23.17 23.60 23.58 23.57 23.48 23.42 23.26
352 28.27 31.26 31.50 31.97 31.53 31.06 30.54
353 29.52 30.07 29.65 29.78 29.61 30.26 29.92
357 24.73 23.30 23.04 23.03 23.34 23.03 23.81
362 2.96 2.96 2.96 2.96 2.96 2.96 2.96
365 10.97 10.97 10.97 10.97 10.97 10.97 10.97
366 18.30 17.97 18.12 18.14 18.16 18.19 17.49
387 8.29 8.49 8.41 8.42 8.39 8.34 8.15
392 29.49 31.50 31.65 31.64 31.36 31.41 30.97
408 13.28 12.94 12.96 12.94 13.09 13.01 12.87
414 9.49 9.54 9.49 9.52 9.51 9.51 9.41
428 25.80 26.26 26.22 26.39 26.43 26.71 25.49
431 28.34 28.58 28.42 28.49 28.56 28.76 25.37
438 29.60 30.51 30.21 30.28 30.21 30.13 30.17
446 29.79 30.95 30.56 30.61 30.47 30.58 30.72

Overall 19.87 20.13 20.09 20.14 20.11 20.12 19.86

Table 6.3: Single figure comparison of SCIR + Full Div system and
collaborative relevance feedback techniques under imper-
fect relevance information

each of the collaborative relevance feedback techniques operating under imperfect

relevance information. From Table 6.3 we see that the collaborative relevance feed-

back techniques provide an increase over the SCIR + Full Div system. As we found

under the perfect relevance information environment, however, at the significance

threshold of p < 0.05 we find no significant difference. When we relax the threshold

we do find differences between all techniques and the SCIR + Full Div system at a

threshold of p < 0.2.

Across all systems, the best performing run is the partial-user no contr system

When we compare the performance across both partial-user variations (contr versus

no contr), we find that the no contr system significantly outperforms the contr

system. As outlined in Chapter 4, the effect of allowing a user to contribute to

a term’s weight (contr) even if they have not encountered it is to promote shared

items. As the no contr system outperforms the contr system this suggests that

the promotion of shared items degrades the performance of an SCIR search under

imperfect relevance information.
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As before, we also investigated the performance of the techniques for combining

relevance information over the first few iterations of feedback only and these results

are plotted on the bottom of Figure 6.7. As we can see, all combination techniques

outperform the SCIR + Full Div system over these iterations. However our sig-

nificance tests reveal that only the document fusion technique and the combined

weighting technique with no contribution significantly outperform the SCIR + Full

Div system over these iterations. However, the partial user contr (p = 0.097), no

contr (p = 0.079), combined weighting contr (p = 0.057), and pseudo-user (p =

0.116) do outperform the SCIR + Full Div system at lower thresholds.

The collaborative relevance feedback techniques proposed thus far attempt to ag-

gregate multi-user relevance information, and this may not always be the best policy,

especially in the presence of non-relevance information. In the next section we will

investigate ways of extending the collaborative relevance feedback process in order

to overcome problems associated with non-relevance information, by performing a

user-biased combination through authority weighting.

6.4.1 Authority Weighting

During any SCIR session, users may make multiple relevance judgments. The qual-

ity of these judgments may vary across users due to a variety of factors including the

user’s expertise with the search topic. By recognising that users can make mistakes

in their relevance assessments, we can take steps to counteract the problems using

a user-biased combination of relevance information as allowed by the collaborative

relevance feedback techniques. In this section we will examine if by attaching an au-

thority weight to users in a collaborative relevance feedback process, we can improve

the performance of the group search.

Query performance predication, is an emerging research area which investigates

ways to determine the quality of queries dynamically without any ground truth
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data and several methods have been proposed in the literature (Cronen-Townsend

et al., 2002; He and Ounis, 2004; Yom-Tov et al., 2005; Vinay et al., 2006; Zhou and

Croft, 2006), for a good overview of these approaches see Lang et al. (2008). These

techniques could be used in an SCIR search session in order to assess which user’s

relevance assessments are the better before performing feedback. In this thesis we

will not attempt to predict the performance of either user, instead what we want

to investigate is that, if we had a method which allowed us to tell which user is the

better, in terms of their relevance assessments, then can we exploit this information

in order to perform a user-biased collaborative relevance feedback process?

In order to attach an authority weight to each user we first need a way of deciding

on which user is the better during the search process. Our approach was to pre-

compute an Oracle relevance weighting of terms for all topics using an approach

similar to the one employed by Magennis and van Rijsbergen (1998). In order

to generate this oracle weighting, for each topic we performed a single iteration of

relevance feedback, using all relevant documents (according to the qrels) as the input

to this process, we then recorded the relevance weight produced by this process for

all terms from these relevant documents. The weights produced by this process

represent the best possible weighting of all terms given the complete set of relevant

documents. This procedure was followed for all topics in order to produce an oracle

weighting of all terms for all topics.

In a simulated SCIR search we can use these oracle weights in order to evaluate

the quality of each user’s relevance assessments. At any point in the search, each

user will have made a certain number of relevance judgments. As outlined earlier, in

these imperfect simulations, some of these relevance assessments may be mistaken.

In order to calculate which user of the two is the more authoritative in terms of their

relevance judgments, for each user we calculate the relevance weights of all terms

from their relevance judgments. We then calculate the correlation between the oracle

relevance weighting of terms and the user’s weighting of their terms. Performing this

procedure for each user, allows us to see which user’s relevance judgments are more
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closely correlated with the oracle. The user with the higher correlation is considered

to have the more authoritative relevance judgments.

Having decided on which user’s relevance judgments are the more authoritative,

there are different ways in which this information can be incorporated into a user-

biased collaborative relevance feedback process. One approach is to set the more

authoritative user’s α value in the collaborative RF process to an authority weight

(Aw), assigning the less authoritative user an α value of 1 - Aw. This method

would keep the authority value constant throughout the search regardless of how

big the gap in performance is between the users (although the recipient of this

authority weight may change over the course of the search). For example if we

decided to give the more authoritative user a 60% bias, then, even if the other

searcher’s relevance judgments were particularly bad, they would still contribute

40% to the collaborative relevance feedback process. Another approach, would be

to use the correlation figures for each user, as a means to dynamically apportion the

authority weight across users. In these experiments, we evaluated both approaches.

For the constant authority weighting method, we have chosen to implement the

popular Pearson correlation measure. We investigated authority weights of 0.6 –

1.0 in 0.1 increments, for completeness we also experimented with inverting the

authority weight and so evaluated the effects of authority weights of 0 – 0.4 in 0.1

increments.

In the dynamic authority weighting approach, the correlation value is more im-

portant to the assignment of weights, therefore we experimented with several meth-

ods of calculating this correlation value. Firstly, we experimented with both the

Pearson and Spearman correlation measure. One important consideration when

calculating a user’s correlation with the oracle is what action to take when a user’s

relevance judgements do not contain a term that is contained in the oracle. This will

often be the case as, at any point in the search, users will have only made judgments

on a subset of the relevant documents. Common usage of correlations propose two

approaches for dealing with sparse data, one is to assign an average value to the
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Group 1 Group 2
User 1 User 2 User 1 User 2

Correlation 0.25 0.2 0.85 0.8
Absolute Aw 0.525 0.475 0.525 0.475

Proportion Aw 0.5556 0.4444 0.5152 0.4848

Table 6.4: Absolute and proportion authority weighting example

item, a term in our case, that does not appear in the user’s judgments, and another

is to skip terms that are not shared and calculate the correlation based on the shared

terms only. In these experiments we experiment with both approaches.

Having generated a user’s correlation value, we need to translate this figure into

an α value for each user. One method we could use is to simply find the absolute

difference between the correlation values and then increase the authoritative user’s

α value from 0.5 by adding half the absolute difference, decreasing the other user’s

α value from 0.5 by subtracting half the absolute difference. Another approach we

could use would be to normalise the values so that they sum to one, by dividing

each user’s correlation value by the sum of the correlation values. Table 6.4, shows

an example of the effect of each technique on the assignment of weights. As we can

see, correlation values of 0.2 vs 0.25 and 0.8 vs 0.85 will be considered the same for

the absolute method, but for the proportion method the gap between 0.2 and 0.25

is considered greater than between 0.8 and 0.85 and this is reflected in the authority

weights.

6.4.1.1 Results

For these experiments we implemented authority weighting on the best performing

collaborative relevance feedback technique under imperfect relevance information,

partial-user no contr. Table 6.5 presents the single figure performance values for all

methods of authority weighting along with both the un-biased partial-user relevance

weighting method which assigns a weighting of 0.5 to both users, and the standard,

single user relevance feedback technique (pseudo user).
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Overall we can see that all the dynamic authority weighting approaches, and

the constant Aw values of 0.6 and 0.7 provide small improvements in performance

over both the unbiased partial-user and the pseudo user method, with the best

performing method being the dynamic, Pearson correlation (average) method.

Significance tests reveal that the dynamic-absolute-Pearson-avg, dynamic-absolute-

Spearman-avg and dynamic-absolute-Spearman-skipped all significantly outperform

the unbiased partial-user method (p < 0.05) while the dynamic-proportion-Pearson-

avg method outperforms the pseudo user method at this threshold. When we relax

the significance threshold, we find that the static authority weighting of 0.6 outper-

forms the unbiased partial-user and the pseudo user method at significance levels of

p = 0.093 and p = 0.125 respectively.

Examining the constant authority weighting results, we see that an authority

weight of 0.6 provides the best performance. The performance degrades for values

of authority higher than this value. As expected, the inverted authority weights

degrade performance substantially with the authority weight of 0, which gives a

zero weighting to the more authoritative user, performing the worst. Significance

tests reveal that all authority values between 0.6 – 1.0 are significantly better than

the inverted authority values of 0.4 – 0.

In the dynamic weighting methods we see that for both Pearson and Spear-

man, the average approach to dealing with unique terms performs better than the

skipped approach. However no significant difference could be found at the signifi-

cance threshold and only the dynamic-Spearman-raw run showed a difference at a

more relaxed threshold (p = 0.067). It also appears that using the absolute differ-

ence when mapping the correlation value to the α value performs better than the

proportion method, however only the dynamic-Spearman-average run shows a sig-

nificant difference between its raw and proportion variant. Finally it seems that the

Pearson correlation method performs better than the Spearman correlation method,

and our significance tests reveal that both the dynamic-Pearson-raw-average and

the dynamic-Pearson-prop-average perform better than the dynamic-Spearman-raw-
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average and dynamic-Spearman-prop-average respectively.

In this section we explored the effects of imperfect relevance information on a

collaborative relevance feedback process operating in an SCIR environment. Our

results show that imperfect relevance information can significantly degrade the per-

formance of a relevance feedback operation in an SCIR search. The comparative

effects of collaborative relevance feedback on an SCIR system are similar to those

found under perfect relevance information. To overcome the problems associated

with imperfect relevance judgments in a collaborative relevance feedback process we

experimented with attaching a user-biased authority weight and found that we can

significantly improve upon both an unbiased combination of relevance information

and the standard, single user, relevance feedback process.

6.5 Sharing of Knowledge for Complementary Rel-

evance Feedback

Our experiments in the previous two sections have applied a collaborative relevance

feedback process to an SCIR search session. The results have shown that, although

the techniques can provide good improvements in performance over the first few

iterations of feedback, over an entire search, the improvements are less substantial.

One reason for this may be that the collaborative relevance feedback process

of aggregating relevance information is causing the relevance feedback process for

each user to become too similar, thereby limiting the breadth across collaborating

users’ reformulated queries. By implementing a full division of labour policy we

are ensuring that each user is presented with unique documents across the top 30

positions of their ranked lists, however, we suspect that the aggregation of relevance

information may be causing a loss of uniqueness across users. In order to investigate
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of the proportion of unique documents
across both user’s ranked lists for SCIR with collabo-
rative RF and without

this hypothesis, in Figure 6.8 we plot the proportion of unique documents across

the top 1000 documents of each user’s ranked lists for the SCIR system with full

division only and all collaborative relevance feedback techniques operating under

perfect relevance information (from section 6.3).

As we can see, there is a clear difference in the total number of unique relevant

documents found across users’ ranked lists between all collaborative relevance feed-

back systems and the SCIR + Full Div system. This difference is significant for all

techniques across all topics. The decrease in the proportion of unique documents

in user’s lists across all techniques confirms our hypothesis that the collaborative

relevance feedback process is causing ranked lists of users to become too similar.

This finding is intuitive - one of the great advantages of having multiple users tackle

a search task is that it allows the task to be divided across users. However, by imple-

menting a collaborative relevance feedback process in such an environment, where

the relevance feedback process for a user uses the relevance information of their
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search partner, we are causing users to loose this uniqueness. Interestingly however,

the gap is less substantial between the SCIR system with full division and the SCIR

system implementing document fusion combination. The fact that the document fu-

sion technique provides substantially more unique documents than any of the term

based techniques suggests that the term-based techniques are causing the selection

of similar terms for expansion between users. The document fusion technique, al-

lowing for a later stage of fusion, does not suffer from this problem. However as

the results in section 6.3 have shown, this does not lead to this technique outper-

forming the others in terms of discovering more unique relevant documents. This

does not, of course, mean that the introduction of unique documents degrades per-

formance but that the use of a collaborative relevance feedback mechanism needs to

strive to allow for the introduction of more unique relevant documents. Therefore,

in this section we will explore the use of users’ relevance judgments in an SCIR

search session in order to implement complementary relevance feedback techniques.

These techniques will operate in an opposite manner to the collaborative relevance

feedback techniques. The motivation of the complementary techniques being that,

when performing relevance feedback, we can use the relevance judgments of a user’s

search partner in order to reformulate a user’s query in such a way as to limit the

overlap of results, thereby allowing users to explore distinct areas of the document

collection. In this way it is hoped that these techniques will increase the number of

unique relevant documents across users’ ranked lists.

6.5.1 Complementary Query Expansion

One way of maintaining diversity across users through the relevance feedback process

is by ensuring that the expansion terms assigned to each user are unique. In this

section we will investigate the effects of implementing such a complementary query

expansion technique in an SCIR environment. When performing feedback for a user,

the complementary QE technique operates by removing, from a user’s expansion

terms produced using a standard, single user relevance feedback mechanism over
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their own relevance information, those terms that are contained in their search

partner’s current query. This has the effect of replacing shared terms with unique

terms and such a technique should increase the diversity across users’ queries and

allow for more unique documents to be discovered.

In Figure 6.9 we compare the performance of the SCIR system with full division

(SCIR + Full Div), which implements a standard relevance feedback mechanism,

with an SCIR system which implements the complementary query expansion tech-

nique. As we can see, the complementary expansion approach performs worse than

the SCIR + Full Div system. Running significance tests over the associated single

figure group scores confirms this result to be significant across topics.

As Figure 6.10 shows, the complementary query expansion technique is indeed

introducing more unique documents into user’s ranked lists, but due to the poor

performance of the technique, this diversity is obviously being achieved at a cost of

a significant degradation in the quality of user’s lists.

6.5.2 Clustering

In the previous section we found that the complementary query expansion technique,

while introducing more unique documents across users’ ranked lists, also reduced the
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of SCIR + Full Div and complementary
query expansion in terms of the proportion of unique
documents found across users’ ranked lists

quality of user’s lists. In this section we will investigate a more sophisticated form

of complementary feedback, through the use of clustering.

As outlined in Chapter 4 we want to investigate the use of clustering in order to

partition: (1.) the set of relevant documents, and (2.) the terms contained within

these documents, into two distinct clusters, one for each user, prior to performing

feedback. The motivation for both techniques is that, by partitioning either the

document or term space into two, we should generate more distinct relevance feed-

back queries than is produced by the collaborative relevance feedback techniques of

section 6.3, while producing better quality queries than those produced by a simple

removal of shared terms as investigated in the previous subsection.

For clustering we use the popular k-means algorithm. An important consider-

ation for k-means is the choice of distance measure, which is used as the objective

function. For high-dimensional data such as text documents Cosine Similarity has

been shown to be an effective distance measure (Zhong, 2005) and is therefore used

as the distance measure in our implementation. The k-means algorithm requires

an initial choice of cluster centre-points or centroids before clustering can begin.

These points are often chosen at random, from the set of input data. The choice of
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these initial centroids is important to the outcome of the algorithm, as poor initial

selection can lead to the algorithm resting on a local minimum. In order to increase

the chances of finding the best possible clusters, the clustering algorithm can use a

heuristic (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990) which attempts to find the best possible

initial centroids and this is the approach used in these experiments.

Document clustering should allow for the grouping together of similar documents

prior to performing relevance feedback. Term clustering will operate over the expan-

sion terms produced by a collaborative relevance feedback technique so that each

user is assigned a distinct set of terms, which is used to expand the shared query

for this user. We will now describe the operation of clustering for both documents

and terms in greater detail.

6.5.2.1 Clustering of Relevant Documents

Our application of document clustering operates by partitioning all identified rel-

evant documents into two distinct clusters. As often used in document cluster-

ing (Steinbach et al., 2000), we represent each document by a large feature vector

which consists of normalised tf–idf values for each unique term from the set of all

documents to be clustered.

In these experiments, clustering of documents is only performed for relevance

feedback iterations after each user has made a relevance judgment and one of the

users has made two relevance judgments, thereby ensuring that we have at least

three relevant documents to cluster and that both users have provided at least one

relevance judgment. For all relevance feedback iterations in the search prior to this

criteria being met, users are provided with results from a collaborative relevance

feedback technique, and for these experiments we use the partial user (no contr)

technique.

After the criteria for clustering is met, when a user performs relevance feedback,

we perform k-means over all relevance judgments made at this point in the search,

in order to produce two clusters. After producing the two distinct clusters, we then
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need to assign one of these clusters to the user who is performing feedback. The

cluster we assign to a user at this point is the cluster that contains the lowest overlap

of documents with the cluster assigned to their search partner in their partner’s last

feedback iteration. In this way we can ensure that the cluster assigned to a user, and

subsequently used for relevance feedback, is the most unlike their search partner’s

current cluster, although we can never be sure that the document assigned to users

are completely unique. The documents contained in this cluster are then used to

perform feedback for this user using a standard, single-user, relevance feedback

process.

6.5.2.2 Clustering of Expansion Terms

When performing relevance feedback the term clustering technique operates by clus-

tering the set of top T expansion terms produced by a collaborative relevance feed-

back technique (partial-user no contr) into two sets, one for each user. Terms are

clustered based on their co-occurrence in documents across the entire collection. In

particular, for each term, a feature vector is produced for all documents in the col-

lection, with a “1” indicating the presence of this term in the document and a “0”

indicating its absence.

The choice of T, the number of terms to use for clustering, is important for the

quality of clustering results. A smaller number will cause clusters to be produced

with a smaller number of terms, thereby causing user’s queries to be expanded with

less than 20 terms, which was shown in Chapter 5 to provide the best performance on

the test collection. By increasing the number of terms to be clustered we increase

the potential for producing clusters with an optimal number of expansion terms,

however, the more terms we add to the clustering process the more potential there

is for adding noise to the clustering process. For this reason, we will experiment

with term clustering over the top 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 terms as produced by a

collaborative relevance feedback process.

As per the document clustering technique, after the k-means algorithm has pro-
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duced two distinct clusters, a user is assigned one cluster of terms, and this cluster

is the cluster that contains the lowest overlap of terms with the cluster assigned to

their search partner in their partner’s previous relevance feedback iteration. At any

point, a query will only be expanded with a maximum of 20 terms, as was found in

our tuning experiments to be the optimal number of expansion terms. If a cluster

that is assigned to a user contains more than 20 terms, we only expand the user’s

query with the top 20 terms from this cluster.

6.5.2.3 Results

Table 6.6 presents the overall results of clustering for both document and term

clustering with the different values for T. As we can see, no clustering technique

performs as well as the partial-user collaborative relevance feedback technique, or

the SCIR + Full Div system. Significance tests reveal that all term clustering

techniques perform significantly worse than the SCIR + Full Div system, the partial-

user collaborative RF approach, and the document clustering technique.

In order to examine the effect of clustering in terms of maintaining diversity

across users’ ranked lists, in Figure 6.11, we plot the proportion of unique documents

in the top 1000 positions across users’ lists as before. As we can see, all document and

term clustering techniques provide substantially more unique documents than the

collaborative relevance feedback technique of partial-user. However, as our results

confirm, this introduction of unique documents does not improve performance.

Clustering in SCIR is a difficult issue, and the poor results reported here could

be due to a number of factors. Firstly, the assignment of clusters may be problem-

atic. The technique we have proposed to assign clusters is based on the overlap of

documents between clusters over iterations of feedback. Although such a technique

will strive to assign users as distinctive a cluster as possible, it is possible that the

nature of the clusters from iteration to iteration may change substantially causing

users to be assigned similar clusters. The poor performance of the term clustering

technique may be caused by the aforementioned introduction of noise into the pro-
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SCIR + Partial Document Term Clustering Term Clustering Term Clustering Term Clustering Term Clustering
Topic # Full Div User Clustering (T=10) (T=20) (T=30) (T=40) (T=50)

303 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
307 35.75 36.32 36.69 37.49 36.72 36.60 36.26 36.09
322 2.99 2.90 2.90 2.91 2.90 2.91 2.90 2.90
326 35.43 34.74 35.79 33.50 34.23 34.74 35.15 35.04
339 5.93 5.94 5.92 5.92 5.93 5.92 5.92 5.91
347 25.69 26.02 25.50 23.97 24.56 24.85 25.10 25.20
352 31.88 34.89 32.43 27.53 29.47 30.39 30.28 30.40
353 30.82 30.68 30.64 30.89 30.68 30.54 30.63 30.69
357 26.69 24.80 25.57 22.79 23.84 24.68 24.94 24.94
362 2.96 2.96 2.96 2.96 2.96 2.96 2.96 2.96
365 10.97 10.97 10.97 10.97 10.97 10.97 10.97 10.97
366 17.98 17.96 17.92 18.58 18.51 18.36 18.23 18.09
387 8.99 9.15 9.02 8.79 8.86 8.93 9.03 9.01
392 31.10 32.26 31.12 30.61 30.92 30.87 30.76 30.76
408 15.67 15.02 15.64 14.63 14.68 14.75 14.75 14.78
414 9.63 9.61 9.34 9.57 9.62 9.73 9.70 9.68
428 25.80 26.39 25.93 25.35 25.77 25.57 25.75 25.85
431 29.77 29.47 29.41 32.15 31.35 30.98 31.05 30.76
438 31.87 32.23 31.77 30.27 30.46 30.46 30.13 30.37
446 29.79 30.61 29.31 26.34 27.21 27.06 27.55 27.62

Overall 20.79 20.95 20.74 20.06 20.28 20.36 20.40 20.40

Table 6.6: Comparison of SCIR + Full Div, collaborative relevance
feedback, and clustering techniques
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of the proportion of unique documents
found across users’ ranked lists for clustering techniques

cess. What the term clustering approach may cause, is the clustering of terms into

two conceptual sets, good and bad, where the good terms are those with a higher

relevance weighting, and the bad terms those with a lower weighting. In the next

chapter we will discuss how we believe the clustering approach could be extended.

In this section we have introduced the notion of complementary feedback for syn-

chronous collaborative information retrieval. The motivation of these techniques is
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to attempt to make users’ queries more distinct than those produced using a collab-

orative relevance feedback technique. Our results show that the proposed techniques

of complementary query expansion and clustering of documents and terms do not

improve the performance over a collaborative relevance feedback technique, despite

all techniques introducing substantially more diversity across users’ ranked lists.

6.6 Summary

In this chapter we have investigated our hypothesis experimentally by evaluating

the division of labour and sharing of knowledge techniques outlined in Chapter 4

using the evaluation methodology proposed in Chapter 5. Overall our results show

that both techniques can improve the performance of a group of users searching

together through a synchronous collaborative information retrieval system. In the

next chapter we will summarise our conclusions from these evaluations.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Summary

In this thesis we have explored the effects of a system-mediated division of labour

and sharing of knowledge on a synchronous collaborative information retrieval envi-

ronment. The motivation for this work was in the belief that for effective SCIR there

needs to be an appropriate division of labour and sharing of knowledge among collab-

orating searchers. Although most work to date in SCIR had focussed on improving

the awareness across users, so that they could coordinate the search activity them-

selves, requiring users to coordinate the group activity and search may result in users

suffering from cognitive overload. We hypothesised that both a system-mediated di-

vision of labour and sharing of knowledge could improve the performance of the

group search and we proposed techniques that allowed us to investigate the effects

of each.

7.1 Research Objectives Re-Visited

Our primary research objective was to explore our hypothesis and evaluate the effects

of both a division of labour and sharing of knowledge on an SCIR search, but before

we could evaluate our hypothesis we needed to develop an effective and re-usable

framework for evaluating synchronous collaborative information retrieval, and this

became our secondary objective.
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In Chapter 5 we outlined our evaluation methodology. This methodology was

based upon building simulations of a synchronous collaborative information retrieval

session involving two users, where the users searched together using a simple incre-

mental feedback search system. We described the requirements for our SCIR simu-

lations, and then outlined how we populated our experiments by mining rich format

data from TREC interactive search experiments. Finally, we explored the notion of

evaluation in SCIR, before proposing a novel evaluation framework which captures

both the quality and diversity of group members’ ranked lists over an entire search

session. Although user simulations are never a precise method for IR evaluation,

and indeed modelling a SCIR search was particularly difficult, simulations do allow

for rapid and reusable evaluations based on a more realistic scenario than is possi-

ble with fully automatic experiments, whilst being much less expensive than fully

interactive experiments. We believe that our evaluation methodology as outlined in

Chapter 5 satisfies our research objectives of building an effective SCIR evaluation

methodology. Nevertheless, there is always scope for improvement and in section 7.3

we will outline how we believe these simulations could be improved.

In Chapter 6, we explored our hypothesis. We proposed division of labour policies

that enabled users to search unimpeded whilst ensuring that users were not presented

with documents that their search partner had viewed or that we assumed they

would view in the immediate future. For system-mediated sharing of knowledge

we proposed using relevance information, inherent in most state-of-the-art SCIR

systems through a shared bookmark tool, directly in the search through the relevance

feedback process. We proposed novel techniques to extend the standard probabilistic

relevance feedback algorithm into a collaborative relevance feedback process to allow

for the incorporation of multi-user relevance information into both the relevance

weighting and the offer weighting formulae. We experimented with all techniques in

both a perfect and imperfect relevance scenario. We proposed an extension to the

collaborative relevance feedback techniques which exploited the techniques’ ability

to allow for a user-biased combination of relevance information, by motivating the
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use of authority weighting and evaluating its effect on an SCIR search which assumed

that users could make mistakes in their relevance judgments. Finally we explored the

effects of a collaborative relevance feedback process on an SCIR search in terms of

the total number of unique documents found across users’ ranked lists and proposed

a novel alternative to collaborative relevance feedback, complementary relevance

feedback.

7.2 Conclusions

Overall our results showed that both a system-mediated division of labour and

sharing of knowledge can improve the performance of an SCIR search. Our results

showed that the most substantial improvement in performance is achieved through

a division of labour policy. An SCIR system with both a division of labour and a

system mediated sharing of knowledge offers modest increases over an SCIR system

with just a division of labour policy over the entire search, with more substantive

increases achievable over the first few iterations of feedback. This result confirmed

our hypothesis that a system-mediated division of labour and sharing of knowledge

policy improves performance over a standard SCIR search. We will now discuss the

findings of each individual research question in more detail.

7.2.1 Division of Labour

Having two or more people searching together to satisfy a shared information need

can allow the search task to be divided across searchers. In our work we evaluated

the research question – Does a division of labour policy improve the performance of

a group of users searching together?

In order to investigate this question we simulated users searching together through

an SCIR system with various levels of division of labour, alongside two baseline sys-

tems of users searching independently and the best user searching alone.

Our experiments confirmed that the performance of an SCIR search can be
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significantly improved by implementing an explicit division of labour policy. In

particular, we found that an aggressive division of labour which removed, from

a user’s ranked list, both the documents seen by their search partner, and the

documents that we assume their search partner will examine, provides the best

performance for division of labour systems.

Furthermore, our experiments also confirmed that if we are able to bring to-

gether two users in an SCIR environment with an explicit division of labour, then

the group’s searching performance can be significantly better than either the users

searching separately with no coordination, or the best user searching alone.

In order to implement the best performing division of labour policy in a real

world system, the number of documents that we assume the user will examine and

therefore will not be returned to another user should be modified to suit the deployed

system. For example, if we are building a distributed web based SCIR system we

could set the number of assumed documents to 20 or 30 but for a PDA or iPhone

we may instead want to limit this number to 5 or 10. Although as discussed in the

previous chapter, even if users do not examine documents that they are assigned,

these documents may be returned to either themselves or their search partner again

over the duration of the search.

7.2.2 Sharing of Knowledge

One of the common features of state-of-the-art SCIR systems in the literature, is

their use of a shared bookmarked facility which allows users to see documents deemed

relevant by their co-searchers. In this thesis we attempted to use such explicit

relevance judgments in the search task itself in order to improve the performance of

the group through a system-mediated sharing of knowledge.

Firstly, we attempted to answer the research question: Does a system-mediated

sharing of knowledge policy, through a collaborative relevance feedback process, im-

prove the performance of an SCIR search? We investigated the sharing of knowl-

edge through a collaborative relevance feedback process under an assumption of
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both perfect and imperfect relevance judgments, where imperfect relevance judg-

ments are non-relevant documents that were perceived relevant by real users during

the original TREC runs. We experimented with 3 different techniques for combining

relevance information alongside the standard, single user, relevance feedback process

(pseudo user). For two of these techniques, partial-user and combined weighting, we

experimented with two variants, one that allowed users who had not encountered a

term to provide a contribution towards its weighting (contr) and another which did

not (no contr).

Our results showed that over an entire SCIR search, under either relevance as-

sumption, passing relevance information between users does provide small improve-

ments in the group’s performance. Although no significance could be found at the

predefined significance threshold of p < 0.05, improvements could be found at a

significance level of p = 0.165 for perfect relevance information (combined weighting

contr) and p = 0.132 for imperfect relevance information (combined weighting no

contr). Although not strictly significant, these p values show a strong confidence

that this difference is non-random. Encouragingly, our results confirm that over the

first few iterations of feedback, a sharing of knowledge policy can offer a more sub-

stantial improvement in performance over an SCIR system which implements just

a division of labour policy only and these results were significant at the significance

threshold p < 0.05.

Under perfect relevance information, we experimented with two different in-

teraction approaches, dynamic and static. The static approach represents a more

standard interaction model, where users are presented with new ranked lists only

when they interact with the SCIR system themselves, by making relevance judg-

ments. The dynamic interaction approach, on the other hand, allows for a more

intensive search environment, where users can benefit from their search partner’s

relevance judgments immediately by being presented with updated ranked lists, but

at a cost on the user’s cognitive load. Our results here showed that by implementing

a dynamic system, we can get improvements over the static interaction approach,
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however, this improvement is not significant for all collaborative relevance feedback

techniques operating in a static interaction environment. This result is interesting

as it suggests that a standard interaction environment can perform as well as a more

intensive environment.

Comparing across all collaborative relevance feedback techniques, results showed

that the term based techniques outperform the document fusion technique under

both relevance assumptions. Although no significance could be found at a signif-

icance threshold of p < 0.05, we found that all techniques provide improvements

under either relevance assumption at a more relaxed threshold of p < 0.1. No sig-

nificant difference could be found across the term-based techniques under either

relevance assumption. In particular in both the perfect and imperfect relevance in-

formation scenario, the proposed term-based collaborative relevance feedback tech-

niques performed as well as the standard single user (pseudo) technique. This result

is to be expected as essentially all of these techniques are trying to do the same

thing - aggregate relevance information from multiple users. The advantages of the

proposed collaborative techniques over a standard relevance feedback technique is

that they can allow for a user-biased combination of the relevance information for

each user.

Our results showed that the inclusion of imperfect relevance information can

significantly degrade the performance of a relevance feedback operation in an SCIR

search. In order to explore the research question: Can we circumvent some of the

problems associated with imperfect relevance information through a user-biased col-

laborative relevance feedback process? We proposed a method for user-biasing of

the collaborative relevance feedback process based on the authority of their rele-

vance judgments. Where a user’s authority was based on the correlation between

their relevance judgments and an oracle weighting of terms, our results revealed

that attaching an authority weight to user’s relevance judgments and using this

authority weighting in a collaborative relevance feedback formula can improve the

performance of the process. It should be noted that the differences in performance
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due to authority weighting are only minor. Given the slenderness of these increases

under an oracle for predicting a user’s authority, the obvious question is whether it

is worthwhile pursuing research in this area and in particular, whether it is worth-

while attempting to develop automatic techniques for determining the authority of

users without relevance information. We believe that there is scope for further re-

search here for a number of reasons. Firstly, the difference in performance between

an SCIR system operating under perfect versus imperfect relevance information, in

these experiments, is quite small. Therefore, it is not entirely surprising that the

authority weighting scheme did not provide large increases. In a real world setting

there may be occasions where the differences between good and bad searchers in

terms of their relevance judgments are more pronounced. For example, for some

particularly difficult search topics a novice searcher may make poor relevance judg-

ments. Alternatively, as some relevant documents may be better relevance feedback

documents than others, an expert searcher may recognise good relevance feedback

documents over documents that are simply relevant. Exploiting these differences

through an effective authority weighting scheme could lead to an improved collab-

orative relevance feedback process. Furthermore, although the absolute differences,

between authority weighting and unbiased collaborative relevance feedback found in

our experiments are small, the fact that our significance tests reveal that these dif-

ferences are non-random suggests that there could be further scope for improvement

in the techniques in future work.

We hypothesised that the reason that the collaborative relevance feedback tech-

niques offered only a modest improvement in an SCIR system with just a division

of labour over the entire search was due to the aggregation of relevance information

causing users to become too similar. We investigated the research question: Does

a collaborative relevance feedback process cause collaborating users’ search results to

become more similar than by using their own relevance information only? We com-

pared the number of unique document across the top 1000 documents from each user

in a collaborative search, for an SCIR search with no sharing of relevance informa-
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tion (SCIR + Full Div) and for the collaborative relevance feedback techniques. Our

results confirmed our intuition that significantly less unique documents were being

found across users lists when they used a collaborative relevance feedback process

than when they searched using their own relevance judgments only. The benefit

of having multiple users searching together in order to satisfy a shared information

need is that the search task can be divided across users, allowing users to explore

different aspects of the collection. Early in the search, when neither user has found

many relevant documents, a collaborative relevance feedback process can benefit a

user by supplementing their relevance information. Over an entire search, however,

the benefit offered by sharing relevance information is offset by the cost of losing

uniqueness across users’ ranked lists.

Based on these findings, in section 6.5, we explored an alternative use of multi-

user relevance information in an SCIR search, in order to implement a comple-

mentary relevance feedback process. Unlike collaborative RF a complementary RF

process attempts to leverage each user’s relevance judgments in order to allow users

to explore different areas of the collection. We explored the research question: Can

a complementary feedback mechanism allow user’s search results to remain more dis-

tinct than a collaborative relevance feedback process, and does this improve the per-

formance of the search? We proposed two techniques here, complementary query

expansion and clustering of documents and terms. Although both techniques do

provide substantially more unique documents than the term-based collaborative RF

techniques, they failed to improve the performance of the search.

7.3 Future Work

Our work and results pose many new research questions, and we will now outline

where we feel progress could be made. Firstly we will discuss how improvements

could be made to the evaluation methodology before describing how the techniques

for division of labour and sharing of knowledge could be extended.
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Evaluation Methodology We believe that the evaluation methodology, and in

particular the simulations, could be improved and extended. In our simulations,

we motivated the need to replace the static relevance judgments which were mined

from the TREC rich format data, with dynamic relevance judgments based on the

ranked lists returned to the simulated user. Although we have attempted to model

a dynamic relevance judgment process, our simulations do not attempt to model the

time aspect of the relevance judgments dynamically. Our simulations presume that

the timing of relevance judgments will remain the same in the SCIR environment.

Therefore, what our evaluations do not allow us to capture is how an SCIR search

can improve the efficiency of a search, i.e. by dividing the search we are able to finish

the search quicker. In our evaluations, the benefit from collaboration is measured in

terms of the quality across users’ ranked lists. If we developed a more comprehensive

user model, which modelled the speed at which the user could read documents, and

make relevance judgments for example, we could examine if an SCIR search would

allow users to find more relevant documents more quickly.

In this thesis we investigated the notion of imperfect relevance information and

its effect on the performance of an SCIR search. Our model operated the same

across all users, all simulated users would react the same given the same ranked list.

It would be interesting to extend the user model to allow us to model differences

across users’ expertise, for example modelling an expert searcher searching with a

novice, where an expert searcher would always make correct relevance judgments

but a novice could make mistakes.

In our evaluations we have modelled a simple incremental feedback system, which

assumes that users receive a new ranked list after each relevance judgment is made.

It would be interesting to explore the effects of a division of labour and sharing of

knowledge policy in a more elaborate search system that allowed users to reformulate

their query manually or make several relevance judgments before issuing them in

batch to the search system.

In our work we examined a synchronous collaborative search involving two col-
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laborating users. An obvious candidate for future work would be the extension of

the simulated group to a group consisting of 3, 4, or 5 users or more and investigate

how a division of labour and sharing of knowledge policy would operate in such

a setting. For division of labour one issue could be that, as the number of users

grow, removing documents that are assumed to be examined by users may result in

some users being presented with ranked lists containing no relevant documents. For

sharing of knowledge, it would be interesting to examine if the effect of the collab-

orative relevance feedback process of bringing users closer together would have an

exaggerated negative impact as the size of the group grows.

An obvious area for future work is to apply these techniques to a real, interactive

search session involving two or more real users. In our previous work we developed

an interactive video search system for the TRECVid workshop. We would like to

investigate the application of the proposed techniques in both a distributed and co-

located domain. We would like to examine if the techniques provide more potential

for improving the SCIR search in one domain over another.

Further to the previous point, in our work we have investigated the application

of the techniques to the retrieval of textual data. An interesting area for future work

would be to apply these techniques to an SCIR search over multi-media data. In

particular, it would be interesting to examine the effects of a collaborative relevance

feedback mechanism on a content-based video retrieval system, given the notorious

difficulties associated with the semantic gap in content-based retrieval. Does the

ability to aggregate multi-user relevance information allow for greater improvements

in video retrieval than was found in these experiments over text data?

Division of Labour In this thesis we have explored the notion of authority in

relation to the relevance feedback process. For future work it would be interesting

to extend this notion of authority, and model cases where users can skip relevant

material. Modelling such an environment would enable us to investigate how a

division of labour policy would operate in an environment where searchers may read
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a document but fail to recognise it as relevant. At present, the division of labour

policy outlined in this thesis would exclude this document from all ranked lists

returned to all users for the rest of the search. This would cause the group to miss

relevant material due to the actions of a poor searcher. A potential solution to this

issue would be to extend the division of labour policy to allow for an approach which

reduced the rank of seen documents rather than excluding them, as is currently the

case. This “dampening effect” could be weighted by the perceived expertise of a

user so that, if a more expert user reads a document without providing a relevance

judgment on it, then we can be more confident that the document is non-relevant

than if a poor searcher performed the action.

Sharing of Knowledge In this thesis we proposed techniques which allowed for

a user-biased weighting of relevance judgments, and we investigated one application

of a user-biasing through authority weighting. However we believe there are many

more applications of a user-biased collaborative relevance feedback process. For

example, in a real search system, a user could use a user-biased relevance feedback

process to favour their own relevance judgements over their search partners’, thereby

allowing the results to be tailored to them. Or a user may decide to use an inverted

approach and bias their results in the favour of their search partner if they feel they

cannot locate any relevance documents on their own. We believe there are many

more applications of our proposed collaborative relevance feedback process, which

we have not even considered.

In this thesis we introduced the notion of imperfect relevance judgements to

synchronous collaborative search. In traditional, single-user information retrieval,

the notion of imperfect relevance judgments is less of an issue as, if a user has made a

relevance judgment, then it should be considered as relevant for that user. When we

move to a synchronous collaborative domain, in which a group of users are searching

together, the issue of non-relevance or misunderstanding of the search topic could

have a major effect of the performance of an SCIR search. We believe that this also
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represents an interesting area from future research. We investigated the application

of authority weighting, and as discussed in the previous section we believe there is

scope for future research here and, in particular, in future work we would like to

apply some of the various query performance predictions techniques to the area of

SCIR authority weighting.

Although the results of our evaluations of our proposed complementary relevance

feedback techniques were not favourable, we believe there is still scope for further

research here. In particular we feel that the clustering of documents and terms in

a SCIR search may prove useful. In this thesis we attempted to cluster documents

and terms into two clusters, one for each user. An interesting avenue for further

research would be to try to use clustering to discover unique concepts in the search

topic. For example a search topic “Wildlife Extinction” may have concepts related

to zoos, poachers, animals, etc. By recognising the underlying concepts present in

the relevance judgments, we may be able to make a more intelligent division of the

clusters across users, whereby each user is assigned a unique concept to search.

7.4 Summary

Synchronous collaborative information retrieval is an exciting and emerging research

area which is gaining momentum in the research community. The ability to allow two

or more people to search together at the same time will become more in demand

as novel computer interface devices such as the Microsoft Surface and the Apple

iPhone become mainstream and allow users to collaborate on computer-related tasks

in a co-located manner. In addition, the more sociable web we see developing on

the internet allows remote people to communicate and collaborate easier than ever

before. As people begin using computers more collaboratively, the need for effective

techniques that allow users to search together synchronously will be demanded.

As such, this thesis represents an important contribution to the development of

effective synchronous collaborative information retrieval systems. We have evaluated
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the effects of a system-mediated division of labour and sharing of knowledge on a

collaborating group of searchers and have shown how the effectiveness of SCIR can

be improved.
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